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PRESIDENT'S REPORT

I
It's won derh11 to be living in an age of
"less-intrusive government.'~ust knowing
that Big Brother is not looking over your
shoulder and that the unfettered exercise
of free enterprise remains unhampered is
comforting. The problem is, however, that
government intrusion can exist outside the
market place.
It seems that lately, any diminution of
regulations in our marketplace have been
outweighed by intrusions into the most private aspects of our everyday lives. These
pot shots at the Constitution historically begin with sn~allcaliber assaults on the politically powerless, e.g., the wiretapping
provisions of the 1969 Omnibus Crime
Control Act, directed against the "criminal element." But by the mid-1980's. we
see the shotgun approach utilized to the
point that many defense attorneys are concerned about the sanctity of not only their
telephone, but their offices as well.
We live in a star wars world. The
government now has the ability and the
license to be all-pervasive in its quest for
information about where we go, what we
say and what we do. The quality of life in
our supposedly free society will be
diminished unless the courts recognize and
define the limits of permissible government
intrusron.
Until recently, abuse of power by the

government has been relatively unchecked.
Denial of bail, loss t~f presumption of innocence, coutenance of police subtrafizge
and "good faith" violations of the Fourth
Amendment lead the way towards increased "law and order" and decreased fundamental liberty. Our courts are finally
beginning to rediscover that allowing the
government to usurp fundamental libertyeven when citizens accused of crime are
the initial targets-invites the government
to seize that initiative. The result can lead
to the kind of government intrusions which
now confront the federal bench.
Imagine yourself sitting as a United
States District Judge. Theattorney for the
United States govenunent tells you that any
federal employee who seeks a promotioo
waives his constitutional right to object to
a drug test and must submit to a sampling
of his or her urine. Notwithstanding the
protests of government counsel and the imminence of an appeal, your ruling is as
follows:
(1) The mandatory collection of urine
samples constitutes a search even more intrusive than a search of a home.
(2) Urinanalysis testing, coupled with a
pre-test form (to be filled out by the person tested as per government mandate)
amounts to involuntary self-incrimination.
(3) The presence of an observer while

Knox Jones

a "subject" performs excretory functions is
a "gross invasion of privacy"-"a degrading procedure that so detracts from human
dignity and self-respect that it shocks the
conscience and offends fhis court's sense
of justice."
These were the words of a federal judge
sitting in the Eastern District of Louisiana.
The defendant was the United States Custom Service. The complaintant was the
National Treasury Employees Union. National Deaswy Enployees Union V. Von
Rabb, U.S.D.C. E. La. No. 86-3522,
11/14/86; 40 CRL 2182.
Now who the hell made it necessary for
a Federal District Judge to rule that we
have a reasonable expectation of privacy
in our urine (and cite authority)? Was he
illogical in his dicta that if carried to its
logical extreme, those who wished to ride
upon federal highways must consent to
having their urine tested?
I asked my wife to help me think of a
suitable ending to this diatribe. She mumbled that either we ought to be thankful for
courageous and perceptive federal judges
-or a constitution that gives us our system of checks and balances-or both. NOW
and then she mumbles the right thing. So
now and then I take a few notes.
W
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Memorial
Robert Richard Thornton
by John Boston
The Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association has lost one of its originals.
Charter member Robert Richard Thornton,
68, of Galveston died December 26, 1986
after a brief illness. He had been a lawyer
since 1947, having begun his legal education in 1939. From 1940 through 1946 he
was on active duty with the United States
Army Air Corps.
A native of Houston, Richard was born
July 12, 1918, attended Galveston public
schools and was an honor graduate of Ball
High School in 1935. He attended Tulane
University in New Orleans, the University
of Texas at Austin (BA 1939), the University of Texas School of Law receiving an
LLB degree in 1948. Like many of his
generation his education was interrupted
by World War 11.
Colonel Richard Thornton United States
Air Force Reserve (Retired) had a distinguished military career, both active duty
and Air Force Reserve. He served in both
the Pacific and European theaters during
World War TI. He survived the ditching of
his B-17 near New Guinea in the South Pacific in November 1942. He and his crew
spent four days in life rafts in sbarkinfested seas before they were rescued. In
March 1943 he was transferred to the European theater where the then Captain
Thornton flew thirteen bombing missions
over Europe. On this thirteenth mission he
was shot down over France, parachuted to
safety and for some period of time evaded
capture with the aid of the Free French.
He was captured near the French-Spanish
border by the Ciestapo in 1944. He was
liberated by the Russians in May 1945and
left active duty as a Major, continuing in
the United States Air Force Reserve and
retiring as a Reserve Colonel in 1965. His
decorations include the Silver Star, Distinguished Flying Cross with oak leaf cluster,
Air Medal with three oak leaf clusters and
various campaign medals from both the
Pacific and European theaters. He was a
member of the National Ex-Prisoner of
War Association, the Veterans of Foreign
A
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Wars and the American Legion.
Richard Thornton was admitted to practice in the State of Texas in 1947; United
States Supreme Court in 1953. He was admitted to practice before various other
court and commissions throughout his
career including three of the Federal District Courts of Texas, Immigration Appeals, Interstate Commerce Commission,
United States Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit and the U S . Court of Military Appeals. In addition to being a charter
member of TCDLA, he was a member of
the American Trial Lawyers Association,
Texas Trial Lawyers Association, Galveston County Bar Association, having
served as a member of the hoard or as an
officer of the latter two orgenizations. He
was amemher of theNational Association
of Criminal Defense Lawyers.
Thornton was very active in continuing
legal education programs including the
faculty of the Texas Trial Advocacy Institute, Sam Houston University; Lecturer,
Criminal Law and Procedure Section State

**

Bar of Texas; Adjunct Professor, Criminal Law and Procedure, Trial Tactics,
University of Houston Bates College of
Law; and Southwest College of Law. In
the past he has been a lecturer for the
Criminal Defense Lawyers Project and a
contributor of legal articles to the Voicefir
,the Defense.
Anoutline of the facts of a forty-year legal career in no way does justice to the
contributions that Richard Thornton made
to the legal profession in general and the
Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association in particular. Richard Thornton was
always available to advise and assist criminal defense lawyers with tough cases and
problems of any nature. The local
newspapers in Galveston County have
referred to him as "prominent." He was
that and so much more. Richard Thornton's
contributions to his profession, his state
and his country were many. We will
remember him as a first class gentleman,
an honorablelawyer and a friend. We will
miss him.
W
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The Effective and Judicious Use of
Oral Argument in the Court of Criminal Appeals
by Judge Charles F. Campbell, Jr. and John M. Bradley

Oral argument is the only opportunity
for direct personal contact between appellate judges and the p+
in a lawsuit.'
In that short encaunter, an advocate has the
unique opportunity to supplement the written word with the spoken word, thereby
adding credibility.and emphasis to arguments that might otherwise be unremarkable. Knowing that the spoken word c-an
have a significant effect upon the decisionmaking p r o w , appellatejudges have frequently published their thoughts on the art
of oral advo~acy.~
The purpose of this article is to add to those comments by focusing upon improving oral argument in the
Texas Court of Criminal Appeals.

overall caseloads and a recognition that
many cases are governed by dear precedent? Those same policy considerations
could eventually lead to restrictions upon
oral argument in the Court of Criminal App e a l ~ . ' To
~ preserve an independent
choice, attorneys should make selective,
intelligent requests for oral argument and
then follow through on that request.

When Should Counsel
Request Oral Argument?

When Can Counsel Request
Oral Argument?
Counsel can request oral argument in
anv "causes" acce~tedbv the Court of
~ r k n aAppeals
l
for s u h h i ~ i o nThese
.~
causes include direct appeals, cases granting discretionary review, extraordinary
matters and post-conviction writs of habeas
c o ~ p u s Prior
. ~ to actual submission of a
cause, the Clerk of the Court must inform
counsel of record that he bas 30 days within which to notify the Court whether oral
argument is desired.'
C~unselmay not request oral argument
in motions requesting special consideration, e.g., to advance on the docket."
Likewise, counsel may not request oral argument in motions for rehearing or replies
to such motions.' However, if a motion
for rehearing is granted, the Court may
permit oral argument upon resubmission
of the causc8
At present, the Court does not screen requests for oral argument. If requested, oral
argument generally will he granted.
Although the rules of appellate procedure
indicate that oral argument may be denied
for rehearings, the court has not indicated
any specific grounds for denying such argument. Nor has it shown any general ten-

Charles F. Canlobell is a maduate of
SMU School of &v. He h a s h e n AS&
tant Disnict Aftomey in Harris Caunty;
County Artonzq and District Altomey in
Hill County; Assistant Attorney General,
Chief of Prosecutor's Assisfance Division
under Attorney General Mark While; elected Judae, Tam Court of
- CriminalAweals
.in 192.
Mr. Bradley is Judge Campbell's
Research Assistant. Previously he served
as Briefng Attorney for Judge Campbell
and= intem to Harrts C o r nDistrict Atfonteyk office. He graduak fmm the
University of St. i'h~homasin 1981 andfrom
the llniwrsify of Houston LUWCenter in
1985.

dency to deny argument upon rehearing.
Tbese circumstances indicate that the
Court presently has a liberal policy of
granting requests for oral argument.
Some appellate courts have begun
screening requests for oral argument. The
development of such a policy stems from
an increase in frivolous cases, a rise in

Counsel should request oral argument
when he believes that it will significantly
enhance his written brief. The opportunity
to vocalize the contents of a brief, if used
to engage in mere repetition, is not a sound
enough reason for requesting and presenting oral argument. Counsel must analyze
his oarticular case in terms of the obiec"
tives of oral argument and determine
whether there will he any distinct advantages to supplementing his brief with the
spoken word.
Each Wednesday, when oral arguments
are presented in the Court of Criminal Appeals, at least one party to a cause typically
fails to appear." Counsel's absence implies that his request for oral argument may
have been mechanistic rather than
meaningful. This sort of haphazard approach to appellate advocacy might eventually lead to curtailment of oral argument.
A former state supreme court justice has
identified ten functions of orat argument:
(1) to persuade judges
(2) to focus on one important matter only
(3) to reiterate most major points in the
brief
(4) to clarify facts
(5) to counter opposition's arguments
(6) to appeal to '$mice," 'kight," and
"fairness"
(7) to legitimate the legal process by a
ppblic confrontation of issum
(8) to urge judges to read (or reread)
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briefs
(9) to prepare judges for conference
deliberations
(10) to forcejudges to cummunicatewith
each other.12
Counsel should ideally request oral argument only when his case provides an opportunity to accomplish a majority of these
functions.
Some written arguments are simply not
enhanced by subsequent oral presentation.
For exmple, a brief challenging the sufficiency of the evidence for a given conviction is rarely enhanced by oral argument
and is often inappropriately converted into
a second jury argument." Counsel inevitably repeats his version of the lengthy
factual foundation containe'in his brief,
making numerous distractive trips to the
record, and predictably concludes that the
record does or does not support the verdict. Opposing counsel generally responds
by pointing to still more facts in the record
supporting the contrary point of view.
Such an extensive facbal dispute is best
left to the briefs, to be carefully considered
by the Court after submission of the case.
On the other hand, oral argument is
often an ideal forum for addressing the
constitutionality of a statute or the application of a particular constitutional provision.14 The resolution of constitutional
issues affects the public generally and
should, therefore, follow public debate. In
fact, oral argument of constitutionalissues
has become even more necessary because
of the recently recognized distinctionsbetween stateand federal constitutional protection~.'~
A complete list of the types of arguments
best suited to oralpresentation in the Court
of Criminal Appeals is not possible because of the many factors that affect each
case. However, counsel should be able to
apply the principles set forth above in
deciding whether oral argument would
benefit the Court.
In making a decision, counsel should
also be aware of some institutional procedures that inherently limit the impact of
oral argument in the Court of Criminal Appeals. First, oral argument is presently not
recorded,16 although a majority of the
judges, along with their briefing attorneys,
do take notes. Second, following oral argument, the Clerk of the Court divides the
submitted cases into nine approximately
equal "stacks."17 The nine "stacks" are

then distributed among the judges by
lot.lS No conference discussion of a case
occurs until an opinion has been drafted
and circulated. Third, a significantamount
of time may pass between oral argument
and conference discussion of a case. These
circumstances may diminish the impact
that an oral argument could have upon the
Court.
These limitations, of course, could be
partially alleviated by recording oral argument andlor holding tentative decisional
conferences hard on the heels of oral argument. In the United States Supreme
Court, for example, conferences are held
at the end of a week of oral argument, thus
keeping initial discussion of a case contemporaneous with the oral argument.19One
commentator has even suggested that appellate courts hold conferences or circulate tentative opinions prior to argument,
thus increasing the likelihood that it will
assist the court in its decision-making
process.20
By concentratiw.. upon the Durposes of
oraiargulntmt and npiiying objcc&e standards forjudging the likcly effect of an argument upon particular issues, counsel can
make an intelligent and productive decision
whether to request oral argument. Presuming it is requested, counsel should then focus upon developing an effective
presentation.

How Should Counsel Prepare
Oral Argument?
Counsel can ease much of the tension
related to his first argument before the
Court of Criminal Appeals by becoming
familiar with the courtroom and the external and internal court rules. In addition,
counsel should watch several arguments:" observing the various styles of
argument and the reactions of the judges.
"Unless extended by the Court of Criminal Appeals in a special case, the totalmaximum time for oral argument shall be 20
minutes per side. Counsel for the appellant or petitioner is entitled to open and
conclude the arg~ment."'~"If oral argument is permitted [after a motion for rehearing is granted], counsel will be limited
to 15 minutes per side. The movant is entitled to open and conclude the argume~~t."~'
Any motions for extended argument
must be timely filed with the Clerk of the
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Court prior to the argument date and
should include specific reasons for allowing an extension of time." If counsel
wishes to reserve any time for rebuttal, he
should notify the timekeeper before argument begins.
The Court, which consists of a "Presiding Judge" and eight "Judges,"= convenes
promptly at 9:00 a.m. on Wednesdays with
the announcementof written opinions. AIL
parties arguing should then be present. The
Presiding Judge then calls for the first case
to be argued. Each judge has before him
a written memorandum, prepared by the
staff attorneys and studied by the jndges
prior to argument, that summarizes the
facts and issues present in each case. Upon
completion of a case, the next case is inmediately argued, unless the Court recesses for coffee or lunch.
Facing the bench, counsel for the appellant is seated at the table on the left. The
State's attorney is seated at the table on the
right. A briefing attorney serves as
timekeeper and is seated at a desk to the
immediate left of appellant's table, along
with another briefing attorney who serves
as bailiff.
A clock and a diagram of the seating arrangement for the judges are present on the
speaker's podium, which is located between counsels' tables. A yellow and a red
lamp are also attached to the podium. The
yellow lamp is Lit when counsel has one
minute remaining in his argument. The red
lamp is lit when counsel's time has expired.
Once time has expired, counsel should immediately conclude his argument or risk
summary interruption by the Presiding
Judge.
Counsel should not feel compelled to use
all of his time. Some of the best arguments
have often been made prior to the expiration of time but were significantly
di~inishedin effectiveness by an attempt
to fill the remaining time.
To prepare the substance of his argument, at a minimum, counsel should reread
the relevant portions of the record. Too
often, counsel imprudently downplays his
role as appellate counsel by explaining that
he did not try the case. Counsel should then
study the relevant law and then prepare an
outline of his argument. Finally, counsel
should practice his argument, making sure
that sufficient time is left for questions
from the Court.
If counsel is unable to provide the Court

Briefs fired in direct ap~ealsof capital
fiurder 60nvictbns often allege multiple
points of error." Extraordinary matten:
and post-eonviaion applications f w writs
of b a h w p m alw g$ngrany conbin
multiple complaints. It is auggestwt that
tbunsel arme no more than three points
oFe~tov.neleetk onlvzho8sODints of erlike$ to i$ e&&
by oral
l'hesame approaoh would prove e M v e i r that
In tke Coure of C r W Appea18. The argument.
Gtter i d e w i n g the issue[%)in his ass,
judware familiar with the background of
The o t g d m provided by an outcounsel shoulditnmediatelypfOwd to d e
the case snd are premretl to heat COUIW
line is mucia! to a successful oral artdl fithem exactly what the bsues we and vetop his legal reatonin& suppo&g It
gument for several r m s , =st, a
wirh economicalrefernets to the record
what relief is sought.
disorganized presentation will conThe majolity of c a m
before the and c a e auFhorities.
fuse a listener even more q W y
Cmrt of CriminaI A p m l s involve p 4 than a poorly oqanized written arCoapel will not bepermittedto read
tiom for discretionarx review, vhich fOgument wilt confuse a readex. Seat length from the brief, records or
cus
upon
decisions
of
the
courts
of
cond, heeauss your time for
authorities. Counsel may m a b an
appe,als?8 The Cmrt generally only
s limited, an outline enargument B
oral comwtmn to his brief, bnt mulgrants a single, narrow ~ u n dfor
sures that you covet your ma@r
tipie additionat cit&ions should not
re vie^?^ If the pEtitiea correctly
points. Third, fhe ffow of your arbe made orally; they should be
descrih a ~pecifrcgroundfor rwiew and
gum%ntmry beintempted by quesredueed to writing and filed with he
the brief properly focnses upon the sanfe
tioning, and fhe outline will hdp you
clerk."
ground, fhen counsel will d m d y have a
to ream to pour former argument or
nartow issue. for oral presntatdon." If
to dungetbeorder of your argument
several grounds for review have been Counsel will more @anlikelyhe interyuptto ad;lpt to questioning?
eti~ted.then wwml &odd arfiue anly ed by quastions. He shqnld answer them
ffwunw~has cons~imtious~y
prepadfor those g&nds hest suited for o d wg6- imm&&~~,weaving his a n s m s inm the
wal argwmerrt, then his delivery of that ar- ment Fromapl-actical viewpoint, it is sug- mhstanoe of his argument. TBis task is
gument .should provide the Court with a thatco counsel arguenodrethan two oftenqnitediffhIt, butanadvacateshould
welcome questitlns because thef reflect the
valuable blneplint for deciding the case. grounds for review.

with an mthoritatim? q m s e to a question m n m i n g the record, he will lose
much of his credibility. Likewise, and
0Derwk.e eEeotive argument is diluted
when counselis unfamiliar with recent appellate deeisioas.
JustiGe Spears of the Texas upr re me
Court has noted the critical impoetance
of
.
an outline:

aftractedthe iptmsstand attention of
the court. The room c a m a t i w
B~eryonei~asmtalfJt
on t h e w
of his chair, In-seconds mnsei had
riveted the attention of all partisipants unto the question t b t ail
mcerned knew was critioaLn

re

-

How ~ u l Cmwl
d
Psesent
Oral Argument?
Gtvm the physical limitatio~r~
placed
upm om1argument, w d mustmake efficient use of his time, Counsel must begin by presenting the Court with an
ilmmdhte and coneiso StateiWnt Of the
mlevant isme. Justice G6dbbid ofthe United States Couct of Aaoeals for the Fifth
Circuit made the folGwing suggestion:
I refall an especiaUJr effective

1

ADVOCACY COURSE

presentation by a young lawyer,
formerly a law derk for another circuit judm who walked to the pdium of out court and said: m y name
is So and So, from Houston, Texas.
The issue, fb this case is whether
Chwibl~r~.>y.
d&csrotfey is r8tmBctive.") He had hidall else a6ideaad
gone for the jugular. In two senteam he had identffkd hinmlf, preeisely targeted the dkposttive iaew
on which discumion would be cantered and the case ddacided, and had
February 1987 1 VOICE forth D6fetts.d 7

Court's interest in an issue.= At the conclusion of his argument, counsel should not
make open-ended requests for questions
from the Court on issues that have not been
argued. Counsel, after all, presumably has
already requested oral argument on those
issues he supposed worthy of oral argument.
Although few lawyers thought so at the
time, one of the most critical courses
offered in law school was Remedies 101,
or some version thereof. Equally as critical in an appellate argument is the prayer
or reauest for relief. Does counsel seek an
acquittal, a reversal, a vacate and remand
order, an affirmance, etc.? Whom does
counsel want to reverse or aftinn-the trial
court, the court of appeals, the Court of
Criminal Appeals on rehearing? In short,
counsel should know what remedy he is
seeking." He should make it crystal clear
to the Court and not get lost in the fog of
ambivalent or alternative remedies.

The procers of presenting oral argument
requires an imaginative, diligent effort on
the part of attorneys. However, by making judicious use of oral argument, attorneys should be able to affect and. indeed.
improve the jurisprudential process itself:
Effective oral argument will insure that appellate judges receive not only accurate and
useful research but also information that
is persuasive in its artful presentation.
I.

2.

Of m m e , n crit~:inalJcfcndaa's pcrwnal contact with ihecoun is grwrally through his legal
representative because he has no constihrtional
right topresent his own oral argument before an
appellate coun. Webb v. Slate. 533 S.W.Zd780,
784-85 (Tex.Cr.App. 1976); Tookev. Srate. 23
Tex.App. 10, 3 S.W. 782 (1887). CJ Anicle
44.03, V.A.C.C.P. (Supp, 1986). repeated by
V.A.C.S., art. 1811f. $4 (Supp. 1986) ("The
defendant nced not be personally present upun
the hearingofhiscausein.. .thecourtof Criminal Appeals, but if not injail, he may appear in
person.'?. However, the Court of Criminal Appeals occasionally allows adefendant topresent
his own aral argument. See Lenlry v. State, 13
S.W.2d 874,884 Cl'ex.Cr.App. 1928) (opinion
onrehearing). In fact, inthelast term, thecourt
heard aral argument fmm a defendant who divided his time with his atlorney.
Justices from the United States Supreme Court
have regularly offered their own suggestions for
presenting an effectiveoral argument before their
wun. See, e.g., Rehnquist, Oral Adsocac). 27
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S. 'Ter L. Kcv. 280 (1986); Powell, 77rr Ixvd
of.%prw!,r C,,unAd,nvocy. Speech at 1:ifth Clr.
Jud. Cmf. fMav 27. 1974): Harlan. IVl~rrrPurl
Adwacy Before the Supreme Cow: Suggesliow
for Effecliw Gme Prerenrorions, 37 A.B.A.J.
s o l ii951).
Justices from the Texas Supreme Coun have
also published their thoughts on oral argument
in their court. See, e.g., Spears, Pmenthtg an
Effcc~heAppeal, 2K1) Trial 95 (1985); Greenhill, Advocacy in the Terns Suprenre Court, 44
Tex. B.I. 624 (1981).
3. See Tex. R. App. Pro. 220, 49 Tex. B.I. 558
(1986) (hereinafter "Rule"). The Court has not
specifically excluded any cause fmm being arguedorally. Presumably,then, counsel can successfully request oral argument in any cause
accepted for submission. Cf: Rule 7 5 0 ('Thc
murt of appeals may, in its discretion, advance
civil cases for submission withcat oral argument
where oral acgumeent would not materially aid
the court in h e determination of the issues of
law and faet presented in the appeal.'?.
4. Rule 222(a).
5. Rule 220. The Clerk generally mails notice to
the parks after the appell~lebriefs have been
filed. As a oractical matter. the Clerk reaucsts
that rounscl rcspund within IS &ys uf notice.
Simply including a wquest for oral aryumrnt in
the briefmay not be sufficient to comply with
therules. Cf: Rule75(9 ("A pany to the appeal
deslnng oral argument [in the c o w of appeals]
shall file a request therefor st the time he files
his brief 1n the case.'?.
6 A motion requesting special consideration is not
a "cause" subject to oral argument See Rule
212fA
-.-\-,
7. Rule 230(b).
8. Rule 230(e).
9. See Wasby, llie F~utctions
a~~dfinpoTfot~ce
ofAppellate Oral Argumnl: Smae Ken's oflawjers
m,dFederalJlrdaes. 65 Judicature 340,351 352
(198a); ~odbord,ntmy pages 02TW,~).
Mitrrrres-Effec0'r.e Ad~~oeneyo~~
Appe~l.30 Sw.
L.J. 801, 801-02 (1976).
10. In 1985, outof 352 subminod causes, 144 or40.9
pereent were orally argued. By contrast, the Fifth
Circuit has "made 'extensive use of truncated
procedures,'with haoral argument in a high percentage of cases." Wasby, suprn note 9. at 349
11.41.
11. If an attorney is unable to attend aral argument,
then he should notify the Clcrk of the Court at
least a week in advance of the argument date.
Otherwise, counsel wastes Ule timeand resources
of the Caurt and risks committing contemptuous conduct.
12. Weaver, quored if, Sheldon & Weaver,PoLm
CIANS. JUOOES.
AND THE PEOPLE:A STUDY
~i
CmZ6Ns PARTICIPATION 86 (WestpuCl, COnn.;
Greenwwd Press, 1980).
13. In a recont survey of federal circuit mun judges,
only nine per cent regarded argumem based on
sufficiency of the evidence as essential in civil
appeals. Wasby, supra note 9, at 349.
14. In a survey of lawyen fmm the Semnd, Fifth
and Sixth Circuit Courts of Appeals, the lawyers
"considered oral argument essential in 'cases

which involve matters of great public interest
(despite the absence of subslantial legal issues)
[andl eases involving the constitutionality of a
state shlute or a state aclion.*"Zd.., quoting DNry, Gaadman & Stevenson, Anonrrav An1WDES TOWARDLlbUl'ATIONOF ORAL ARGUMENI
AND WRlITEN OmNloNl~THNBU.S. COURTS
OF APPEAL,
at 22 rnhington, D.C.: Bureau of
Social Science Research, 1974).
IS. See, e.g., MeOunbdge v Srale. 712 S.W.2d
499, 501M n.9 (Tex.Cr.App. 1986).
16. Thc Texas Supreme Coun records all oral arguments.
17. Rule 222(c).
18. Id.
19. See Harlan, suprn note 2, at 7. Justice Harlan
also noted: "I amgiving away no secrets, I am
sure, when I say that in one of the courts of apoeals where1 was assiened to sit lemwrarilv the
voting an the cases took place each day follou,ing thecloseof thearguments." Id. Using an even
more radrcal approach, an intermediate Arizona &late court has a pallcy of issuing a tentativi winen opinion to the parlics, allowing
them to argue the correctness of that opiniw.
Telephone interview wilh Joyce Goldsmith,
Clerk of the Division I1 Court of Appeals, Arizona (Nov. 17, 1986).
20. See, Wasby, srrprn note 9, at 347.
21. A number ofadvocates mcrit such attention, The
authors recommend observing the following attorneys, who regularly present effective oral arguments: Chris Manhall, Assistant District
Attorney in Travis County; Edwilrd Shaughnessy, Assistant District Attorney in Bexar
County; RonaldGoranson, Defense Attorney in
Dallas County; and Janet Morrow. Defense Attorney in Harris County.
22. Rulc 221.
23. Rule 230(e).
24. Rule 212.
25. See Tex. Conrt. an. V, S4.Attorneys commonly
make themistake of referring to members of the
Court of Crinlinal Appeals a; "Chieflustice" or
"Justices." Those titles are resewed for members
of the Supreme Court. See Tex. Const. an. V,
$3.
26. Spears, supra none 2, at 97.
27. Godbold, wpm note 9, at 809.
28. Rule ZW(a).
29. Rulc 202(d)(4).
30. See McCnmhinge, rrrpra; see also Dcgrate v
Stnre. 712 S.W.2d755 (Tex.Cr.App. 1986) (per
curiam).
31. Under the new rules, former "gmunds of error"
are now referred toas 'paints of ermr."See Rules
74(d) & 21(i(b); Bwdlw s. Srute. No. 69,271,
slipop. s1n.l (Tex.Cr.App. October 15, 1986)
(not yet rcpaned).
32. Rule 221.
33. Thereare masions whenquestionsfrom men>bers of the Coun consumethemaioritv of munwl's timc. pwenting \sl~;at~wighl1 1 3 I~K C ~14
brillisnl argLnwnt. Co~nselrhuuld not ilrspair
i i this happns. It is s IAdy ~ i g n that
~ l tlw im
terest of the Coun has been acutely piqued by
the issue praented.
34. See Rules 80,202(k), & 211(c]; cl: Art. 44.24,
V.A.C.C P. (Supp. 1986). &pealed by
V.A.C S., art. 1811f. $4 (1986).
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Federal Sentencing in the 1980s and Beyond:
Part I-A Practitioner's Guide t o the Law of Sentencing Now in Effect and
Current Practices of the United States Parole Commission and Federal Prison System
by Alan Ellis
Introduction
In response to a growing perception that
federal sentences were grossly and unfairly
disparate, Congress passed as part of the
Comprehensive Crime Control Act of
1984, a chapter entitled "The Sentencing
Reform Act of 1984." While this legislation will radically change federal sentencing as we now know it, despite its passage
in 1984, the sentencing provisions, for the
most part, will not take effect until November 1, 1987.
A major aspect of the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 involves the creation of
the United States Sentencing Conlmission
to be responsible for the promulgation of
sentencing guidelines to be submitted to
Congress by April, 1987. Sentencing
judges will be bound by these guidelines
unless they find "that an aggravating or
mitigating circumstance exists that was not
adequately taken into consideration by the
Sentencing Colmnission." 28 U.S.C. 5994;
18 U.S.C. §3553@). Parole will he
abolished aud the amount of "good time"
a prisoner can earn will he substantially
reduced. In effect, the sentence imposed
will be the amount of time actually to be
served less approximately 15 percent.
Since, however, the new sentencing
process will not be completely in effect for
a number of years, sentencing law and
procedure currently in effect as well as
practices and procedures of the United
States Parole Commission and the Federal
Prison System should be recognized by
defense attorneys as they approach the sentencing process.
Part I of this acticle, therefore, deals
with such current law and practices. Part
I1 to be published this spring, will discuss
the new sentencing reforms to take effect
in November, 1987.

New Legislation
Within the last two and a half years, two
new laws have been enacted which drastically affect the sentencing of federal criminal defendants.
On october 12, 1984, the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 became

October 12, 1984. While a few of the provisions of the Sentencing Reform Act took
effect in 1984, most of the provisions do
not take effect until November 1, 1987.
As stated above, the major aspect of the
Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 involved
the creation of a United States Sentencing
Commission to be responsible for the
promulgation of sentencing guidelines to
be submitted to Congress by April, 1987.
Congress has six months thereafter to examine and consider the guidelines. Unless
rejected or modified by Congress, the proposed guidelines will take effect on
November 1, 1987. A first preliminary
draft of the proposed guidelines has been
promulgated by the U S . Sentencing Commission and can be found at 51 Federal
Register No. 190, pg. 15080 et seq. (October 1, 1986). This preliminary draft will
Alan Ellis of Plrilnrlelp11ia.Penrrs)~lva- not be discussed at this time except to say
rria is narionally recognizedfor his success- that under the draft, sentences served by
fd post-co~rsiction represefrtntion of most federal prisoners will be drastically
crimirral defendants. He writes, lectares, increased.
mrd practices atemively in the area of
The Controlled Substances Penalties
plea bnrgairring, sentencing, Rale 35 Mo- Amendments Act of 1984, as above stattions, p~isondesignation,parole, 2241 and ed, increased the penalties for various controlled substances offenses and were made
2255 Motions and appeals.
Mr. Ellis is n for~nerlawprofessor, and applicable to all offenses colnmitted on or
federal law clerk to hvo United States Dis- after October 12, 1984 and before October
trict Court Judges. Presently, he serves as 27, 1986.' The Controlled Substances
i71ir.d Vice-President of the National As- Penalties Amendments Act of 1984 amendsociation of Criminal Defense Lnbvyers ed the penalties for 21 U.S.C. $841(a)
(NACDL) and is the Clrairmarr of its U.S. (manufacture, distribution, possession with
Serrterrcbrg Corn~nissionLiaison Conunit- intent to distribute a controlled substance)
tee. Mr. Ellis was named as one of '82 Peo- and 21 USC §960@)(importation of a conple to Watch in 1982 by Philadelphia trolled substance) and increased the maximagazine and is listed in Who's Who in mum prison sentence andlor fines for
numerous drug offenses.
American Law.
Three distinct categories of penalties
were createdinnew21 U.S.C $841@)(1):
law. This Act contained two chapters
(1) Enhanced penalties of up to twenty
which deal primarily with sentencing: The (20) years imprisonment and a fine of
Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 and the $250,000.00 for offenses involving certain
Controlled Substances Penalties Amend- large amounts of Schedule I or I1 narcotic
ment Act of 1984.
drugs, PCP and LSD;
The drug penalty amendments increased
(2) Regular penalties of up to fifteen (15)
the penalties for various controlled sub- years imprisonment and a fine of
stances offenses and were made applica- $125,000.00 for offenses involving all
ble to all offenses committed on or after Schedule I or I1 controlled substances that
February 1987 / VOICEfor the Defense 9

tory minimum jail terms will be imposed United States Code, or $2,000,000 if the
for drug trafficking offenses involving the defendant is an individual and $5,000,000
following quantities of the same controlled if the defendant is other than an individual. A court must also impose a term of susubstances:
(i) 100 grams or more of a mixture or pervised release of at least four (4) years
substance containin a detectable amount of on such "first-time drug offenders."
Persons convicted of such offenses who
heroin;
(ii) 500 grams or more of a mixture or have prior, final state, federal or foreign
substance containing a detectable amount dmg-related convictions must be sentenced
to a mandatory minimum term of imof coca leaves, except coca leaves and prisonment of ten (10) years with a maxiextracts of coca leaves from which co- mum of life imprisonment. If death or
caine, ecgonine, and derivatives of ecgo- serious bodily injury bas resulted from use
of the substance in question, such "repeat
nine or their salts have been removed:
(11) cocaine, its salts, optical and g o drug offenders" must be sentenced to life
imprisonment. In addition to imposing a
ometric isomers, and salts of isomers:
(111) ecgonine, its derivatives, their term of imprisonment, a court may fine
such "repeat drug offenders" an amount not
salts, isomers, and salts of isomers; or
(IV) any compound, mixture, or to exceed the greater of twice that authopreparation which contains any quantity of rized under Title 18, United States Code,
any of the substance referred to in sub- or $4,000,000 if the defendant is an individual or $10,000,000 if the defendant
clauses (I) through (111);
(iii) 5 grams or more of a mixture or is other than an individual. A court must
substance described in clause (ii) which also impose a term of supervised release
of at least eight (8) years on such "repeat
contains cocaine base;
(iv) 10 grams or more of phencyclidine drug offenders."
(PCP) or 100 grams or more of a mixture
Penalties Involvirrg Non-Mandatory
o r substance containing a detectable
Jail Tenns
amount of phencyclidine (PCP);
(v) 1 gram or more of a mixture or subPenalties involving non-mandatory jail
stance containing a detectable amount of
terms are to be imposed for trafficking
lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD);
(vi) 40 arams or more of a mixture or offenses involving lesser quantities of the
controlled substances or any
idinyl] propanamide or 10 grams or more
of a mrxture or substance containing a detectable amount of any analogue of Nphenyl-N-[1-(2-phenylethy1)-4-piperidinyl]
propanamide; or
(vii) 100 kilograms or more of a mixture or substance containing a detectable
amount of marijuana.
Persons convicted of such drug trafficking offenses who have no prior, final drugrelated convictions must be sentenced to
a mandatory minimum term of imprisonment of five (5) years, with a maximum
of forty (40) years imprisonment. If death
or serious bodily injury has resulted from
use of the substance in question, such
"first-time drug offenders" must be sentenced to a mandatory minimum term of
imprisonment of twenty (20) years and a
maximum of life imprisonment. In addition to imposing the term of imprisonment,
a court may fine such "first-time drug
offenders" an amount not to exceed the
greater of that authorized under Title 18,

other Schedule I or Il controlled substance
(except for offenses involving less than 10
kilograms of hashish or less than 1 kilogram of hashish oil or less than 50 kilograms of marijuana unless the offense
involves 100 or more marijuana plants
regardless of weight). Persons convicted
of such offenses who have no prior, final
drug-related convictions may be sentenced
to a term of imprisonment of up to twenty
(20) years and may also be fined anamount
not to exceed the greater of that authorized
under Title 18, United States Code, or
$l,W0,000 if the defendant is an individual or $5,000,000 if the defendant is other
than an individual. If death or serious bodily injury has resulted from use of the substance in question, however, such
"first-time offenders" must be sentenced to
a mandatory minimum term of imprisonment of twenty (20) years with a maximum
of life imprisonment and may also be fined
according to the foregoing amounts. The
court must also impose a term of supervised release of at least three (3) years on
all "first-time drug offenders."
Persons convicted of such drug trafficking offenses who have prior, final drugrelated convictions may be sentenced to a
term of imprisonment of up to thirty (30)
years and may also be fined an amount not
to exceed the greater of twice that authorized under Title 18, United States Code,
or $2,000,000 if the defendant is an in-

The Attorney Who Cares
Whatever the case. Whatever the Court.
Our NationaI/InternationaI Sentencing
and Parole Memorandums save precious
time. For You. For Your Clients. When a
life is on the line, a second opinion can't
hurt.
Call Now: 1-800-241-0095
NATIONAL LEGAL SERVICES
Sentencing Alternative Planning
71 0 Lake View Avenue, Atlanta, Ga. 30308
Sentencing and Parole Consultants
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dividual or $10,000,000 if the defendant
is other than an individual. If death or serious bodily injury has resulted from use of
the substance in question, such "repeat
drug offenders" must be sentenced to life
imprisonment and may also be fmed according to the foregoing amounts. The
court must also impose a term of supervised release of at least six (6) years on
such "repeat drug offenders."
The new Act also substantiallyincreases
the fines which may be imposed under Section 401@) of the Controlled Substances
Act (21 U.S.C. 841(b) or 1010@) of the
Controlled Substances Import and Export
Act (21 U.S.C. 960(b)) for drug trafficking offenses involving less than 50 kilograms of marijuana (except for offenses
involving 100 or more marijuana plants,
regardless of weight, which are punishable as set forth in21 U.S.C. §841@)(l)(c),
as amended), 10 kilograms of hashish or
1kilogram of hashish oil. It also substantially increases the fmes which may be imposed for drug trafficking offenses under
Section 401(a) of the Controlled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. §841(a)) involving Schedule III, N and V controlled
substances and for cultivationof controlled
substances on federal property.

'Work-Off" Provision
The new Act provides that a court may
not place on probation or suspend the sentence of any manduto~yminimum term of
imprlsonrne~zt.It also provides that such a
person may not be released on parole during the term of imprisonment. However,
there is a "work-off provision in the new
Act which allows a court to impose a term
of imprisonment less ffmnthe applicable
mandatory minimvm term upon motion by
the government seeking such a reduced
scntencc and dernonstratina that thc dcl'endant has rendered suhstan&il assistance in
the investigation andlor prosecution of
another criminal offender. However, the
reduced sentence must still comport with
the guidelines to be establishedby the Sentencing Commission.' F.R.Crim.P.35 is
amended to make this latter restriction explicit.

mission. At least one Court has held that
the U S . Parole Commission will go out
of business on October 12, 1989: The
Departmentof Justice and the Parole Commission, however, contend that it will remain in existenceuntilNovember 1,1992.
In the meantime, however, nearly all federal prisoners, except those serving time
under both old and new mandatory minimum sentencing provisions and, arguably,
those with parole ineligibility dates under
18 U.S.C. §4205(a) beyond 1989 or 1992.
will become eligible for parole within the
next 3 to 5 years. It is thus extremely important that a federal practitioner he
knowledgeable of the workings of the
United States Parole Commission.
Virtually no federal prisoner serves his
entire sentenceactually confmed in prison.
Unless earlier paroled. the prisoner will be
mandatorily reieased from prison 180 days
before the scheduled end of his6 sentence,
and the usual prisoners' stay will be further reduced by two types of goodtime:
statutory goodtime and extra goodtime
(also called meritorious goodtime, camp
time and indusq time).
A prisoner may be released as soon as
he becomes eligible for parole, and
prisoners with sentences of five years or
longer must be paroled after serving twothirds of their sentences in prison. Twothirds of the sentence is roughly equal to
total sentence minus normal goodtime
deductions.
Parole: What is It?

Parole, like probation, is a grant of conditional liberty. It occurs when a prisoner
after serving some portion of his sentence
is allowed to serve the remainder of his full
sentence in the community. A former
prisoner on parole rcmains under thc jurisdiction of the United Statcs Pxolc Commission (the "Commission") until the
expiration of the maximum term to which
he was sentenced. Thus, although free to
live and work in the community, the
parolee must obey conditions imposed on
him by the Commission. Failure to do so
could mean revocation of parole and return
to prison where he will be required to serve
all or part of the remainder of his sentence.
Usually, a federal prisoner may not be
Federal Parole
releasedprior to the expiration of his senThe Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 tence except by order of the Commission.
abolishes the United States Parole Com- In order to obtain release, a prisoner who
12 VOICE for the Defense /February 1987

is eligible will be given a hearing before
a panel of Commission hearing examiner(~),~
who regularly visit the various federal prisons every other month. The
prisoner may be represented at this hearing by the person of his choice to speak
on his behalf. This representative can be,
but doesn't have to be, a lawyer.
At the hearing, after discussing the case
with the prisoner, the examiner(s) will determine the prisoner's parole guidelines,
and win recommend to the Regional Offke
of the Commission whether and when the
inmate should be paroled. This tentative
release date is subject to modification
either upward or downward.
Within21 days, the Regional Cornmissioner will send a Notice of Action to the
prisoner notifying him of the offieial decision in his case. This decision may then
he appealed administratively to the National Appeals Board of the Commission.
After exhausting the administrative appeal, the prisoner may challenge the Commission's decision in federal court, through
a petition for writ of habeas corpus, commonly called a '2241" petition.
A prisoner's case will be reheard at
statutorily-mandatedinterim hearings, until he is released on parole or at the mandatory release date.
Parole Eligibiliiy
Parole eligibility is a requisite if the
Commission is to release an inmate. The
type of sentence an inmate is serving determines when he is eligible for parole:
thus, eligibility is set by the sentencing
judge but affects the inmate throughout his
relationship with the Cornniission. The
various types of adult sentences a judge
may impose and the parole eligibity times
which correspond to them are described in
18 U.S.C. 84205. The adult sentences
generally fall into the following categories:
Regular Adult: 18 U.S.C. 54205(a): After completing 113 term or terms, or after
completing 10 years of a life sentence or
of a sentence over 30 years.
"T-1": 18 U.S.C. §4205@)(1): At a time
designated by the sentencingjudge, which
may not be later than 113 of the sentence
imposed.
"B-2": 18 U.S.C. §4205@)(2): Eligible
for release immediately.
As above indicated, a federal offender
usually becomes eligible for parole after

serving one-third of his sentence, or less,
or even immediately after commencement
of his sentence. However, because initial
parole hearings need to be conducted only
"within 120 days of a prisoner's arrival at
a federal institution or as soon thereafter
as practicable," in practice no prisoner is
released immediately. The standard application of the parole guidelines discussed
below also operates to foreclose the possibility of immediate release.
Life terms of sentences of 30 years or
longer must become eligible after service
of 10 years, but not before.
Of course, not all inmates are released
at this eligibility date. Indeed, a good number of inmates are never released on parole
but instead serve their entire sentence less
goudtimt. 'l'l~crelcxr: daisicul d c p ~ ~ on
ds
:I vxrictv ot t;~ctur>
ol'which eliaihilitv i\
a necessary, but not the only consideration.

system is called the "salient factor score,"
which is intended to be clinically predictive indicating the likelihood of the inmate's
favorable parole prognosis. The salient
factor score primarily measures the defendant's criminal history, and other statistically relevant factors. It is based on a
10-point evaluation system which, conversely to the offense severity categories,
rewards "very good parole prognosis with
a score of 8 to 10, with poorer parole prognosis afforded a lower point total.

The Initial Parole Hearing

Timing of the initial parole hearing can
be a key factor in the outcome of any decision and should be considered by the inmate and his attorney as part of their
strategy. However, an inmate is entitled to
an initial parole hearing within 120 days
of his arrival at a federal institution, or as
soon thereafter as is practical. There are
Parole Guidelirres
three exceptions to this rule: (1) a prisoner
The Parole Commission and Reorgani- who is not eligible for parole for ten years
zation Act of 1976 provides a framework or longer does not have a right to an inifor the release determination. The parole tial hearing until at least 90 days prior to
date is figured by calculating, first, the the completion of such minimum term, or
defendant's offender characteristicslparole as soon thereafter as is practical; (2) a fedprognosis1 salient factor score and, second, eral prisoner serving concurrent state and
the severity of the offense. Once these two federal sentences in a state institution is
items are determined, the Parole Commis- given ;m ill-pcrsun hearing as soon as feasision guideline chart will show a range of hlc aitcr his nrrivdl at a fcderal instilulion;
months which will generally be servcd pri- and (3) a prisoner who is serving a federal
or to release on parole. These "guidelines" sentence exclusively, but is being boarded
indicate the customary range of time to be in a state or local institution, may receive
served before release for various combi- a federal parole hearing at the state or local
nations of offense (severity) and offender institution, or may be transferred to a fed(parole prognosis) characteristics. The eral institution for a hearing.
Application for this initial hearing is
time range as specified by the guidelines
is established specifically for cases with made when the inmate completes the apgood institutional adjustment and program propriate application form and an Inmate
progress. However, where aggravating or Background Statement. He may also waive
mitigating circumstances warrant, deci- parole consideration as part of an overall
sions outside of the guidelines, either strategy and apply later. At least 60 days
above or below, may be rendered. The prior to the hearing, the prisoner must be
gn~delinesappear on a chart which meas- provided with written notice of time and
ures two factors: (1) offense severity level place of the hearing and of his right to
review documents considered by the Comand (2) salient factor score.'
There are eight offense severity levels mission. These documents include the preranging from category one or lowest sentence investigation report (PSI), the
severity, through category eight or highest. USA 792 form, and the AO-235 form.
The "offense severity" levels subjectively These last two forms are sent by the U.S.
measure the relative seriousness of the Attorney's office and the sentencing judge,
crime for which the defendant was cnnvict- respectively, and they reflect, among other
ed. All offenses are indexed according to things, the prosecutor and judge's recomone of the eight offense severity categories. mendations as to when parole should be
The second component of the guidelines granted. Documents from the Regional

- -

Parole File will he disclosed to him within
40 working days of his request. Documents
in an Inmate's Institutional File will be disclosed to him within 15 calendar days of
his request. Diagnostic opinions, confidential material, and material which, if disclosed, might result in harm to another are
exempt for disclosure. In such cases, the
Commission and the Bureau of Prisons are
required to identify what material is being
withheld and summarize its contents.
The prisoner's parole representative is
then permitted to review the disclosable
portions of his client's file within 30 days
of the initial parole hearing.
Several hearing examiner($ visit each
federal prison every two months to conduct parole hearings. The purpose of the
hearing is for the examiner($ to discuss
an inmate's background with him, determine guidelines, and recommend a parole
date to the Regional Commissioner. Hearings are conducted in small rooms at the
institution and are tape recorded. Present
are two hearing examiners from the Commission: the inmate, his case manager,
and, if he wishes, a representative to speak
on his behalf. This representative may be
a relative or friend, a fellow inmate, a
member of the institution staff, an attorney, or parole specialist. Representatives
are not permitted to act in an adversarial
capacity by participating in the questioning or advising the inmate during the
course of the hearing, but may simply
make a short statement at the end of the
hearing. Representatives, of course, can
aid an inmate in preparing for the hearing.
An attomeylrepresentativecan, also, often
identify problem areas that might arise during the hearing and recommend legal action to he taken to prevent this.
The hearing usually starts when the examiner(~)introduce themselves and explain
both the hearing and appeal procedures to
the inmate. One, or occasionally both, of
the examiner($ questions the inmate about
his crime, background, institution record
and activities, and release plans with an eye
toward guidelines calculations. At this time
the examin@) usually, but not necessardy, advise the inmate of their tentative
guideline evaluation.
The Parole Commission has recently implemented a pre-hearing assessment procedure under which the inmate's case file is
analyzed several weeks before the actual
hearing. This is not, however, a required
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procedure. When prehearing assessments
are done, however, inmates sometimes are
given written notice, before theh- hearings,
of the examiner@)' initial assessment of
their guidelines. This initial guidelines assessment is, of course, subject to change
at the hearing, but is considered by the examiner(s).
After permitting theinmate to speak, the
examiner(s) ask the representative if he
wishes to make a statement. After all statements have been made, the representative
and the inmate leave the mom while the
examiner(s) confer; the case manager remains in the hearing room.
The inmate and representative are then
asked to return to the room, at which time
theexaminer(s) state what their recommendation to the Regional Commission will be.
The Pre-Sentencelnvestigation (PSI) is
the document upon which the Commission relies most heavily. The PSI is a
report prepared by a probation officer at
the judge's request prior to sentencing, and
it can contain a summary of the inmate's
prior criminal, medical, family and employment record a s well as a description
of the current offense behavior. This
description is commonly calledthe"prosecution version." It is this version of the
offense that the examiner(s) generally look
to in determining a prisoner's "offense
severity" score.

nied or a release date in excess of six

months from the date of the hearing is set,
the prisoner must also receive in writing
a statement outlining the reasons for this
decision. Similarly, if a decision outside
of the guidelines is made, the Commission
must advise the inmate in writing of the
specific factors and information relied
upon for departing from the guidelines.
The Commission's decision is normally
based to a great extent on information contained in the prisoner's PSI, especially that
section called the "prosecution version."
The description included in the PSI of the
prisoner's offense having been usually
provided by the prosecutor, may he inacwrate and heavily biased against the
prisoner. Thus, a prisoner's representative
at the parole hearing will normally have
to supplement the Commission's file with
accurate information, and challengeany incorrect information, and take further legal
action to have the PSI corrected.
If inaccurate information in the PSI is
identified, and it should he before the hearing, an attempt to have the sentencing
judge order corrections is advised. This
may require making a motion pursuant to
28 U.S.C. 52255 asking that the sentence
he vacated due to the fact that it was based
on inaccurate information; or in the alternative, for a correction of the PSI pursuant
to F.R.Crim.P. 32. Once the corrections
are accepted, the Parole Commission
The Notice of Action
should be notified.
A prisoner may dispute the accuracy of
The examiner($ may recommend one of any information in his file. The Commisthree dispositions to the Commission's sion must resolve such disputes by the
Regional Officer: (1) an effective parole "preponderance of the evidence'' standard.
date within six months of the hearing; (2) Note, of course, that the Commission has
a presumptive release date (either by parole a great deal of discretion in its decision to
or by mandatory release) more than six grant or deny parole, and challenges to the
months after the hearing; (3) a "set-off" or Commission's use of erroneous informacontinuation for a ten-year reconsideration tion are not necessarily effective. It is,
hearing if the projected mandatory release thus, best to have the sentencingjudge isdate is within 10years of the hearing date. sue an order directing that the PSI be corThe Regional Commissioner may accept rected if such inaccuracies are contained
their recommendation, modify or reverse in the report.
it if it is outside the guideline range, or
modify it to bring it to a date not to exAppeals and Furthw Proceedings
ceed six months from the recommended
Administrative Appeal
date, or refer the case to the National Commissioners for further consideration.
With few exceptions, any decision made
The Regional Office must inform the in- by the Parole Commission may he apmate of its decision within 21 days of the pealed administratively by the inmate. Subdate of the hearing, usually on a form mission of a written appeal by the inmate
called a "Notice of Action." If parole is de- to the National Appeals Board must occur
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within 30 days of the entry of the decision.
In practice, this means within 30 days of
the date on the Notice of Action, regardless of when the inmate received the Notice. The Commission has provided,
however, that since Notices of Action are
not typically date stamped in the institution, any appeal received within 45 days
of the date of the Notice of Action will be
accepted. If no appeal is filed within this
time period, however, the decision rendered stands as the fmal decision of the
Commission.
The grounds for appeal specified by the
Commission are:
-That the guidelines were incorrectly
applied.
-That a decision outside the guidelines
was not supported by the reasons or facts
as stated.
-That especially mitigating circumstances justify a different decision.
-That a decision was based on erroneous information and the actual facts justify a different decision.
-That the Commission did not follow
correct procedures in deciding the case,
and a different decision would haveresulted it the error had not occurred.
-That there was significant information
in existence but not known at the time of
the hearing.
-That therearecompelling reasons why
a more lenient decision should be rendered
on grounds of compassion.
The National Appeals Board must inform the inmate in writing of its decision
and the reasons for it withrn 60 days of
receipt of the appeal; however actual
response timeis oftenlonger. The National
Appeals Board may a f f i , reverse or
modify the decision or order a rehearing.
No appeal may result in a decision more
adverse to the inmate.
TheNational Appealmust be submitted
to the Regional office, which then transmits it to Washington, D.C., along with
the prisoner's case file. Forms are available from the prisoner's case manager for
the appeal. Representatives may, and often
do, submit a memorandum along with the
form in support of and explaining the issues raised on appeal.

inter in^ Hearing
If the prisoner is not released soon after

his initial parole hearing, he is statutorily
granted "interim" review hearings. An inmate will have an interim hearing every 18
months if he is serving a sentence of less
than seven years, or every 24 months if he
is serving a sentenee of seven years or
more. However, in the case of a prisoner
with an unsatisfied minimum term, the first
interim hearing will be deferred until the
docket of hearing immediately preceding
the month of parole eligibility. The purpose of these hearings is to consider any
significant developments or changes that
may have occurred in the prisoner's status
subsequent to the initial hearing.
Following the interim hearing, the Commission may: (1) order no change in the
previous decision; (2) advance apresumptive release date because of superior program achievement or other exceptional
circumstances; (3) retard or cancel parole
for disciplinary reasons; or (4) if the
presumptive release date falls within six
months of the interim hearing, it may be
treated as a pre-release review.
It is the policy of the Commission that
a presumptive parole date may be advanced only for sustained superior program achievement or other clearly
exceptional circumstances. It is the intent
of the Commission to encourage meaningful voluntary program participation, not
superficial attendance in programs merely in an attempt to impress the parole
decision-makers. Therefore, the advancements permitted for superior program
achievement are dehberately kept modest.
Pre-Release Review
Prerelease reviews are a special type of
interim hearing, held at least 60 days prior-to a presumptive release date in order
to determine %hether the conditions of a
presumptive release date by parole have
been satisfied," that is, whether the inmate
has maintained a satisfactory institutional
conduct record since his last hearing and
whether release plans are in order. After
a prerelease review, the Regional Commissioner may exercise one of the first
three options described above, or he may
approve the parole date hut advance or
retard it for purposes of development and
approval of release planning. A parole rescission hearing may he ordered where mis
conduct appears to be present. Decisions
to rescind or retard parole are sanctions

employed by the Commission to assist the parolees with a lesser salient factor score
Bureau of Prisons in the maintenance of will be released after three suchyears. Afinstitutional discipline. Guidelines for these ter five years of supervision in the comdecisions have been enacted by the Com- munity, the Commission must terminate
mission.
jurisdiction unless it fmds, after a hearing,
that there is a likelihood of further crime.
Case Reopening
An inmate must have appropriate release
plans made before he embarks on parole.
Any finally-decided case may be reo- Once on parole he must comply with any
pened by the Regional Commissioner upon conditions imposed upon him by the Comreceipt of new information of "substantial mission. These conditions include, but are
significance." There are six grounds for re- not limited to, that the pamlee report to this
opening a case: (1)receipt of favorablein- probation officer, not associate with performation which is "clearly exceptional"; sons having a criminal record, not act as
(2) receipt of new adverse information; (3) an informer, not possess weapons, remain
institutional misconduct; (4) new or addi- employed, not use drugs, and not use altioual sentences; (5) convictions after cohol to excess. In addition, restrictions on
parole revocation; and (6) changes in or parolee travel may be imposed.
Parole may be revoked at any time if the
insufficiency of release plans. When a case
is reopened, the inmate receives a"special parolee violates the conditions of release
embodied in his particular parole contract.
reconsideration hearing."
The Bureau of Prisons may petition for Revocation of parole can result in reincara reopening of the case and consideration ceration for all or a portion of the inmate's
forparole prior to thedatepreviously set, parole term, i.e., the portions of the senfor good cause, such as, emergency, hard- tence term remaining when he was
ship, or other extraordinary circumstances. released on parole. This is true regardless
In addition, an inmate may receive of the time that the revocation or the vioreductions from his presumptive parole lation occurs.
date based upon "superior program
Followingrevocation, aparoleereceived
achievement" beyond the normally good credit for time under supervision in the
institutionalrecord which is elmost always community unless convicted of a crime
a prerequisite to parole release. The max- committed while under supervision. A
imum permissible reductions range from parolee who has absconded from supervi1 month for inmates who have received sion is credited with the time and the date
original presumptive parole dates of 15 to of release to supervision to the date of such
22 months, to as much as 13 months for absconding.
inmates with presumptive parole date of 91
months or more. Partial reduction under Federal Prison Designation and
the maximum for which the inmate is eligiConditions of Confinement
ble may be given if, for example, an inmate with superior program achievement
Beyond simply the amount of time, if
is subject to a minor disciplinary in- any, the convicted defendant will spend incarcerated, where he or she will spend that
fraction.
time is of utmost importance to the defenRelense on Parole
dant seeking counsel.
The 47 institutions in the Federal Prison
An inmatemay beparoledC'tothe street," System have been grouped into 6 security
to a state, local, or immigration detainer, levels. An institution's security level is
or to a community treatment center (CTC). based upon the type of perimeter secnriOnce "on the street" he will remain under ty, the nnmber of towers, its external
thejurisdiction of the Commission andun- patrols, its detection devices, the security
der the supervision of a probation officer of housing areas, the type of living quartuntil the end of his sentence term or until ers, and the level of staffing. Institutions
the Commission terminates ifs jurisdiction. labeled "Security Level 1" provide the least
Parolees who have a salient factor score restrictive environment and the "Security
of 8 or better will normally be terminated Level 6" institution is the most secure. Adafter two years of supervision without new ditionally, prisons in a special administracriminal conduct or serious violation; tive category may contain all six levels
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when non-security considerations outweigh
security concerns. (For example, the Federal Correctional Institution at Alderson,
West Virginia, has inmates in all six security levels, but all of the inmates are
female).
The Bureau of Prisons operates only one
Level 6 facility, the U.S. Penitentiary in
Marion, Illinois, which houses inmates
who require a high degree of supervision
due to a demonstratedhistory of violence,
institutional misconduct, and predatory h e
havior. Level 1 institutions house inmates
primarily serving comparatively short sentences or completing longer sentences begun elsewhere. These offenders are not
violent and are not considered escape risks.
Presently, Security Level I inmates account for approximately 23%of the inmate
population.
Parenthetically, the Federal Prison System currently operates 3 facilities for
prisoners with medical problems: FCI
Lexington for Level 1 inmates, the Medical Center for Federal Prisoners at Springfield, Missouri, for inmates for whom a
more secure facility is required, and the
new Federal Medlcal Center in Rochester,
Minnesota.
The security level of the institution to
which an inmate is initially assigned is determined under guidelines on the basis of
the severity of the current offense, the expected length of incarceration, the severity
of offenses resulting in previous imprisonment, history of violence, history of escapes, status before commitment (whether
released on recognizance or a voluntary
surrender case)," and detainers. The
Bureau of Prisons looks to the pre-sentence
investigation (PSI) report to obtain most,
if not all, of this information.
In estimating length of incarceration, the
Federal Prism System begins with the
length of the sentence and then applies a
percentage factor to take account of the fact
that people are generally released before
serving their full terms. The judge's stated sentence thus has some impact on the
inmate's original security classification,
and differences in sentences could produce
different security classifications. Sentence
length is not the major factor, however.
A variety of other considerattons also influence the institution to which an offender
is sent. One of them is the proximity of the
inst~tution to the offender's home.
However, the nearest institution of the ap-

propriate security category is often a substantial distance from the home
community. Some considerations (such as
medical problems) may override the security classification, hut proximity to the
offender's home does not.
The Federal Prison System regulations
indicate that a judicial recommendation
that an inmate be assigned to a specific institution or a particular kind of program
will generally not override the security
classification, but that every effort will be
made m follow such recommendations
where consistent with the security classification. In any event, when rejecting the
court's recommendation, the Federal Prison System will set forth in writing the reasons for rejection. In practice, the Federal
Prison System may be even more accommodating than the regulations suggest.
Offenders may also be placed in nonfederal facilities. Generally, these areused
only for women and for men serving sentences of 60 days or less, but there are
several exceptions to the 60-day limit for
men. For example, the Federal Prison S y s
tem has contracted with state and local facilities to house federal prisoners. An
individual given a short-term work-release
sentence (in sonie cases up to a year) will
ordinarily be confined in a county prison
with work-release facilities. Offenders are
initially assigned to community treatment
centers only upon a judge's request. In the
absence of such a request, an bffender is
likely to he assigned to such a center only
for the last few months before release. The
more an individual needs to be reintegrated into society, the more likely it is that
he will be assigned to a community treatment center within 120 days prior to his
release. As a result of prison overcrowding in Level 1 facilities, however, the Federal Prison System has recommended the
generous use of community treatment
centers for confinement of short-term
offenders.
Certain offenders, by virtue of their
offense only, do not qualify for Level 1
security facilities. For example, offenders
convicted of high-security drug offenses,
i.e. $1,000,000 and up, who are considered to be "leaders or prime motivators"
of a sophisticated, well organized criminal operation do not generally qualify for
initial assignment to a Level 1 facility unless approved by the Regional Director for
the Federal Prison System. An inmate sen-
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tenced under the Racketeer Influenced and
Corrupt Organizations (RICO) Act, 18
U.S.C. $1961, or Continuing Criminal Enterprise (CCE), 21 U.S.C. $848, may not
be placed in an institution lower than SL-2
for at least the first year of commitment
by the Regional Director. In addition, certain offenders-for example, deportable
aliens, violent offenders, etc. -will often
not qualify for Level 1 security facilities.
Basic policy, however, is to assign inmates
to the least restrictive security category
consistent with adequate supervision.
Transfers are not uncommon within the
federal prison system. Fallowing initial
placement, the appropriate category is
reviewed from time to time. The review
takes account of changes in the information used to make the inital security classification. In particular, the inmate's
expected duration of incarceration is recalculated on the basis of Parole Commission
action. It also takes account of behavior
while incarcerated. Transfers or redesignations can be initiated by the
prisoner through his Unit Team at the institution. If the Unit Team recommends
transfer to the warden, a referral will be
made to the Bureau's appropriate regional
office for approval.

Conclusion
With statistics showing that an overwhelming number of criminal cases
processed through the federal courts result
in prison sentences, and with the advent
of the new sentencing legislation described
above, a knowledge of how the United
States Parole Commission and the Federal Prison System work is invaluable to the
federal criminal law practitioner in order
to assure affective representation of hislher
client.
Unfortunately, sentencing and postsentencing consequences of the actual sentence imposed, are subjects too few practitioners pay much attention to. Many
attorneys consider the case over when the
verdict is returned or the client enters a
plea of guilty and are thus, not in a position to render competent advice to their
clients about future rights.
S i c e statistm published by the administrative office of the United States Courts
indicate that of all criminal cases processed
through the federal system, approximately
78 percent result in conviction, the amount
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Aliens As Criminal Defendants: Strategies to
Avoid Adverse Immigration Consequences
by Alan Vomacka

Judicial Recommendation
Against Deportation (JRAD)
A. ~ ~ * h ~ ~ 8@ ., : u 1251@)(2);
~ ~
INA
74lhW7)
- .-,-,,-,.

A timely recommendation against
deportation by sentencingcourt precludes
INS from usine conviction as basis for
deportation undir 8 usc 1251(a)(4), INA
241(a)(4).
B. Areas Where Applicable:
Only valid where deportation
charge is based on conviction of crime involving moral turpitude under section
241(a)(4) of the Immigration Act (INA).
Is applicabIe to both provisions of
this section (single crime within five years
with sentence of one year or more, and hvo
crimes provisions).
C. Areas Where Inapplicable:
Recommendation is ineffective
where deportation charge is based on crime
involving narcotics including marcuana, 8
USC 1251(a)(11).
. .. ..INA 241Calllll:
. .. urostitutibn, 8 USC 1251(a)(E); INA 24I(a)(E);
alien smuggling, 8 USC 1251(a)(13), INA
241(a)(13); possession of unlawful
weapons 8 USC 1251(a)(14), INA
241(a)(14).
Even if crime may he one of moral
turpitude, recommendation is not effective
if charge other than 241(a)(4) is lodged.
Jew Ten v. INS, 307 F.2d 832 (9th Cir.
,.A

IOL'n

D. Effect:
*.
1. Deportation [expelling alien from
US.]:
Recommendation is absolutely
binding and leaves RQS with no discretion.

Velez-Lomo v. INS, 463 F.2d 1305 @.C.

he denied if deportation is sought under
some section of the Act other than 8 USC
Immi~rationCourt cannot use 1251(a)(4). However, Gonzalez also iuthe conviction ib substantiate a charge of volved charge under another section of the
Act. George relies on strict language of
deportability under INA 241[a)(4).
But will not prevent deportation 1251@); Gonmlez relies on policy behind
purSuaot to other sections (alien mw- provision for JRAD. This issue may be
gling, prostitution, etc.) even if crime is *pushed" in future by INS.
a h One of moral turpitude. Jew Ten v.
Moreover, in 3rd Circuit convicINS, 307 F.2d 832 (9th Cir. 1962); Mat- tion cannot be even considered in deterter of Corral-Fragoso, 11I&N 529 (BTA mination of whether to grant discretionary
1966).
relief (Giambaaco, supm) but other cirA separate Recommendation is cuits haven't ruled, and BIA won't apply
needed for each conviction, even if they outside 3rd Circuit (Matter of Gonzales).
arise from same scheme. Manw ofparod;,
This holding of Giambanco is unlikely to
17 I&N 608 (BIA 1980).
he adopted elsewhere.
2. Exclusion [barring alien from en4. Afer Withdrawal of Guilty Plea:
tering U.S. or receiving green card]:
Courts split on validity of JRAD
Recommendation is also binding entered after new trial or writ of error coron Service vis a vis any exclusion charge ant nobis granted.
based upon crime involving moral turpi9 Sakow I,. INS, 331 4.2d 34 (3rd
tude.
v. ~obinion,163 ~ . 2 d Cir. 1963) (JRAD effective if original sen732 (3rd Cir. 1947); Matter of C, 6 I&N tence was invalid).
709 (BIA 1955); Matter of X; 9 I&N Dec.
Contra U.S. ex re1 Piperkofl v.
121 (BIA 1960).
Esperdy, 267 F.2d 72 (2nd Cir. 1959);
But only effective as to crimes MatferofP, 9 I&N Dee. 293 (BIA 1961).
committed
-states. within jurisdiction of the United In each case the court's only reason for
resentencing was to allow entry of JRAD.
3. Discretionary Relief:
See People IJ. Borja, 178 Cal.
Recommendation bars INS or Rptr. 287 (1981) (court denied JRAD as
Immigration Court from statutorily pre- ineffectivebecause not obtained within recluding recipient from eligibility for valu- quired period).
able forms of discretionary relief from
deportation (voluntary departure, suspen- E. Procedure:
sion of deportation, etc.) for failure m es1. 'IFme Requirements:
tablish good moral character pursuant to
The recommendation MUST be
8 USC 1101(0(3): INA IOl(0(3). Giam- made "at the time of first imposing judgbunco v. INS, 531 F.2d 141 (3rd Cir. ment or passing sentence, or within 30
1976); Matter of Goneales, 16 I&N Dec. days thereafter."
134 (BIA- -19771.
Strictly applied-nwrcpro tunc
,
Giarnbanco and Gontalez estab- order ineffective notwithstanding ignorlish accepted mle, but U.S.v. Gmge, 534 ance of sentencingcourt, counsel or defenF.Supp 570 (S.D.N. 4 1982) holds that dant. Velez-Lozano v. INS, 463 F.2d 1305
discretionary relief from deportation can (D.C. Cir. 1972); Marin v. INS, 438 F.2d
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cir. 1972).

mussen en

.

932 (9th Cir. 1971).
Even if motion filed timely and
bearing held within 30 days of sentencing,
court MUST make ruling within 3 day
period or ineffective. Matter of TafoyaGutierrez, 13 I&N Dec. 342 (BIA 1969).
Placing on probation-even
where entry of judgment and imposition of
sentence deferred-will start 30 day period. Matter of hesquita, 16 I&N 318
(BIA 1977).
2. Notice Requirements:
Notice of hearing MUST be
given "to representatives of the interested
State, the Service (INS) and prosecution
authorities who shall be granted opportunity m make representations in the matter."
8 USC 12511bN2).
. ,. ,
Failure to comply renders recommendations null and void. Matter of
I, 6 I&N 426 (BIA 1954); Matteraf Plum,
14 I&N 463 (BIA 1973).
Have order granting JRAD recite that proper notice was given. See Appendix.
Where INS is unaware of criminal proceedings and Judicial Recommendation will not cure grounds of deportability (see LC. above), submissionof motion
and notice to INS may lead to the Defendant's deportation which otherwise might
never occur. See Part F. below.
8 CFR241.1 provides as follows:
PART 241-JUDICIAL RECOMMENDATIONS AGAINST DEPORTATION
Section 241.1 Notice; recommendation.
For the purposes of clause 2 of section
241 (b) of the Act, notice m the district
director having administrativejurisdiction
over the place in which the court imposing sentence is located shall be regarded
as notice to the Service. The notice shall
be transmitted to the district director by the
court, a court official, or by counsel for
the prosecution or the defense, at leasf 5
daysp~iorto the court hearing on whether
a recommendation against deportation shall
be made. If less than 5 days' notice is
received and sufficient time remains to prepare proper representations, due notice
shall be regarded as having been made.
When less than 5 days' notice is received
and sufficient time is not available to prepare proper representations, but the 30-day
statutory period will expire before proper
representations can he prepared, an objection shall be interposed to the recommen-

hut to order deportation: Immigration
Judges do not have any authority to grant
"probation" or "wanting" to an alien.
Deportation is the only available penalty,
and it is mandatory unless the alien qualifies for some waiver or affirmative relief
(see separate outline in this handout).
You can respond to the second argument by pointing out to the criminal
court that the provisions for deportation or
exclusion based on two criminal convictions, are very strict and mandatory innature. For example, an alien convicted of
two petty theft cases, ten years apart,
would be subject to deportation even if
given only small fines. See 8 USC
1251(a)(4). The alien would be excludable
(and ineligible for resident status) even if
the two petty thefts were committed while
less than 18 years old. See 8 USC
1182(a)(9). Criminal court judges can
often he persuaded that a person might
commit two petty thefts but still not
deserve deportation.
Argue that state legislature, when
providing range of penalties for various
crimes, did not take into account the immigration consequences. Thus, deportation
"stacked" on normal state punishment can
be seen as cruel and unusual punishment.
When appropriate, point out that
defendant cannot make restitution to victim
if he is deported.
Point out the often disastrous consequences to the defendant's family if he
is deported. For example, U.S. citizen
children may suffer de facto deportation
because the sole wage-earner must leave
the country.
F. Strategy:
Refer to sample Motion for JRAD
INS District Counsel's office will
commonly respond to your Motion by fil- and memo in support, included in appening a Memo in Opposition. They often ar- dix to this handout.
gue (1) that criminal court should leave
Pardons
INS considerations to the Immigration
Judge, and (2) h t the JRAD should be denied because the defendant w~llthen be A. Authority: 8 USC 1251(b)(l); INA
motivated to never break the law again, 241m1).
since in some cases deportation depends
B . Effect:
upon having two convictions.
A "full and unconditioned pardon
You can respond to first argument
by the President of the United States or by
by pointing out that:
only sentencing court can grant the governor of any of the several states"
will prevent a deportation based on charge
JRAD.
Congress gave criminal court under 8 USC 1251(a)(4) (moral turpitde
crimes only).
this authority for a reason.
If JRAD is not granted, the ImNot effective for narcotics, 8 USC
migration Judge will often have no choice 1251(a)(ll)-may be used for other
dation against deportation on the ground
that due notice was not received. If the notice is received after the running of the
30-day statutory period, it shall be regarded as an invalid notice and whatever Service proceedings are warranted shall be
instituted irrespectiveof the recommendation against deportation. The district director, or an official acting for hi, in
presenting representations to the court,
shall advise the court the effect a favorable
recommendation would have upon the
alien's present and prospective deportability. A recommendation against deportation
by the sentencing court made to the district director receiving the notice shall be
regarded as made to the Attorney General. (Emphasis added.)
However, a timely JRAD may
still be valid notwithstanding lack of notice (or faulty notice) to INS if sentencing
court still disposed to consider INS
representations. Cerujo v. lNS, 570 F.2d
1323 (7th Cir. 1978); Haller v. Esperdy,
397 F.2d 21 1 (2nd Cir. 1968).
Note that entry of JRAD within
30 days is strict statutory requirement, but
five-day notice provision involves a degree
of flexibility.
In Houston, notice is given to the
District Director of INS at 2627 Caroline,
Houston, 77004. It is advisable to obtain
a date-stamped file copy or certified mail
receipt. To arrange band delivej. without
long waits in line, consult a local immigration attorney. INS office hours are unpredictable.
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grounds, (see Matter of S, 7 I&NDec. 370
(BIA 1956), but doesn't preclude deportation on grounds other than 1251(a)(4)
charge.
If entity other than governor has
supreme authority to grant pardon and
does, effective to bar deportation. Mafter
of C.R., 8I&NDec. 59 (BIA 1958); Matter of D, 7 I&N Dec. 476 (ElIA 1957).
If pardon unobtainable under state
law, then conviction cannot be used as
.basis for deportation under 241(a)(4). Matter ofE. V,,5 I&N 194 (BIA 1953); Matter of H, 6 I&N 90 (BIA 1954).

Vacation of Judgment
A. State Court:
' Remedies:
Withdrawal of plea of guilty.
Post-conviction writ of habeas
corpus.
2. Grounds:
Newly-enacted Art. 26.13,
Texas Code of Criminal Procedure:
(a) Prior to accepting a plea of guilty or
a plea of nolo contendere, the court shall
admonish the defendant of
,
. . .(4) the fact that if the defendant is
not a citizen of the United States of Am&ea, a plea of guilty or nolo contendere may
result in deportation, the exclusion from
admission to this country, or the denial of
naturalization under federal law.
(c) In admonishing the defendant. . .substantial compliance. . .is sufficient, unless
the defendant affirmatively shows that he
was not aware of the consequences of his
plea and that he was misled a harmed by
the admonishment of the court.
California, Massachusetts, Oregon,
Connecticut and Washington have similar
laws.
Texas statute does not specify the
result of a failure to provide the warning.
Only Texas decision is Tomos v. State,
707 S.W.2d221 (Tex.App.-Houston [Ist
Dist] 1986), petition for discretionary
review fded. In Tomas the Court of Appeals held that the appellant failed to meet
the requirements of subsection (c), above.
The record did not indicate the defendant's
citizenship but there were numerous references to his activities in Canada and to his
eight years of residence in the U S .
If the defendant must prove actual
harm (such as imminent deportation) under
the Texas warning statute, the challenge

.

will usually have to be made by habeas
corpus since the defendant's alien status
will rarely be shown in the trial record.
Tumas decision focuses on whether
trial court should have realized that defendant was an alien. Key issueshould be, instead, what the defendant could have
known about effect of conviction.
Similar statute. in California was held
to provide good cause for withdrawal of
guilty plea if possibility of imigration consequence is shown. Peoplev. Guman, 172
Cal. Rtr. 34 (1981).
Where counsel fails to advise of
deportation consequences, plea can be vacated based on ineffective assistance of
counsel. Edwards v. StateofFlorida. 393
So.2d 597 (Fla.App. 198I), review den.,
402 So.2d 613 (Fla. 1981); Commonwealth v. Wellington, 451 A.2d 223 (Pa.
1982).
Where defendant enters plea pursuant
to plea bargain and bargain not followed
(e.g., failure to grant JRAD), especially
when not advised of right to withdraw plea
pursuant to state laws. People v. Johnson,
10 Cal. Ap. 3d 868 (1974).
Federal Court:
* Extremely difficult to obtain.
No obligation to warn of possible
deportation consequences because is a col[ateml consequence. Fruchhnan v. Kenton,
531 F.2d946 (9th Cir. 1976); Steinsvikv.
Vinzant, 640 F.2d 949 (9th Cir. 1981).
See FRCrP 32 and 35, 28 USC
2255 and 28 USC 1651(a) (coram nobir).
Ineffeciive assistance of counsel
argument-see Stradler v. Garrison, 611
F.2d 61 (4th Cir. 1979); see also U.S. v.
Russell, 686 F.2d 35 (D.C. Cir. 1982).
Motion to reduce sentence under
Rule 35 negates first sentence, (Matter of
Martin, 18 I&N Dec. 226 (BIA 1982))
(Colorado version of Rule 35) but must be
made within 120 days of sentencing (unless
sentence illegal).
Rule 35 amended effective November 1, 1986 to be much less useful in such
case.
B.

Expunction
A. Aurhority: Art. 55.01 et. seq., Texas
Code of Criminal Procedure.

B. Requirements: Essentially must show
that, after arrest, no indictment or infor-
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mation was presented, or that it was dismissed because based on mistake, false
information, etc. Also must show no
felony convictionin last five years, and did
not receive conditional discharge or
deferred adjudication for arrest in
question.
C. Effect: Allows denial of arrestrecord
in any context except testimony under oath
in a "criminal proceeding." INS matters,
including deportation hearings, are civil in
nature.
D. Value in INS Cases: Would allow the
alien tolegally avoidmentioningacriminal
arrest which might point to a ground of
deportation that does not requirea conviction. For example, expunction of an arrest
for selling marijuana could avoid exclusion
under 8 USC 1182(a)(23) for "reason to
believe" alien is involved in drug
trafficking.
E. First Offender Statutes:
1. Fedeal: former 21 USC 844@)(1),
repealed as of 11-1-86. Seenew 18 USC
3607 for similar provision, not yet construed by courts.
For any person charged with
simple possession of narcotics wifhout
previous conviction for same offense.
Court may defer proceedings,
without adjudication of guilt, and place
defendant on probation for up to one year.
Upon successful completion of
probation, case is dismissed and no conviction is deemed to have occurred.
Person only eligible once.
Under 844(b)(2), arrest was
deemed never to have occurred whereperson was 21 at time of commission of
offense.
Efict: not deportable under 8
USC 1251(a). Maner of Werk, 16 I&N
Dec. 234 (BIA 1977); may still be excludable in drug cases under212(a)(23), which
does not require a conviction.
2. State:
Person sentenced under statute
equivalent to 21 USC 844(b)(1) is notsubject to deportation for that offense. Matter
of Werk, suptn; Matter of Haddad; 16I&N
Dec. 253 (BIA 1977); Matter of Kaneda,
16 I&N Dee. 667 (BIA 1979); Matter of
Sedo, 17 I&N 550 (BIA 1980).
Not applicable if state statute
permits use of conviction for some state

..

Ule
I U ~ ~ ~ L RThe
~provisions.
W ' Er@pecting
I O N

with
Congmsiand intent to give second uppormnity in life without cmviciipn fernaiding
for some state puwse? &n&, s u p .
Plea of guilty, though, can be
m d as an W s & n m diser&nary determination of eligibility for vdwy.f"y
departure eiren though m't automatically
preclude eligihilily @want to 8 USe
f l(ll(f)(33.Mamr af Seda, s u p .

~mwimmumw ~

D. YWh Offders.
Fe&d YOU@
GarreetionsAct, former 18 USC 5a05-5026,i s repded as of
10-12-84.
* Savings clausesav~somehenefits
for eliibic s l i m for offenses c d t t e d
before repeal. See also US.v. R o ~ m o ,
U.S.D.C. N W M ~ i NO.
a CR-84-170
[l I-%84).
Young AduIt Offendexs Art @or
ages 22-25], 18 USC4216, repealed =of
11-1-86.

This Court has the p e r 4as paVt of its
authority to i m p e a judgment and sentewe upon Defendant, to cletermine
whether any convi&m had in this case
may be used as a hasis for the deportetion
or exclusion of Defendadtfrom S
b UUnited Sh'tatH. This power is granted to the
C m by Section241@)@)2)f thebmigra-

&st: W' stahlie -ply

dW&Wi?EWA7lDdEluV@39XCLuSroY

TO THE HOM6RABLE JUDGB OF
SAID COURT:
COMES NOW the Defendant, by ahd w u g h hh attorney of rewd, and
files this Motion for a Jud'iial Reconmen&tion kgairrr;tDqm@tionand usio ion.
In support of this Motion, Defendant
would m t f u l l y show the Court that:

deposation of alienmvieted of
acrime or crimes shall not apply. ,
if rhe court wntenciilg such alien fot
such crimes shall make) at the time
of first & p i n g judgment I)r pas&
ing sentence or mithin thirty day8
therenftw, a-recomond&en totbe
Attorney General that such aliennot
be deport&, dpe notice having been

.

1.

E. Swrun@ry& Texas Sfafutes fop Aemoval rf DiSabiIZttap:
1, P~olmfwi:Sucfim&l completkm
of phatim under Art, 42.1Z 8wttlon7,
C.C.P., which providesfor removaI of *dl

penalties and diibilitic%,"will nonwnove
effects of conviction for 3mmi~:ratioapurposes. Mmer of &it&, I.D. 2965 (BIA
l984).
2. Defe~radA M w q : Under Section 3d of Aft. 42.12, the dehaant given
deferred adjudication is deemed not to haw
been mnvicted for indgcation purptges.
Matter of Garcia, I.D. 2995 (BTA 19851.
3, C~n&iond Diwharge for First
(ZftEensa: Section 4.12 af Art. 4476-15,
Texas Controlled Subatam& AcZ, allows
p ~ c e d w similar
e
to deferred adjudfmtiou,
and ape&cally states that "a d i s s h m or
di8misd d e r this section shalt not he
deemed a conviction."
* By analogyto Maner of Catdo,
conditha1 di%h;rrge would avoid immigration comqueufas. See Gear& v.
557 S.W.Zd 787(WhApp, 1977).

General Reference:
IMMIGBATIDN LAW& CRTMES,treaiise
prmlrxlby Nationd Immigration Pmject
and p u b W by Clark &&an
a-

*****

If this Court determim to grant this Motion, its Chdar, althoua termed a ''Rwont-

rnendatfonn'@the AItarney General of the
United Stare, In f&t will be binding upon
the Attorney G e m 1and theImmigratian
and Naturalization Service.
If this Caurt decides to deny this Mo-

tion, then in certain circumstances a conviction in this cause might lead inevitably
to Defendant's deportation or exclusion
from the United States, without any discretion on the part of the Immigration
Service to withhold that sanction.

worthy of the relief requested in this Motion, and is prepared to prave same to this
Court as part of his application for probatton, if convicted of the offense charged
in this case.

11.
Defendant
is a citizen of the
Republic of South Korea, and has been a
lawful permanent resident of the United
States s i n c e . His wife is also a lawful permanent resident; their one child is
a citizen by birth of the United States of
America. Mr. c o n s i d e r s the United
States to he his home and the place where
he hopes to spend a productive life. It
would cause great hardship to him and his
family if he were deported or excluded
from this country. Defendant is charged in
this case with the offense of "Aggravated
Assault with a Motor Vehicle," in that he
is accused of having recklessly caused serious bodily injury to another through an
automobile accident. The Immigration
Service may consider any conviction for
the offense charged as a crime involving
moral turpitude.

Defendant has givennotice, as required
pursuant to 8 CFR Section 241.1, by
delivering a copy of this Motion to Paul
B. O'Neill, Director of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service Houston District Office, as well as to the State of
Texas.
WHEREFORE, Defendant prays that if
he is convicted of this charge, this Court
grant his Motion and enter its Recommendation Against Deportation and Exclusion.

VI.

rn.
Under Section 212(a)(9) of the Immigration Act, 8 USC Section 1182(a)(9), an
alien who has been convicted of a crime
involving moral turpitude must be excluded, i.e., not allowed to enter the United
States. This provision can apply to a lawful permanent resident alien who has left
the country for a brief trip. Therefore, if
Defendant is convicted in this case and
leaves the U.S. for a week to visit a sick
relative, he risks not being allowed to
return to his wife, child, home and business in houston.

IV.
If this Court grants this Motion, the Immigration Service would still be fully entitled to deport or exclude Mr. from the country if he engages in any further conduct which might render him subject to those penalties. The only purpose
of this Motion is to prevent severe collateral punishments under federal law from attaching to any sentence which this Court
may impose under the laws of Texas.

v.
Defendant would further show that he is

Respectfully submitted,

tion Service through its District Director
at Houston, and to the State of Texas, at
least five (5) days prior to the hearing on
this Motion.
2. That the Defendant is entitled to and
deserving of the Recommendation requested.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the
Motion be GRANTED in all respects, and
this Court hereby recommends, pursuant
to 8 USC Section 1251(b)(2), that the
Judgment and Sentence in this cause not
be used in any manner whatsoever as a basis for the deportation or exclusion of the
Defendant.
Entered this -day of -,

1984.

JUDGE PRESIDING

Attorney for Defendant
MHhlORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
RECO.IIMWDATIOIOV/IOAWSTDEPOR~ATIONANDEXCLUSfON
I hereby certify that true and correct copies of the foregoing Motion have been
A. An alien may be deported or excludserved upon the following by delivering ed, in some circumstances, if convicted of
same:
a crime "involving moral turpitude." See,
Harris County District Attorney's Office e.g., 8 USC 1182(a)(9) and Section
201 Fannin Street, Houston, Texas
1251(a)(4).
B. If Defendant is convicted in this case,
IXstrict Director,
this Court has thc authority undcr X IJSC
lJ.S.Immigration & N;lturdimtion
Scction 1251(h)(2) to grant a mi~ndatory
Service
Recommendation Against Deportation,
2627 Caroline Street, Houston, Texas which:
(1) Would prevent the conviction from
on this
day of October, 1984.
being used as the basis for deporting
Defendant or excluding him from reNO. entering the U S .
THE STATE OF TEXAS
) IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
(2) Would li~nitthe punishment imposed
) HARRIS COUNIY. TBKAS
VS.
1 -IUDICUL OISTRIC1on Defendant to the penalties provided by
state law for this state crime.
(3) Would not prevent Defendant's
TO THE A?TORNEY GENERAL OF deportation or exclusion on any other
THE UNITED STATES, AND TO THE grounds.
U S . IMMIGRATION & NATURALIC. The Defendant is charged with reckZATION SERVICE:
lessly causing an auto accident in which
Be it remembered that on this
another person suffered serious bodily inday of
1984, came on to be heard jury. Whether the offensecharged involves
Ikfcndant's Motion for a Recom~nendation ''moral turpitodc" for thc purposes of the
Arainst l>coonati(lnand Exclusion i n lhc lmmieration Act is a oucslion o f fedcrd
above-style2 and numbered cause. Con- law, L z a l e s v. ~arder;207 F.2d 398,
sidering the evidence before the Conrt and 400 (9th Cir. 1953), a f d , 374 U S . 637
the arguments of the parties, the Court (1954). Earlier decisions held that amenfinds as follows:
tal state of recklessness was not culpable
I. That proper and timely notice was enough to involve moral turpitude. See,
given to the Immigration and Naturalua- e.g., Marrer of Szegedi, 10 I&N Dec. 28
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Respectfully submitted,
(BIA 1962). However, the most recent INS
decisions hold that at least in some cases,
reckless conduct may rise to the level of
moral turpitude. Matter of Woj&ow, 18
-I&N Dec. 111 (BIA 1981) [manslaughter];
A t r o r n e ~for
Matter ofMedina, 15 I&N Dec. 611,613
x:**$*
(BIA 1976) [aggravated assault with a
deadly weapon]. Therefore a conviction in
Appendix I
this case could trigger the deportation or
February
19,
1985
exclusion consequences.
D. A "Recommendation" Against
Deportation by this Court would be bind- Hon.
Judge for the
Criminal District Court
ing on the Immigration Service with
for Harris County, Texas
respect to this conviction. See Velez- 301 San Jacinto Street
L m ~ t v.
o INS, 463 F.2d 1305 (D.C. Cir. Houston, Texas
1972); Rasntussen v. Robinson, 163 F.2d
732 (3d Cir. 1947) [exclusion]. It does not
Re: State vs.
prevent deportation or exclusion o n any
other basis. See Mutter of Parodi, 17 I&N Dear Judze
A s I limit my practice to immigration and naDec. 608 (BIA 1980); Kesselbrenner &
tionc~litv
law and related fields, the attorncy fnr
Rosenherg, IMMIORATIONLAW &
CRIMES, Section 10.3 (Clark Boardman the defendant has asked me to describe to the
Court why it would be important toMr.
Co. 1984). If Defendant is, o r becomes,
that he receive deferred adjudication instead of
subject to those penalties for some other probation, assuming that he pleads guilry to the
conduct, the Immigration Service would be charge ngainst him.
free t o proceed against him despite this
Court's recommendation.
7he k c ~ us
s erolained to me.
I have not mct personally with the defcndant,
E. The additional punishments which
fur
Defendant may incur if this Court denies hut ondcrst~mlthat he has h e n i~~divted
Credit Card Abuse, a third degree felony; that
his Motion are severe:
(1) This conviction alone would make the ounishment allowed bv the Penal Code
him excludable, i.e., ifhe leaves the U S . wonld range from two to ten years imprisontemporarily he could be refused the right men1 with a fine UD to $5.000: and that Mr.
has no p r m criminal record.
to return here. 8 USC Section 1182(a)(9).
I also understand, from looking at a copy of
(2) This conviction, plus any other con- the visa in his passport, that he was admitted
viction for a crime of moral turpitude,
to the United States in 1983 as an "M-1" stuwould make him subject to deportation,
dent, which is an imn~igmtioncategory for stueven if h e was convicted of a Class C mis- dents at technical institutes and vocational
demeanor theft ten years fromnow. 8 USC schools, and that he hopes to obtain a degree
here before returning to his own country.
Section 1252(a)(4).
As the Court well knows, the crucial differ(3) This conviction alone would likely
delay his opportunity to become a U S . ence between deferred adjudication and probation under Texas law is that the former does
citizen for five years. 8 USC Section
not entail a conviction. This difference is also
1427(a)(3) [naturalization requires five recoenized under the federal immip.rar~onlaws.
years of good moral character]; 8 USC and has an important effect 6 r the alien
Section 1101(f) [conviction of such an defendant.
offense inconsistent with good moral
characterJ.
An alien already in the unitedstates who is
F. Granting this Motion would ensure
that the punishments resulting from this convicted of a crime"invo1ving m o d turpitude"
prosecution by the State of Texas are l i t - becomes subject to deportation if the crime was
ed to the penalties envisioned by State committed within five years afferhis entry and
he is sentenced to a year or more imprisonment
Law. It would also help ensure the Defen-whether or not that sentence is probated. See
dant's ability to make restitution; if the Section 2411a114>of the Immieration &NationDefendant is deported to Korea, h e will ality Act, 8 ~k
Section 1%1(a)(4). Credit
have no financial means to make restituCard abuse. as it involves an element of fi'audution and the State would have no effective lent conduct, would certainly be considered a
legal means to enforce such restitution.
crime of moral turpitude. Cf: Jordan v. De-

-

>

George, 341 U S . 223 (1951). [An alien would
to dewaation if he was convictalso be subiect
*
ed at any time afler entry of two crimes involvtne moral tumiilude. not arisin~
a sinde
- out ofimposeJ.I
~ncident,rcgirdicsf uf the sentencc
Thcrcare few exccplions or waivcrs for aliens
subject to deportati6nupon these grounds; I do
not h o w of any that would apply to Mr.

-

P.

R e conclusion I reachis that ifthere is a fd
conviction in this case and asentenceof at least
one year is imposed, he will he deported
whether or not thesentenceis probated. He will
not be eligible for the privilege of voluntary
departure, under which he could leave the U S .
on his own, because the conviction would preventhimfmm establishing "gwd moral charactei' as it is defined under the immigration hws.
8 USC Sec. 1101(9(3). Good moral character
is a prerequisite to receiving voluntary departure. Therefore, affer a deportation hearing, he
would be Iteld in INS c u s ~ d yuntil the agency
~rrangedhis rcturn flight to his own country;
he would have to arrange for friends to sell his
belongings here and pack his hags for him; he
wonld not be able to f i s h thecurrent academic
term.

ficlusion as a consequence of conviction.
A sineleconv~ctionfor acrime of moral turpitudc (except certain misdemeanurs nnd
iuvcniic oftenscs) would also nrakc an alicn %xhiable" from the U.S. 8 USC Sec. 1l82(a)(9).
That is, Mr. w o u l d not be eligible to
return to this country for the rest of his life,
unless he ~nalifiedfor a waiver or exception
which at this time appears unavailable. For a
relatively young person, to be permanently
banned from entering any one country may be
considered a fairly serious penalty.

-

Other consequences.
There are two other consequences of a cnnviction in this case, whiihdo not depend on the
length of any sentence. As a non-immigrant student, Mr. n e e d s the permission of INS
for certain matters involving his course of
studies, such as a transfer from one school to
another. If he has been convicted of a crime,
he is less likely to receive that permission, and
therefore his education may be limited. Also,
although at this time he is planning to return
to his own country, there is always the possihilitv that his nlans mav chanee. If in a few
years heapplied for permanent residence in the
US.. aconvictionfor this felony would either
milk; him ineligible, or greatG increase the
difficulty of becoming a resident.

-

Conclusion.
It is of course for this Court to decide what
penalty the Defendant should bear, and the uncontinued or1 page 42
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Search Warrants ana ~ r r e s tWarrants
by Jade Meeker, assisted by Susan Goggan

Part I
Introduction

plemental research tool, and is not intended
to be used as a primary authority. It should
not be used in the place of independent research for any specific legal question, and
should be considered current only as of the
date of its publication, as is any legal article. The reader should update any issue
discussed herein with relevant new cases.

case-by-case basis. Id.
The concept of "reasonableness" usually
This article is intended to provide a basic
has two elements. First, the search must
guide to and summary of the recent debe supported by probable cause, i.e., there
velopments in the law of search and arrest
must be sufficient information to support
wanants. The issues discussed herein arise
an officer's belief that an item subject to
in the defense of all types of state crimiseizure is where the officer is supposed to
nal cases. Although the general law of
search. Second, the search must be made
search, arrest, and seizure of evidence propursuant to an effectively issued search
vides less defensive material for attorneys
warrant, see Schmerber v. Califor~~ia,
384
Search Warrants
than in times past, successful challenges
U.S. 757,86 S.Ct. 1826, 16 L.Ed.2d 908
are still possible. It is my hope that this arThe Fourth Amendment to the United (1966), or conducted under circumstances
ticle will enable defense attorneys to use States Constitution provides that:
which dispense with the warrant requirewhatever challenges remain to the best adment, such as exigent circumstances, or a
vantage of their clients.
search conducted as an incident to a lawThe right of the people to be secure
The article is divided into three main
in their persons, houses, papers, and
ful arrest, see id.
topics: search warrants, arrest warrants,
effects, against unreasonable searchThus, a search may be conducted in one
and effective challenges to those warrants.
es shall not be violated, and no Warof two ways. First, the search may be
In the first two topics, I have discussed the
rants shall issue, but upon probable
conducted pursuant to a warrant which
law regarding the requirements of warrants
cause, supported by Oath or a f f i a conforms to the requirements of these conand their accompanying affidavits, execution, and particularly describing the
stitutional provisions: there must beprobtion of warrants, and the implications of
place to be searched, and thepersons
able cause to support the warrant, it must
defects in either the warrants or affidavits.
or things to be seized.
be supported by oath or affirmation, and
In the appendix, I have included basic
it must describe as near as possible the
checklists for affidavit requirements.
Article 1, $9 of the Texas Constitution place to be searched and the person or
Last, I wish to make clear that this arti- states:
thing to be seized. See Commentary, Art.
cle is intended to be used only as a sup1, $9 (Vernon's 1984). Additional search
The people shall be secure in their
warrant requirements enacted by statute
persons, houses, papers and possesare set out in Chapter Eighteen of the
sions, from all unreasonable seizures
Texas Code of Criminal Procedure. See
or searches, and no warrant to search
also Tolentirro 1. State, 638 S.W.2d 499
Jade Meeker is Research Attorney for
any place, or to seize any person or
(Tex. Cr. App. 1982).
Judge Chrrck Miller, Ttxas Corat of C ~ i ~ n i - thing, shall issue without describing
Second, a search may be conducted
nu1 Appeals. She obtained her B.A. Degree
them as near as may be nor without
without a warrant. Such a search, howfrwn Trinity University (double degree in
probable cause supported by oath or
ever, is considered per se unreasonable,
Mathenlatics and Political Science) in 1980
affirmation.
subject to a few well-delineated exceptions.
Nastu v. State, 589 S.W.2d 434 (Tex. Cr.
and her J.D. Degree fiwn the Utiiversit).
The Texas constitutional provision is App. 1979). In cases concerning acceptof Texas h s School in 1982. She was a
recipient of the Firlbright and Ja~vorski coextensive with its counterpart in the able warrantless searches, the searches
United States Constitution. Bro~vnv. State, were found to be reasonable in light of all
Outsta~~ding
Student Award in 1981.
657
S.W.2d 797 (Tex. Cr. App. 1983). of the circumstances.
She has been B~iej'ingAttonley for Judge
Both of these provisions prohibit unreaNeither of the two constitutional proviMiller and an Associate with Haynes and
sonable searches, and the basic test to sions provides a remedy if an unreasonFzrlle~ti~eider
of Houston. She hos also apply is whether the search was reasonable able search is conducted. Article 38.23,
served as Assistant City Attorney for the under all of the circumstances. Taylor v. V.A.C.C.P., however, provides that no
City of Austin and Staff Allorney for the State, 421 S.W.2d 403, 406 (Tex. Cr. evidence obtained in violation of the Texas
City of Austin in the claims departnrent App. 1967). There is no fixed method to Constitution or laws or the United States
where she handled co~it~iiercial
arid civil determine what is a "reasonable" search, constitution or laws shall be admitted into
litigation.
and each case must be considered on a evidence against the accused in the trial of
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1982). Thus, if the defendant challenges
the truth of the statements contained in an
affidavit, he or she may be entitled to a
hearing where evidence not presented in
the affidavit may be developed. See disIn such an instance, the trial
cussion, i~lJSn.
court is not bound by the four-corners of
the affidavit.
This exception does not apply to challenges based upon the sufficiency of the
facts set forth as a basis for the warrant.
It applies only to challenges based upon
possible intentional misrepresentations of
facts set forth in the affidavit.
The standard applicable fa a
showing of probable cause
Prior to the United- States Supreme
Court's decision in Illinois v. Gates, 462
U S . 213, 103 S.Ct. 2317,76 L.Ed.2d 527
(1983), thestandard to beapplied in judging the sufficiency of an afficavit based
upon an informer's tip was set forth in
Aguilar v. Tern, 378 U.S. 108,84 S.Ct.
1509, 12 L.Ed.Zd.723 (1964) and explicated in Spinelli v. United States2393 U S .
410,89 S.Ct. 584,21 L.Ed.2d637 (1969).
In order to be sufficient, the affidavit had
to reflect the following:
1. The underlying facts and circumstances upon which the affiant hased
his belief that the information was
credible or his information reliable
(the credibility prong); and
2. The underlying facts and circumstances upon which the informant
based his belief that the property or
thing sought to be seized was where
it was claimed to be (the specificity
prong).

The credibility prong focuses on the person supplying the facts, and the specificity
prong focuses on the facts presented.
This test was applied rigidly, and if the
affidavit was found lacking in either area,
it was held insufficient to support the warrant, and all evidence admitted under the
warrant was rendered inadmissible. See
Stoddard v. State, 475 S.W.2d 744 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1972).
In Gafes, supra, the United States Supreme Court held that the two-prong test
should be abandoned, and a "totality of the
circumstances" test used in its stead. Under
the new test, the magistrate should be able
to determine from the affidavit that there

is a fair probability that the contraband or
evidence will be found in a particular
place. This finding should be hased upon
all of the circumstancesset forth in the affidavit, including the credibility of the persons supplying the information and the
specificity of that information. As was
stated prior to Gates, supra, in Taus v.
Broivn, 460 U.S. 730, 103 S.Ct. 1535,75
L.Ed.2d 502 (1983):
"[Probable cause] merely requires
that the facts available to the officer
would 'warrant a man of reasonable
caution in the belief,'. . .that certain
items may be. . .useful as evidence
of a crime; it does not demand any
showing that such a belief is correct
or more likely true than false.. . ."
103 S.Ct. at 1543.
The Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
has not yet specifically held that the Gates
test applies to search and arrest warrants
under Texas law. In Hennessey v. State,
660 S.W.2d 87 (Tex. Cr. App. 1983), the
Court held that the totality of the circumstances test set forth in Gates, supra, governs in determining probable cause under
the Fomtlt Amendment of the United States
Constitution. The Court did not state
whether that test applied under Texas constitutional and statutory law. Seealso Esco
v. State, 668 S.W.2d 358 (Tex. Cr. App.
1982). InEisenhauer v. State, 678 S.W.2d
947 (Tex. Cr. App. 1984), the Court of
Criminal Appeals again avoided a specific
determination that Gates, supra, governs
under State law. The Court did hold that
Gates, supra, applies to warrantless
searches as well as searches conducted
with warrants. The Court remanded the
case back to the Court of Appeals,
however, for a determination of whether
the officers had violated state law relating
to dlegal searches.
In Broivn v. State, supra, a plurality
opinion, the Court stated that the Texas
Constitution should not be interpreted differently than ihe United States Supreme
Court interprets the federal constitution
with regard to search and seizure issues.
This was, however, only a plurality decision, and a majority of the court has not
acoepted this view.
Thus, the Court of Criminal Appeals has
not yet stated with clarity that the Gates
totality of the circumstances test should be
applied to warrants and affidavits under

state law. Regardless what test is adopted, however, an affidavit in support of a
warrant will have to set forth adequate
factual allegations to support a finding of
probable cause, and show some basis for
the affiant's belief in or acquisition of those
facts: it will have to meet both the credibility and specificity requirements. Gates,
supra, does not dispense wlth these requirements; rather, the Supreme Court has
merely held that they should not be applied
in an overtechnical way. A deficiency in
the evidence supporting one prong may he
balanced by greater specificity in the evidence supporting the other prong. Moreover, the same evidence may be used to
establish both the credibility and specificity
requirements. If the affidavit adequately
reflects some showing for each of the requirements, then the affidavit will likely
be found sufficient regardless of which test
is applied.
It is clear that the Gates standard is less
stringent than the Aguilar-Spinelli twoprong test. See generally Worzley v. State,
695 S.W.2d 664 (Tex. Cr. App.-Dallas
1985, no pet.). Until the Court of Criminal Appeals does decide which law should
apply, prosecutors would be well advised
to see to it that their warrants and affidavits
conform to the stricter Aguilar-Spinelli requirements rather than gamble that the
Court will decide to adopt the Gates test.
By the same token, defense attorneys
should be aware of the lack of a clear rule
in this area, and advocate the use of the
stricter test.
Application of this standard
fo affidavits
Probable cause in an affidavit may be established with one of three types of information: information based entirely upon
the personal knowledge of the affiant; information based upon a combination of
hearsay from one source and matters within the personal knowledge of the affiant;
and information hased entirely upon hearsay (an informer's tip).
Probable cause based entirely upon the
personal knowledge of the affiant
An affidavit from a person having personal knowledge of the matters contained
in the affidavit is sufficient if it supplies
sufficient underlying facts to support probable cause. See Range1 v. Stare, 435 S.W.
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Cr. App. 1972).
If the informant is a named citizen, then
the credibility showing is not as strict.
-Where a named informant is a private
citizen whose only contact with the police
is a result of having witnessed a criminal
act committed by another, the credibility
and reliability of the information is inherent." Esco, supra at 361 citing Wood v.
State, 573 S.W.2d 207 (Tex. Cr. App.
1978) and Frazier v. State, 480 S.W.2d
375 (Tex. Cr. App. 1972). Thus, no further allegations, other than the citizen's
name, need be recited in the affidavit in
order to establish the informant's credibility.
If the informant is a named police offi1. The identity of the officer or person supplying the information;
cer, then further allegations of credibility
2. The means by which the informaneed not he made. Cassanova v. State, 707
tion was obtained, such as by obserS.W.2d 708 (Tex. Cr. App.-Houston
vation or perception;
[14th] 1986, no pet.), at 710, citing United
Stntes v. Ventresca, supra. See also Gish,
3. The specific information gathered; and
supra.
If the information bas been disclosed by
4. When and under what conditions
the information was obtained.
a first-time informant or an unnamed citizen, such as an anonymous informer, the
Probable cause required
affidavit should contain recitations concerning the informant's credibility, such as
for an affidavit based entirely upon
hearsay information
averments that the informant lacks a criminal record, has a good reputation in the
An affidavit may be based upon infor- community for veracity, and is gainfully
mation provided by an informant, where employed. See Wood, supra; Wefherbyv.
the affiant has no personal knowledge of State, 482 S.W.2d 852 (Tex. Cr. App.
the matters related to him or her by the in- 1972), Adair v. State, 482 S.W.2d 247
formant. The informants fall into three (Tex. Cr. App. 1972), and Yanfisv.State,
categories: proven informants, named citi- 476 S.W. 2d24 (Tex. Cr. App. 1972). A
zens, or unnamed persons who may be mere assertion that the informant was
citizens or first time informants.
credible will not he sufficient to meet the
When the affidavit is based entirely upon first reqnirement. Abercrombie v. State,
hearsay allegations, the basis of the infor- 528 S.W.2d 578 (Tex. Cr. App. 1974).
mant's credibility must be shown, in addiOne factor which may be used to estabtion to the specific facts observed or known lish an informer's credibiity, regardless of
by the informant. The former requirement the type of informer, is a statement against
wiU he discussed first, with regard to each the informeZs penal interest. For example,
of the three possible types of informants. if the informer provides information that
If the information provided in an affi- he was involved in criminal activity, then
davit has been disclosed by a proven in- he has made a statement against his penal
formant whose identity is now disclosed, interest, which may be considered as a facthe credibility requirement may be fulfilled tor establishing his credibility. United
by alleging that the informant has given States v. Harris, 403 U.S. 573, 91 S.Ct.
true, correct and reliable information in the 2075,29 L.Ed.2d 723 (1971), Hennessey,
past. Wortley, supra. The affidavit need supra, and Abercro~nbie,supra.
With regard to the specificity requirenot allege how many times in the past the
informant has provided the affiant with in- ment, that the affidavit contain sufficient
formation which proved to be correct. facts to support the finding of probable
Cams v. State, 462 S.W.2d 581 (Tex. Cr. cause, regardless of the typeof informant,
App. 1971). See also Curris v. Skate, 519 the affidavit must set forth sufficient facts
S.W.2d 883 (Tex. Cr. App. 1975). and and circumstances to support his belief that
Hegdal v. State, 488 S.W.2d 782 (Tex. the item sought to he seized is where he
2d 143 (Tex. Cr. App. 1969). The credibility requirement is met since the person
is named and swears to the contents of the
affidavit. See Christopher v. State, 489
S.W.2d 575 v e x . Cr. App. 1973). See
also Spinelli, supra. Thus, the affidavit
need only meet the specificity requirement
by reflecting sufficient facts to enable the
magistrate to conclude that the person or
the item sought may be found at the location described. Of course, any additional
information should be included to ensure
that the affidavit establishes probable
cause. At the very least, the affidavit
should reflect:
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claims it is. See Carmichael v. Sfate, 607
S.W.2d 536 (Tex. Cr. App. 1980). This
information may be provided in one of two
ways: showing that theinformant has personal knowledge of the laatters asserted,
or showing that the informant's tip is hearsay worthy of belief.
If the informant has personal knowledge
of the matters related to the affiant, there
need be no additional showing in order to
establish sufficient facts to meet the second
requirement. Smith v. State, 496 S.W.2d
90 (Tex. Cr. App. 1973). There must be,
however, sufficient facts set forth to show
how the informant acquired his personal
knowledge, and when the inform&ion was
obtained. Personal knowledge mav be inferred from the facts provid& ~ b k m n bie, supra. See also Winkles, supra, op. on
rehearing, adopting dissent filed on original submission.

Information obtained from an informer
may also be hearsay. In other words, the
affiant may swear that the informant has
disclosed some communication made by
another person to the informant. "Hearsayupon-hearsay may be utilized to show
probable cause as long as the underlying
circumstances indicate that there is a substantial basis for crediting the hearsay at
each level." Hennessy, supra, at 91, citing Evans v. State, 530 S.W.2d 932 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1975); United States v. McCoy,
478 F.2d 176 (10th Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 828,94 S.Ct. 53,38 L.Ed.
2d 62 (1974); and Jones v. United States,
362 U.S. 257, 80 S.Ct. 725, 4 L.Ed.2d
697 (1960). Thus, as long as the affidavit
sets forth sufficient facts to believe that the
information told to the informant was reliable, then that information may be considered.
In sum, ifhearsay-upon-hearsayis used
to establish probable cause, then the affidavit should set forth the statements related
by the declarant to the informant, facts indicating the relationship between the declarant and the informant, and recitations
as to why the statements should be believed. These requirements must be met in
addition to those regarding the credibility
of the informant, and those regarding the
sufficiency of the facts to support the conclusion that probable cause exists to find
the desired item in the specified place.
mnritrued or,page 31
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[NOTE: Only 10 opinions were handed down during
the five weeks from December 23 to January 21.1
Joe E. MILLS,
No. 1094-83 -- Felony Theft Conviction Affirmed
-- On D's PDR: Opinion by Judge Clinton; Judges Teague and
Miller Dissent; 12/23/86

--

SPECIFIC-GENERAL: SECURING DOCUMENT BY
STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION
DECEPTION NOT A SPECIFIC STATUTE CONTROLLING THEFT BY DECEPTION:
D was convicted of 2nd degree felony theft [Sec. 31.03(d)(5)(6)1;
t/c assessed punishment at 16 years.
TCA rejects argument that Sec. 32.46 "Securing Execution of a
Document by Deception" is the more specific statute and should
control over the general theft statute.
Intersection between
statutes occurs with use of "deception". In theft case it is one
of the circumstances surrounding D's conduct which operates to
render otherwise apparent consent "ineffective". Under 32.46 the
Sec. 32.46 was intended to
forbidden conduct is deception.
proscribe conduct that is deceptive,
not acquisitive.
In
contrast, focus of theft statute is on acquisitive conduct, and
deception is one of several methods whereby the acquisition may
be had.
TCA also notes that in some respects securing execution
of a document by deception is broader proscription that theft:
(1)
"deception" is not specifically deFined under Chapter 32,
(2)
whereas it has special definition under Chapteer 31 [Theft];
February 1987 / VOICEfor the Definse SDR-1

specific intent to defraud or harm under Sec. 32.45 is broader
that specific "intent to deprive" in theft,
( 3 ) while in theft
that intent is directed toward the "owner" of the property appropriated. in Sec. 32.46 that deception may be with intent to harm
"any person".
CASE IMPACTED:
Although TCA says "we have no occasion
to do so here" majority suggests that Tawfik [643//1271
should be overruled on theory that it is a certain type
of deceptive conduct that is proscribed, not acquisitive
conduct.
Tawfik involved sale of fake Egyptian scarab
and held that prosecution should have proceeded under
Sec.
32.22
for misdemeanor offense
of
criminal
simulation, rather than felony theft.

Jerrv Dorsev JOHNSON, No. 67,417 -- Murder Conviction Affirmed
-- On Direct Appeal:
Judge McCormick; Judge Clinton concurring
in result, Judge Teague dissenting, Judge Miller dissenting in
part: 12/23/86
WARRANTLESS ARREST -- SUFFICIENT FACTS TO ESTABLISH PROBABLE
CAUSE TO ARREST:
At time of D's arrest, officers knew from own
knowledge or reliable information from credible source the
following facts surrounding early morning murder of sleeping
apartment resident:
1.

Attacker was black male

2.

no sign of forced entry

3.
one of master keys found in ha1 lway of
unlocked the unit's front door
4.
assailant would be blood spattered
walls, doors, TV]

apartment

[i-e., blood on

k

5.
D arrived as murder scene shortly af er police and
.
said
furnished odd explanation for his presence i
he was maintenance man and that when he called apartment
answering servfce that morning they suggested he go to
apartment because there had been stabbing; officers
testified that D seemed nervous and they thought it was
odd for him to appear since 2 apartment security guards
were present]
6.

D was black male
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1982). Thus, if the defendant challenges
the truth of the statements contained in an
affidavit, he or she may be entitled to a
hearing where evidence not presented in
the affidavit may be developed. See discussion, infa. In such an instance, the trial
court is not bound by the four-corners of
the affidavit.
This exception does not apply to challenges based upon the sufficiency of the
facts set forth as a basis for the warrant.
It applies only to challenges based upon
possible intentional misrepresentations of
facts set forth in the affidavit.

The standard applicable to a
sho~vingof probable cause
Prior to the United. States Supreme
Court's decision in Illinois v. Gates, 462
U.S. 213, 103 S.Ct. 2317,76 L.Ed.2d 527
(1983), the standard to be applied in judging the sufficiency of an afficavit based
upon an informer's tip was set forth in
Aguilar v. Texas, 378 U.S. 108, 84 S.Ct.
1509, 12 L.Ed.Zd.723 (1964) and explicated in Spinelli v. United States, 393 U S .
410,89 S.Ct. 584,21 L.Ed.Zd637 (1969).
In order to be sufficient, the affidavit had
to reflect the following:

I . TIIConderlying t'acls :~ndcircumstances u ~ o nwhich the ; ~ f f i ab;~sed
~~t
his belief that the information was
credible or his information reliable
(the credibility prong); and
2. The underlying facts and circumstances upon which the informant
based his belief that the property or
thing sought to be seized was where
it was claimed to be (the specificity
pmng).
The credibility prong focuses on the person supplying the facts, and the specificity
prong focuses on the facts presented.
This test was applied rigidly, and if the
affidavit was found lacking in either area,
it was held insufficient to support the warrant, and all evidence admitted under the
warrant was rendered inadmissible. See
Stoddard v. State, 475 S.W.2d 744 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1972).
In Gates, supra, the United States Supreme Court held that the two-prong test
should be abandoned, and a "totality of the
circumstances" test used in its stead. Under
the new test, the magistrate should be able
to determine from the affidavit that there

is a fair probability that the contraband 01
evidence will be found in a particula~
place. This finding should be based upon
all of the circumstances set forth in the affidavit, includimg the credibility of the persons supplying the information and the
specificity of that information. As was
stated prior to Gates, supra, in Texas v.
Brown, 460 U S . 730, 103 S.Ct. 1535,75
L.Ed.2d 502 (1983):
"[Probable cause] merely requires
that the facts available to the officer
would 'warrant a man of reasonable
caution in the belief,'. . .that certain
items may be. . .useful as evidence
of a crime; it does not demand any
showing that such a belief is correct
or more likely true than false.. . ."
103 S.Ct. at 1543.
The Texas Court of Criminal A D U ~
has not yet specifically held that the Gates
test applies to search and arrest warrants
under Texas law. In Hermessq v. State,
660 S.W.2d 87 (Tex. Cr. App. 1983), the
Court held that the totality of the circumstances test set forthin Gates, supra, governs in determining probable cause unde~
the Fourth AmetuIntent of the United States
Constitution. The Court did not state
whether that test applied under Texas constitutional and statutory law. See also Esco
v. State, 668 S.W.2d 358 (Tex. Cr. App.
1982). InEisenhauer v. State, 678 S.W.2d
947 (Tex. Cr. App. 1984), the Court of
Criminal Appeals again avoided a specific
determination that Gates, supra, governs
under State law. The Court did hold that
Gates, supra, applies to ivarrantless
searcl~esas well as searches conducted
with warrants. The Court remanded the
case back to the Court of Appeals,
however, for a determination of whether
the officers had violated state law relating
to illegal searches.
In Browrt v. State, supra, a plurality
opinion, the Court stated that the Texas
Constitution should not be interpreted differently than the United States Supreme
Court interprets the federal constitution
with regard to search and seizure issues.
This was, however, only a plurality decision, and a majority of the court has not
accepted this view.
Thus, the Court of Criminal Appeals has
not yet stated with clarity that the Gates
totality of the circumstances test should be
applied to warrants and affidavits under
&.

state law. Regardless what test is adopted, however, an affidavit in support of a
warrant will have to set forth adequate
factual allegations to support a finding of
probable cause, and show some basis for
theaffiant's belief in or acquisition of those
facts: it will have to meet both the credibility and specificity requirements. Gates,
supra, does not dispense with these requirements; rather, the Supreme Court has
merely held that they should not he applied
In an overtechnical way. A deficiency in
the evidence supporting one prong may be
balanced by greater specificity in the evidence supporting the other prong. Moreover, the same evidence may be used to
establish both the credibility and specificity
requirements. If the affidavit adequately
reflects some showing for each of the requirements, then the affidavit will likely
be found sufficient regardless of which test
~is~applied.
S
It is clear that the Gates standard is less
stringent than the Agrrilnr-Spinelli twoprong test. See generally Wortley v. State,
695 S.W.2d 664 (Tex. Cr. App.-Dallas
1985, no pet.). Until the Court of Criminal Appeals does decide which law should
apply, prosecutors would be well advised
to see to it that their warrants and affidavits
conform to the stricter Agrrilar-Spinelli requirements rather than gamble that the
Court will decide to adopt the Gates test.
By the same token, defense attorneys
should be aware of the lack of a clear rule
in this area, and advocate the use of the
stricter test.

Appliratiorr of this standard
to affidavits
Probable cause in an affidavit may be established with one of three types of information: information based entirely upon
the personal knowledge of the affiant; information based upon a combination of
hearsay from one source and matters within the personal knowledge of the affiant;
and information based entirely upon hearsay (an informer's tip).
Probable cause based entirely upon the
personal knowledge of the affiant
An affidavit from a person having personal knowledge of the matters contained
in the affidavit is sufficient if it supplies
sufficient underlying facts to support probable cause. See Range1 v. State, 435 S.W.
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2d 143 (Tex. Cr. App. 1969). The credibility requirement is met since the person
is named and swears to the contents of the
affidavit. See Christopher v. State, 489
S.W.2d 575 (Tex. Cr. App. 1973). See
also Spinelli, supra. Thus, the affidavit
need only meet the specificity requirement
by reflecting sufficient facts to enable the
magistrate to conclude that the person or
the item sought may be found at the location described. Of course, any additional
information should be included to ensure
that the affidavit establishes probable
cause. At the very least, the affidavit
should reflect:
I. The identity of the officer or person supplying the information;
2. The means by which the information was obtained, such as by observation or perception;
3. The specific information gathered; and
4. When and under what conditions
the information was obtained.
Probable cause required
for an affidavit based entirely upon
hearsay information
An affidavit may be based upon information provided by an informant, where
the affiant has no personal knowledge of
the matters related to him or her by the informant. The informants fall into three
categories: proven infom~ants,named citizens, or unnamed persons who may be
citizens or first time informants.
When the affidavit is based entirely upon
hearsay allegations, the basis of the informant's credibility must he shown, in addition to the specific facts observed or known
by the informant. The former requirement
will be discussed first, with regard to each
of the three possible types of informants.
If the information provided in an affidavit has been disclosed by a proven informant whose identity is now disclosed,
the credibility requirement may be fulfilled
by alleging that the informant bas given
true, correct and reliable information in the
past. Wortley, supla. The affidavit need
not allege how many times in the past the
informant has provided the affiant with information which proved to be correct.
Casas v. State, 462 S.W.2d 58 1 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1971). See a~BoCurtis v. State, 519
S.W.2d 883 (Tex. Cr. App. 1975), and
Hegdal v. State, 488 S.W.2d 782 (Tex.

Cr. App. 1972).
If the informant is a named citizen, then
the credibility showing is not as strict.
'Where a named informant is a private
citizen whose only contact with the police
is a result of having witnessed a criminal
act committed by another, the credibility
and reliability of the information is inherent." Esco, supra at 361 citing Wood v.
State, 573 S.W.2d 207 (Tex. Cr. App.
1978) and Frazier v. State, 480 S.W.2d
375 (Tex. Cr. App. 1972). Thus, no further allegations, other than the citizen's
name, need be recited in the affidavit in
order to establish the informant's credibility.
If the informant is a named police officer, then further allegations of credibility
need not be made. Cassnnova v. State, 707
S.W.2d 708 (Tex. Cr. App.-Houston
[14th] 1986, no pet.), at 710, citing United
States v. Ventresca, supra. See also Gish,
supra.
If the information has been disclosed by
a first-time informant or an unnamed citizen, such as an anonymous informer, the
affidavit should contain recitations concerning the informant's credibility, such as
averments that the informant lacks a criminal record, has a good reputation in the
community for veracity, and is gainfully
employed. See Wood, supra; Wetherby v.
State, 482 S.W.2d 852 (Tex. Cr. App.
1972), Adair v. State, 482 S.W.2d 247
(Tex. Cr. App. 1972), and Yawtis 11. State,
476 S.W. 2d 24 (Tex. Cr. App. 1972). A
mere assertion that the informant was
credible will not be sufficient to meet the
first requirement. Abercro~ribiev. State,
528 S.W.2d 578 (Tex. Cr. App. 1974).
One factor which may he used to establish an informer's credibility, regardless of
the type of informer, is a statement against
the informer's penal interest. For example,
if the informer provides information that
he was involved in criminal activity, then
he has made a statement against his penal
interest, which may be considered as a factor establishing his credihility. United
States v. Harris, 403 U S . 573, 91 S.Ct.
2075,29 L.Ed.2d 723 (1971), Hennessey,
supra, and Abercrombie, supra.
With regard to the specificity requirement, that the affidavit contain sufficient
facts to support the finding of probable
cause, regardless of the type of informant,
the affidavit must set forth sufficient facts
and circumstances to support his belief that
the item sought to be seized is where he
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claims it is. See Carmichael v. State, 607
S.W.2d 536 (Tex. Cr. App. 1980). This
information may be provided in one of two
ways: showing that the informant haspersonal knowledge of the matters asserted,
or showing that the informant's tip is hearsay worthy of belief.
If the informant has personal knowledge
of the matters related to the affiant, there
need be no additional showing in order to
establish sufficient facts to meet the second
requirement. Sn~ithv. State, 496 S.W.2d
90 (Tex. Cr. App. 1973). There must be,
however, sufficient facts set forth to show
how the informant acquired his personal
knowledge, and when the information was
obtained. Personal knowledge may he inferred from the facts provided. Abercronzbie, supra. See also Winkles, supra, op. on
rehearing, adopting dissent filed on original submission.

Information obtained from an informer
may also be hearsay. In other words, the
affiant may swear that the informant has
disclosed some communication made by
another person to the informant. "Hearsayupon-hearsay may be utilized to show
probable cause as long as the underlying
circumstances indicate that there is a substantial basis for crediting the hearsay at
each level." Hennessy, supra, at 91, citing Evans v. State, 530 S.W.2d932 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1975); United States v. McCoy,
478 F.2d 176 (10th Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 414 U S . 828,94 S.Ct. 53,38 L.Ed.
2d 62 (1974); and Jones v. United States,
362 U S . 257, 80 S.Ct. 725, 4 L.Ed.2d
697 (1960). Thus, as long as the affidavit
sets forth sufficient facts to believe that the
information told to the informant was reliable, then that information may he considered.
In sum, if hearsay-upon-hearsay is used
to establish probable cause, then the affidavit should set forth the statements related
by the declarant to the informant, facts indicating the relationship between the declarant and the informant, and recitations
as to why the statements should be helieved. These requirements must be met in
addition to those regarding the credibility
of the informant, and those regarding the
sufficiencv of the facts to suooort the conclusion that probable cause exists to find
the desired item in the specified place.

..
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[NOTE: Only 10 opinions were handed down during
the five weeks from December 23 to January 21.1
Joe E. MILLS,
1094-83 -- Felony Theft Conviction Affirmed
-- On 0's PDR:No.Opinion
by Judge Clinton; Judges Teague and
Miller Dissent; 12/23/86
STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION -- SPECIFIC-GENERAL: SECURING DOCUMENT BY
DECEPTION NOT A SPECIFIC STATUTE CONTROLLING THEFT BY DECEPTION:
D was convicted of 2nd degree felony theft CSec. 31.03(d)(5)(8)1:
t/c assessed punishment at 16 years.
TCA rejects argument that Sec. 32.46 "Securing Execution of a
Document by Deception" is the more specific statute and should
control over the general theft statute.
Intersection between
statutes occurs with use of "deception". In theft case it fs one
of the circumstances surrounding D's conduct which operates to
render otherwise apparent consent "ineffective". Under 32.46 the
forbidden conduct
deception.
Sec. 32.46 was intended to
proscribe conduct that is deceptive, not acquisitive.
In
contrast, focus of theft statute is on acquisitive conduct, and
deception is one of several methods whereby the acquisition may
be had.
TCA also notes that in some respects securing execution
o f a document by deception is broader proscription that theft:
(1)
"deception" is not specifically defined under Chapter 32,
whereas it has special definition under Chapteer 31 [Theft]; (2)
February 1987 1 VOICEfor the Defense SDR-1

specific intent to defraud or harm under Sec. 32.46 is broader
( 3 ) while in theft
t.hat specific "intent to deprive" in theft.
that intent is directed toward the "owner" of the property appropriated, in Sec. 32.46 that deception may be with intent to harm
"any personft.
CASE IMPACTED:
Although TCA says "we have no occasion
to do so here" majority suggests that Tawfik [643//127]
should be overruled on theory that it is a certain type
of deceptive conduct that is proscribed, not acquisitive
conduct.
Tawfik involved sale of fake Egyptian scarab
and held that prosecution should have proceeded under
32.22
for misdemeanor offense
of
criminal
Sec.
simulation, rather than felony theft.

-- Murder Conviction Affirmed
Jerry Dorsev JOHNSON, No. 67,417
-- On Direct Appeal:
Judge McCormick; Judge Clinton concurring
in result, Judge Teague dissenting, Judge Miller dissenting in
part; 12/23/86
WARRANTLESS ARREST -- SUFFICIENT FACTS TO ESTABLISH PROBABLE
CAUSE TO ARREST:
At time of D's arrest, officers knew from own
knowledge or reliable information from credible source the
following facts surrounding early morning murder of sleeping
apartment resident:

1.

Attacker was black male

2.

no sign of forced entry

3.
one of master keys found in ha1 lway
unlocked the unit's front door

4.
assailant would be blood spattered
walls, doors, TVI

of

apartment

[f-e.. blood on

5.
D arrived as murder scene shortly af er police and
furnished odd explanation for his presence Ci-e.. said
he was maintenance man and that when he called apartment
answering service that mornlng they suggested he go to
apartment because there had been stabbing; officers
testified that D seemed nervous and they thought it was
odd for him to appear since 2 apartment security guards
were present]

Y

6. D was black male
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7.

D was employed by and resident of apartment complex

8. D appeared to have blood on his white pants
9. D admitted ownership of master keys found in hallway
of apartment.

%

TCA noted that D "I iteral ly thrust himself under the s'cru~'?ny
L.
the investigating officers at the scene of the crime" [Usserx,
651//7671 and that then presence of D's keys inside apartment and
his subsequent admission of ownership supplied direct link
between D and offense.
Because arrest based on probable cause
TCA did not need to address "exigent circumstances" on constitut i ona l grounds.
WARRANTLESS ARREST -- PERMISSIBLE UNDER CHAPTER 14 V.A.C.C.P.:
D also challenged arrest on state statutory grounds.
Undisputed
that officers made no effort to secure arrest warrant.
Police
acknowledged D had not commited felony or offense against public
peace in their presence and did not flee or appear to be about to
escape. 'Only section of Chapter 14 that could be applicable is
Art. 14.03 ["suspicious places and circumstances"l.
cautioning
that 14.03 should be applied to authorize warrantless arrests in
only limited situations, TCA applied it here.
Key factors were
D's
presence was not contrived by law enforcement
that ( 1 )
officials to circumvent procurement of warrant, and ( 2 ) D's
arrest. did not occur in a place where he could claim a reasonable
expectation of privacy.
GUILTY PLEAS -- WHAT HAPPENS WHEN T/C REFUSES TO SUPPRESS ITEMS
AND D SUBSEQUENTLY STIPULATES TO EVIDENCE WHICH CONTAINED FRUITS
OF THE ERROR?
TCA holds "if the guilty plea or plea of nolo
contendere is supported by evidence as required by Article 1.15
tainted evidence, then any erroneous ruling on an appealable
pretail motion does not vitiate the conviction."
NOTE:

TCA dlstfnguishes recent case of Rodriguez, (Nos.
and 67,745 decided 4/17/86) where TCA held that
if the ground of error is insufficiency of the evidence
to support the plea then the judicial confession will
not be disregarded.
Here case involved disposition of
case
after erroneous pre-trial ruling so Rodriqug
inapplicable.
67,744

D sought to suppress items seized from his apartment.
The
remaining untainted evidence included examining trial testimony
of eye witness, seizure of D's pants, D's admission of ownership
of keys.
TCA found that untainted stipulated evidence, absent
judicial confession and plea, embraced every essential element.
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Ex parte James Harvey HAWKINS,
No.
Granted -Judge Campbell; 12/23/86

69.670

--

Writ

Relief

INDICTMENTS -- SEXUAL ABUSE OF CHILD INDICTMENT DEFECTIVE: TCA
found
following indictment defective for failing to state
offense:
"did unlawfully, knowingly and intentionally engaqe
in
- deviate
sexual
intercourse with Gs_
H_- v
hereinafter called complainant, a child vounoer than 17
years and not then the spouse of the [8pplrcant], Qy
contact
between
the anus of the complainant and a dildo
--held by [applicantl, with the intent to arouse and
gratify the sexual desire of the [applicant]

..."

Offense occurred June 13. 1981. At that time term "deviate
sexual intercourse" was defined under Sec. 21.01(1) as "any
contact between any part of the genitals of one person and the
mouth or anus of another." [NOTE:
Effective 9/1/81 definition
was broadened to include objects.]

EX parte Don Lionel BROOKS, No. 69,727
Per Curiam Opinion, 12/23/86

--

Writ Relief Granted:

AFFIRMATIVE FINDINGS -- SIGNIFICANT DISCUSSION OF WHAT DOES NOT
CONSTITUTE AFFIRMATIVE FINDING IN JUDGMENT: Indictment alleged D
caused death "by shooting with a gun".
Jury verdict found
"guilty of murder by then and there intentionally or knowingly
causing the death of an individual ... by shooting with a gun."
After assessement of punishment and pronouncement of sentence t/c
did not enter affirmative finding.
A gun is not a per se deadly weapon.
Under Farm C702//6021 t/c
could have made affirmative finding when he was trier of fact at
punishment phase. He didn't.
In granting relief, TCA made 2 important observations:
1.
Affirmative finding is not a recitation of the
offense in the judgment with the words "deadly weapon",
"firearm used", or other similar phrases added to
offense for which D is convicted.
Nor is affirmative
finding made and entered when judgment reflects verdict
of jury and verdict refers to a weapon.
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2.
Although jury's verdict as trier of fact in certain
circumstances may constitute an afffirmative finding
being made
693//391], it is necessary affirmative
finding to be entered separately and specifically in
judgment of the court by the t/c.

[m,

Ex parte Bernardo EURESTE.
No.
69.473
-gismissed: Judge Onion; Dissenting Opinion by
12/23/86

Original
Writ
Judge Clinton;

CONTEMPT
-- BOND;
NEED FOR APPLICANT TO BE UNDER RESTRAINT:
There is no remedy or right of appeal from order of contempt;
thus, there can be no valid appeal bond.
Here TCA had issued
writ then district court judge granted "bond"
-- t/c was
without authority to do so either before the filing of the
original habeas corpus action in TCA or after TCA's issuance of
writ.
Proceedings were dismissed because D was not under
restraint.
NOTE:
One may be "in custody" for habeas corpus
purposes even though he is out on bail or personal bond.
However, that rule does not apply to an obviously
invalid bond.

Ex parte Lyndel Martin Stephenson, No.
Granted: Judge Onion; 1/7/87

-

69.671

--

Writ

Relief

INVOLUNTARY GUILTY PLEA -- INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL;
IMPROPER ADVICE ON PAROLE IMPLIEDLY AGREED TO BY PARTIES: Facts:
D's trial attorney stipulated he gave D wrong advice when he told
D to accept 40 year plea bargain as D would be elfgible for
parole in 5 years;
D's attorney stipulated he did not know D
would still be required to serve one-third sentence flat due to
nature of offense [aggravated sexual assault].
D alleged he
would not have entered into plea bargain and pleaded guilty
except for the erroneous advice.
D.A. testified that 5's trial
attorney said D was concerned about having to do "1/3 flat" and
asked to waive any affirmative finding.
D.A. did so -- he did
not think about nature of offense having impact and did not thlnk
D's trial counsel did so either.

m:

Although there was not express agreement
credit would be considered in determination of
eligibility, facts in case show implied agreement
to avoid the one-third flat time requirement.

that good time
initial parole
between parties
To extent that
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parole eligibility was element of plea bargain and D received bad
advice from attorney, plea involuntary.

Nos.
634-85, 635-85 and 636-85
-Possession
of Improperly Labelled Sea
Trout and
Redfish
Convictions Affirmed;
Refusal to Allow Inspection of Fish
Conviction Reversed -- Judge W.C. Davis; 1/7/87
Billy Jack BAGGETT,

CAPTION CHALLENGES NO LONGER ENTERTAINED ON APPEAL
-- Relying
on ex parte Crisp C661 S.W.2d 9441 D challenged House Bill 1000.
67th Leg., p. 374, ch. 153, eff. 9/1/81 which amended several
sections of the Parks and Wildlife Code because caption failed to
give public fair notice of its contents. Article 111, Section 35
of the Texas Constitution was amended 11/4/86 to provide:
A
law, including a law enacted before the
"(c)
effective date of this subsection, may not be held void
on the basis on an insufficient title."

Based on Amendment, TCA finds it no longer has power to declare
an act of the legislature unconstitutional due to insufficiency
of its caption.
PRACTICE
Crlsp to
caption
longer a

NOTE:
Prosecutors have recently been using
claim Speedy Trial Act unconstitutional due to
defect.
In light of Amendment, this is no
valid attack.

SEARCH AND SEIZURE -- SEC. 47.037 OF PARKS AND WILDLIFE CODE
FACIALLY UNCONSTITUTIONAL:
In Neslonev 1711 S.W.2d 6361 TCA
found Sec. 47.037 to be facial violation of 4th Amendment and
I,
Sec. 9 of Texas Constitution because it allows
Art.
warrantless searches without any procedural safeguards which
Would limit to particular types of building or certain times of
day.
Here State sought to have TCA limit Nesloney to its facts
Ci.e., unconstitutional only when applied to residences], TCA
declined. Statute unconstitutional on its face, not as applied.

Earl Gene TOMLIN, No. 1064-85 -- Burglary Conviction Affirmed
On D's PDR:
Judge Miller; Concurring Opinion by Judge Onion;
Judges Clinton and Teague concur in results; 1/7/87

--

ENHANCEMENTS
-- FINALITY PROVED THROUGH COMBINATION OF D'S
TESTIMONY AND PEN PACKET:
State alleged 4 prior convictions for
enhancement.
D claimed St failed to prove second prior offense
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was committed after first prior offense was final. Facts: During
cross-examination
of
D
at
guilt-innocence,
D
answered
affirmatively to question from D.A. regarding 2nd prior conviction, "That was something that you did after you got out of
prison the first time?" D gave similar answer for third offense.
At punishment St offered pen packets for all 4 priors.
:
Finality may be proved through D's
own testimony.
D
testified to finality.
Both D's testimony and pen packets state
offense commited, date of conviction, and punishment -- those 3
similarities gave jury enough evidence to determine that D's
testimony and pen packets referred to same offenses.

NOTE:
Proper terminology is enhancement paragraph. not
enhancement count.
PROCEDURAL NOTE:
Even after the 9/1/86 adoption of the
Rules of Appellate Procedure, "Ground for review" is
still proper nomenclature for PDR. See Rule 202(d)(4).

Ex parte Pamela Board Dan-?.
No. 69,427 -- Art. 11.06 Writ
Relief Denied -- Judge McCormick; Judge Miller concurs in part;
Concurring and Dissenting Opinion by Judge Campbell; Dissentins
0pin.ion by Judge Clinton, joined by Judges Teague and Duncan;
1 /7/87
CRIMINAL CONTEMPT
-- NO RIGHT TO COUNSEL IN DIRECT CONTEMPT
CASES:
Facts surroundinq criminal contempt action spranq from
family court matter; D allegedly assaulted court personnel as
bal iff was removing her from cour"troom on t/c's order that she
not be allowed to re-enter until she secured counsel.
Plurality
views as direct contempt because committed or occurred in
presence of court.
When there is direct comtempt, t/c may
conduct summary proceeding in which no notice or heaving in usual
sense and D has no attorney. D was sentenced to 30 days.
CRIMINAL CONTEMPT
-- SHERIFF MAY AWARD "GOOD TI ME" CREDIT:
County Sheriff is authorized to give "good time" credit to one
serving sentence for criminal contempt.

Mario MARQUEZ,
No.
69,466
Affirmed:
Judge W.C. Davis,
Judge Teauge dissents; 1/14/87

-- Capital Murder
Conviction
Judge Clinton concurs in results.
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CAPITAL MURDER
SPECIAL ISSUES -- ACTIONS OF THIRD PARTY
CANNOT BE CONSIDERED AS PROVOCATION FOR CAPITAL MURDER OF
ANOTHER:
D argued he was entitled to Special Issue Three on
provocation.
Facts showed D killed and sexually assaulted his
estranged wife and her younger sister. This trial was for murder
of sister. D claimed provocation came from fact he wife may have
heen unfaithful to him, that witnesses said he looked "furious",
and that victims' mother testified D told her he killed them "to
yet even" or for "vengance".
Citing Hernandez C643 s.w.2D 3971
TCA held that under Article 37.071(b)(3),
actions of 3rd party
cannot be considered as provocation for capital murder of
another-.
JURY SELECTION -- FAIR-CROSS SECTION -- TEXAS CONSITUTION WILL
NOT GIVE BROADER PROTECTION THAN FEDERAL:
TCA adopted the
federal law [Lockhart v.McCree, I06 S.Ct. 17581 as test in fair
cross-section cases. Proper analysis under Texas Constitution is
test of Cockhart.

U N I T E D

S T A T E S

S U P R E M E

C O U R T

rSince the beginning of the new term, the Supreme Court has
handed down two signficant criminal law decisions.1

.

Co l or-ado v ConnelLy,
No.
85-660,
Delivered 12/10/86
-Opinion by Chief Justice Rehnquist; Concurring and Dissenting
Opinion by Justice Stevens;
Dissenting Opinion by Justice
Brennan, joined by Justice Marshall
CONFESSIONS -- VOLUNTARINESS -- INSkNITY OR MENTAL ILLNESS -NECESSITY OF COERCIVE POLICE ACTIVITY:
To find a confession not
"voluntary" under the Due Process Clause of the 14th Amendment,
there must be coercive police activity.
Facts:
D approached
uniformed officer and, without any prompting, said he had
murdered
someone and wanted to talk about
it.
Officer
immediately gave Mlranda warnings. D said he understood warnings
but still wanted to talk.
Officer was confused and asked D
several quest ions -- D denied he had been drinking, denied he
had been taking drugs, and said he had been a patient in several
mental hos~itals. When officer told D he was under no obligation
to say anything, D replied it was "all right" and that his conscience had been bothering him.
In officer's opinion D fully
understood nature of hls acts.
Homicide detective then advised.
D said he had come from Boston to confess to murder of young girl
in Denver in November. 1982.
After search of police records
revealed body having been found. D detailed his story and took
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officers to exact location of murder.
During interview with
public defender the next day D appeared disoriented and said
"voices" had told him to come to Denver.
D was sent to state
hospital and originally found incompetent. Psychiatrist employed
by hospital testified D was suffering from chronic schizophrenia
and was in psychotic state at least on the day before he
confessed.
D's response to "command hallucinations" interfered
with his ability to make free and rational choices but did not
impair his cognitive abilities.
T/C found D's
mental state
vitiated his attempted waiver of right to counsel and privilege
against self incrimination; Colorado Supreme Court agreed.

Held:

Due process violations relative to the voluntariness of
confessions require coercive police conduct Ci-e., officers learn
during interrogation that suspect has history of mental problems
and exploit this weakness through coercive tactics].
If D's
position adopted, would expand previous line of "voluntariness"
cases into far-ranging requirement that courts "must divine a D's
motivation for speaking or acting as he did even thouqh there be
no cla.im that governmental conduct coerced his
decision."
Although a statement rendered by suspect in D's condition might
be proved quite unreliable, that is matter to be governed by
evidentiary rules of the forum and not Due Process clause.
MIRANDA WAIVER MAY BE PROVED ONLY BY PREPONDERANCE OF EVIDENCE:
When D seeks to suppress statement he claims obtained in
violation
of
Miranda.
State need only prove waiver
by
preponderance of evidence.

GRIFFITH V. KENTUCKY, Nos. 85-5221 and 85-5731; Decided 1/13/87;
Opinion by Justice Blackmum; Concurring Opinion by Judge Pawell;
Dissenting Opinion by Chief Justice Rehnquist; Dissenting Opinion
by Justice White, joined by Justices Rehnquist and O'Conner
RETROACTIVITY
-- BATSON V. KENTUCKY -- ABOLITION OF "CLEAR
A new rule for conduct of criminal prosecutions
BREAK" RULE:
must be applied retroactively to all cases, state or federal,
pending on direct review, or not yet final.
There is no
'exception for cases in which the rule is a "clear break" from the
past -- similarly situated defendants should be treated the
same.
'Here Batson, dealing with claim of prima facie racial
discrimination based on prosecutor's use of peremptory challenges
to strike members of D's race from venire, was retroactively
appl ied.
PRACTICE GUIDE: Good reason to seek PDR or Petition for
Cert. on those issues you think are "hot" or know are
currently pending before TCA or Supreme Court.
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Joe Louis ARRIETA, No. 02-85-202-CR, WICHITA COUNTY,
SURGLARY OF A BUILDING, Reversed, 10/22/86
PROBATION REVOCATION: The D pled guilty and was sentenced to two
years, said sentence being probated for two years ending on
October 27, 1983. Five months prior to the expiration of the
probation period, the State filed a motion to revoke probation.
When the motion was filed, the D had absconded supervision. A
warrant was issued and the D was arrested in early 1985. On
February 12, 1985, a hearing was held on the first motion to
revoke probation. Instead of revoking probation, the judge
extended it until February 12, 1986. During this extended period,
the State again filed a motion to revoke the probation alleging
new probation violations. In July, 1985, the court heard the new
motion to revoke and, after the proceedings, revoked the D's
probation and sentenced him to two years in T.D.C.
The C/A, interpreting TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 42.12 (6)
(a) held that the statute did not permit the court to modify or
alter probation after the probation period has expired. The
initial motion to revoke did not toll the probation period; it
continues to run and can expire. The court could have revoked the
probation on the basis of the first motion to revoke (based upon
a timely filed motion to revoke and the issuance of a capias
during the period of probation), but having chosen not to revoke
the probation, the court was powerless to alter the terms and
conditions of probation after the probationary period expires
and, specifically, the trial court could not extend the probation
period after the initial probationary period had expired. The
trial court's act in attempting to extend the probationary period
sixteen months after the initial probation period had expired was
void.
George Thomas TWEEDY, No. 05-86-35-CR, DALLAS COUNTY,
BRIBERY, Affirmed, 11/25/86
INDICTMENT: The Appellant was charged with bribery, the indictment alleging that he knowingly conferred a benefit on
another as consideration for a duty imposed by law on a public
servant. In this case, the law imposing a the duty was a
resolution adopted by a city council. The D alleged that the
indictment failed to allege an offense since a resolution, unlike
an ordinance, is not a law as contemplated by the Penal Code. The
C/A, citing TEX. PENAL CODE ANN. sec. 1.07 (a) (20), held that a
city resolution was a "rule authorized by and lawfully adopted,
under a statute". The statute authorizing the rule here was TEX.
REV. CIV. STAT. ANN. arts. 1011, 1015 & 1175 (the "Home Rule
City" statutes).
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Vernon Lee ROSE, No. 05-85-1136-CR, DALLAS COUNTY,
XGGRAVATED ROBBERY, Affirmed on Rehearing en banc, 12/1/86
JURY CHARGE: At trial the court charged the jury pursuant to TEX.
CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 37.07 (4)(e) (the parole charge). On
initial submission, a panel of the C/A held that the statute
fiolated the Separation of Powers Doctrine of Article 11, sec. 1,
~f the Texas Constitution. On rehearing, the Court held that the
:harge was constitutional and did not violate the doctrine.
Further, the Court held that the charge was not inherently
confusing or contradictory.
Comment: This case is long and confusing. Seven justices joined
the lead opinion with one justice concurring in the result only.
This opinion is convoluted, disjointed and far to long to attempt
to excerpt here (77 pages in all!). The remaining five justices
filed four dissenting opinions, each with a different justification for their votes. This case involved a challenge to the
charge which was not made at trial, i.e., there was no objection
to the charge. The various dissents will give counsel a fairly
good idea of how to object to the charge and preserve the issues
pending the Court of Criminal Appeals final determination as to
the issues which will be raised concerning this statute.
David Edward HIGBIE, No. 05-86-188-CR, DALLAS COUNTY,
DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED, Reversed and Remanded, 12/10/86
SEARCH & SEIZURE: The police established a road block at 1:45
a.m. on a road leading from several bars. The officers testified
that the purpose of the road block was to check driver's
licenses. They specifically denied that the road block had any
other purpose. The C/A noted that the road block was manned by
officers from the "Driving While Intoxicated Squad", and that it
was established to stop cars coming from the area of bars which
were at that time beginning to close down, and ended shortly
after the bars were closed. The C/A held that despite the
officers assertions to the contrary, when the intent of the stop
was
measured against all of the facts and
circumstances
surrounding the stop, "it becomes apparent that the roadblock was
there for the specific purpose of catching drunk drivers". The
C/A then analyzed the stop under the guidelines set down in
Webb v. State, 695 S.W.2d 676 (Tex. App. - Dallas, 1985, no PDR),
and found the stop constitutionaly infirm.
Comment; What is interesting about this opinion is that the C/A
looked to the actual facts and circumstances surrounding the road
block and found that they rebutted the officers express testimony
that the road block had no purpose except to check for driver's
licenses. This appellate fact-finding is laudable, but unlikely
to survive subsequent appellate review by the Court of Criminal
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Appeals. In the meantime, however, counsel would be well advised
to waive this case at trial judges for the proposition that even
when an officer testifies that there was only one reason for a
road block, namely: driver's license checks, the appellate courts
will look to all of the circumstances surrounding the stop and
will not be put off by an officer's blatant lie about the purpose
of the stops. Enjoy it while it is still available to cite.
Jack HOWELL, et. al., No. 06-86-38-CR, UPSHAR COUNTY,
COMPULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE, Affirmed, 12/9/86
CONSTITUTIONALITY: The Howell's refused to send their children to
school, intending instead to educate them at home themselves.
They were convicted of violating the compulsory school attendance
law, TEX. EDUC. CODE. ANN. sec. 4.25 (1986). The Howell's,
representing themselves both at trial and on appeal, contending
that
the statute violated their constitutional rights
as
contained in the First and fourteenth Amendments to the United
States Constitution, Article I, secs. 6 & 29 of the Texas
Constitution and "the word of God".
The C/A held that the Howell's failed to establish how the
statute affected their religious beliefs or how it imposed a
substantial burden on their exercise of their religion. The C/A
did not hold that the statute would always be upheld against such
a challenge, only that the D's failed to meet their burden of
proof at trial. As to reliance on the word of God, the C/A held
that it the courts of the Stat of Texas enforce the laws of Texas
and the United States and cannot exercise jurisdiction over
purely ecclesiastical matters.
Comment: While the C/A appears to suggest that it is unlikely
that any constitutional challenge to the compulsory school
attendance law would be sustained, it did base its ruling almost
entirely upon the D's failure to introduce sufficient evidence at
trial to overcome the presumption of constitutionality which all
statutes enjoy. They treated this as a case of failure of proof,
rather than a case based upon a fundamentally flawed legal
theory leaving open the possibility that a properly presented
case could carry the day.
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Search and Arrest Warrants
Independent corroboraliorr of
facts to correct a deficiency iri either
the credibilig of the infornw or the
specificio of that which he relates
If the affidavit does not adequately set
forth the underlying circumstances from
which the affiant concluded that the informer was credible, or if it fails to give
.sufficiently specific information, such a
deficiency may be corrected by independent corroboration by the affiant. Wood,
supra, at 214, citing Stoddard, supra. In
such cases, the affidavit should contain the
informant's information and the basis of his
knowledge, and explain how the affiant's
independent investigation corroborates significant details of the informant's tip. See
Cummins, supra, and Pohnco v. State, 475
S.W.2d 763 (Tex. Cr. App. 1972). Remember that this corroboration is required
only when the informant's credibility or the
reliability of the informant's information is
not adequately established in the affidavit.
Agtiilar v. State, 444 S.W.2d 935 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1969), and Cassanova, supra.
In Stoddard, supra, the informant was
alleged only to be "credible and reliable."
Since the mere recitation that the informer
is credible is not sufficient to meet the fnst
test, the Court looked to the other facts to
see whether there was any corroboration
which would establish that the informer
was credible. The rest of the affidavit
provided no other corroboration, so the affidavit was invalid and the evidence introduced therefrom was inadmissible.

Affidvit recitations concerning when
the events were observed
Not only must the facts submitted to the
magistrate be sufficient to show that the
item sought may be found at the specified
location, but the affidavit must also show
that the item may be found at that location
at the time the warrant issues. Schmidt,
supra, at 421, citing Peltier, supra, Gish,
supra, and Heredia, supra. See also Andrada v . State, 695 S.W.2d 230 (Tex. Cr.
App.-Corpus Christi 1985, no pet.), at
234, citing Sherlockv. State, 632 S.W.2d
604 (Tex. Cr. App. 1982). Thus, "[tlhe
facts attested to must be so closely related
to the time of the issuance of the warrant
so as to justify a finding of probable cause
at the time." Heredia, supra at 835.

False statements or rnisrepresentatiorts
made in arc affidavit
False statements or misrepresentations
found in an affidavit
If a search warrant affidavit is found to
contain statements which are erroneous,
false, intentionally misrepresented, or
made with reckless disregard for the truth,
the search warrant may be declared invalid
and all evidence stemming from the search
inadmissible. This is the one situation
where the trial court will not he bound by
the four-corners test.
If the affidavit is shown to contain intentional misrepresentations or statements
made in reckless disregard for the truth,
the affidavit may be invalidated. Franks 1).
Delaware, supra. See also Cla)lton v.
State, 652 S.W.2d 950 (Tex. Cr. App.
1983); Brooks, supra; Ellerbee v. State,
631 S.W.2d 480 (Tex. Cr. App. 1981);
andJuarezv. State, 586 S.W.2d513 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1979) (affidavit contamed statement that defendant had purchased heroin
where declarant did not have personal
knowledge of purchase and later recanted
statements). See also Spencer v. State, 672
S.W.2d 451 (Tex. Cr. App. 1984) (affidavit stated that affiant based his information on informant's sworn statement, where
informant never gave the affiant the information).
Once the affidavit is shown to contain
false statements:
"If the affidavit was sworn to with
knowledge that the information in
the affidavit is false , or with reckless disregard of the truth of that
information, those portions of the affidavit which are false are to be
excised from the affidavit, and the
remaining content is to be examined
for sufficiencyto support issuance of
the warrant."

The defendant's required showing
for a preliminary hearing

Franks, supra, held that when the defendant makes a preliminary showing that the
affiant has intentionally, knowingly, or
with reckless disregard of the truth included false statements in the affidavit,
then the defendant is entitled to a hearing
to determine whether the affidavit is valid.
According to the Franks decision, that
preliminary showing should include:
I. Allegations of deliberate falsehoods or misrepresentations made in
reckless disregard for the truth contained in the affidavit;
2. Specific references to those allegedly false statements;
3. Accompanied by an offer of proof
including affidavits, sworn statements or other reliable statements of
witnesses showing that the statements are false, or a reasonable
explanation of the absence of such
statements.
See Brooks, supra.
If the defendant fails to make the preceding showing, then he is not entitled to the
hearing. Id. Moreover, if the State comes
back with evidence showing that the affidavit is sufficient even when the objectionable matter is stricken, then a hearing is
not required. Franks, supra.

Unintentional misrepresentatiorrs

If the misrepresentations are made in
good faith, then the defendant may not
challenge the sufficiency of the affidavit.
See Franks, supra. If subsequent information reveals that statements contained in the
affidavit are erroneous, then the affidavit
will not be rendered invalid, Archer v.
State, 607 S.W.2d 539 (Tex. Cr. App.
1980), cert. denied, 452 U S . 908, 101
S.Ct. 3037, 69 L.Ed.2d 410 (1981), as
Sl~errcer, supra at 454, citing Franks, long as there were sufficient facts to supsupra, Ra~nseyv. State, 579 S.W.2d 920
port the finding of probable cause. See dis(Tex. Cr. App. 1979), and Hen~ressey,
cussion, supra.
supra.
If an examination of the affidavit from
which the false information has been exIf the defendant makes the required
cised does not reveal an adequate basis for
showing
discussed supra, a prosecutor
a finding of probable cause, then the affidavit must be declared invalid. If, how- may be required to disclose the name of
ever, there is sufficient information to a confidential informant in a search warsupport probable cause contained in the rant affidavit if the testimony of that inaffidavit without the false information, formant is necessary to establish that the
affidavit contains an intentional misreprethen the affidavit is acceptable.
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sentation or statement made in reckless disregard for the truth. If such a sitnation
arises, reference should be made to Rule
508 of the Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence, which provides that the State has
a privilege to refuse to disclose the identity of a person who has furnished information relating to commission of an offense.
Rule 508@) states that the privilege may
not apply where the information from an
informer is relied upon to establish the legality of the means by which evidence was
obtained and the judge is not satisfied that
the informer was reliable or credible. This
exception will apply chiefly incases where
the search was conducted without a warrant or incident to a warrantless arrest,
since the four-corners rule would prevent
the trial or appellate court from going hehind the affidavit to judge its adequacy.
The rule may be read, however, toprevent the privilege from applying when the
defendant alleges that the affidav~tcontains
intentional misrepresentations or statements made with reckless disregard for the
truth. Since the four-corners rule does not
apply in such cases, see Franks, supra, and
Jlcarez, supra, the trial court, and therefore the appellate court, will be permitted
to consider evidence not apparent from the
four-corners of theaffidavit in order to determine whether the defendant's allegations
are correct.
If the State is called upon to reveal the
identity of a confidential informant, Rule
508 provides for the following procedure.
First, the State must claim the privilege,
since it may he waived by voluntary disclosure of the informer's identity. If the
judge finds that the identity of the informer
w~llassist in his determination regarding
the defendant's allegations of intentional
misrepresentation, then the judge shall give
the State an opportunity to show in camera
facts relevant to whether the informant
can, in fact, supply relevant information.
Rule 508(c)(2). The showing will ordinarily be by affidavit unless the judge finds
that affidavits are not sufficient to resolve
the matter. If the judge finds that the informer may he able to give relevant testimony, and if the State refuses to disclose
the informer's identity, then the judge may
dismiss the charges against the defendant.
Evidence
io the judge on this
matter shall be sealed and preserved for
appellate review. The contents shall not
otherwise bemade public. All counsel and
parties shall be permitted to be present at

every stage of the proceedings, except at
the in camera showing, where no counsel
or parties shall be present.

Special affidavit requirements for items
sought under Art. 18.02(10)
Article 18.02(10), supra, permits a search
warrant to be issued for items constituting
evidence of an offense or constituting evi
dence tending to show that aparticular person committed an offense. Article 18.01
(c), V.A.C.C.P., states that a warrant may
not be issued under Art. 18.02(10), supra,
unless the sworn affidavit sets forth sufficient facts to establish probable cause that:
1. a specific offense has been committed;
2. the specifically described property or items that are to be searched
for or seized constitute evidence of
that offense or evidence that a particular person committed that offense; and
3. the property or items constituting
evidence to he searched for or seized
are located at or on the particular
person, place or thing to besearched.

be considered magistrates. See thefollowing portion of this Article concerning arrest warrants. The magistrate issuing the
warrant must be properly serving as a magistrate, or the warrant issued will be invalid. See French v. Stafe, 572 S.W.2d
934 (Tex. Cr. App. 1977) (where search
warrant was issued by one who had not
taken the oath of office, the warrant was
void and the evidence seized thereunder
was inadmissible).
If the defendant wants to challenge the
authority of the magistrate to issue a warrant, the defendant must bring a direct action through a quo warranto proceeding.
Archer, supra. at 544, citing Saenz v.
Lnckey, 522 S.W.2d 237 (Tex. Cr. App.Corpus Christi 1975, writ refd n.r.e.); and
Keen v. State, 626 S.W.2d 309 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1981).

When the warraat must be executed
Article 18.06, V.A.C.C.P., states that
a serach warrant must be executed without
delay, within three days from the time of
its issuance, unless the magistrate directs
that it he executed in a shorter time. Article 18.07, V.A.C.C.P., states that the time
allowed for execution shall be three days,
exclusive of the day of its issuance and the
day of its execution. Thus, the executing
officer has five days to exeeute the warrant. For example, if the warrant is issued
on June 1, it could be executed on June 1,
June 2, June 3, June 4, or June 5. If the
warrant is not executed within the proper
timelimits, it is invalid. S~wnsonv. State,
18 S.W.2d 1082 (Tex. Cr. App. 1929) and
Holman v. Sf@, 14 S.W.2d 949 vex. Cr.
App. 1929).

The third requirement is the same for any
search warrant, but this section provides
for two additional requirements if the items
fall within subsection (10) of Art. 18.02:
there must be probable cause to believe that
an offense has been committedand that the
item sought is evidence of that offense.
Since subsection (10) is predicated on the
existenceof an offense, theaffidavit must
be insome way tied to commission of that
offense. Also, since subsection (10) authorizes seizure of items that are not inherently illegal, see discussion snpra, and
Who may execute the warrant
simply constitute evidence of a crime,
greater specificity in the descriptions of
Article 18.06, V.A.C.C.P., requires
those items is required. Failure to meet any that a peace officer execute the warrant.
of the three requirements in the affidavit Article 2.12, V.A.C.C.P., states who are
will render it invalid and the evidence ob- peace officers. The officers must, howtained thereunder inadmissible. Malder, ever, be operating within their proper
jurisdiction. For instance, a state officer
supra.
may serve a search warrant anywhere in
the state, a county officer may serve a
Execution of a
search warrant anywhere in the county,
Search Warrant
Gilberf v. Stafe,493 S.W.2d 783 (Tex. Cr.
Who may issue a ivarranf
App. 1973), and an officer of an incorporated city may serve a search warrant only
Article 18.01(a), supra, requiresfhat the within that incorporated area. Reynolds v.
warrant be issued by a magistrate. Article State, 506 S.W.2d 864 (Tex. Cr. App.
2.09, V.A.C.C.P., sets forth who are to 1974).
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Vernon Lee ROSE, No. 05-85-1136-CR, DALLAS COUNTY,
AGGRAVATED ROBBERY, Affirmed on Rehearing en banc, 12/1/86
JURY CHARGE: At trial the court charged the jury pursuant to TEX.
CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 37.07 (4) (e) (the parole charge). On
initial submission, a panel of the C/A held that the statute
violated the Separation of Powers Doctrine of Article 11, sec. 1,
of the Texas Constitution. On rehearing, the Court held that the
charge was constitutional and did not violate the doctrine.
Further, the Court held that the charge was not inherently
confusing or contradictory.
Comment: This case is long and confusing. Seven justices joined
the lead opinion with one justice concurring in the result only.
This opinion is convoluted, disjointed and far to long to attempt
to excerpt here (77 pages in all!). The remaining five justices
filed four dissenting opinions, each with a different justification for their votes. This case involved a challenge to the
charge which was not made at trial, i.e., there was no objection
to the charge. The various dissents will give counsel a fairly
good idea of how to object to the charge and preserve the issues
pending the Court of Criminal Appeals final determination as to
the issues which will be raised concerning this statute.
David Edward HIGBIE, No. 05-86-188-CR,DALLAS COUNTY,
DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED, Reversed and Remanded, 12/10/86
SEARCH 5 SEIZURE: The police established a road block at 1:45
a.m. on a road leading from several bars. The officers testified
that the purpose of the road block was to check driver's
licenses. They specifically denied that the road block had any
other purpose. Tha C/A noted that the road block was manned by
officers from the "Driving While Intoxicated Squad", and that it
was established to stop cars coming from the area of bars which
were at that time beginning to close down, and ended shortly
after the bars were closed. The C/A held that despite the
officers assertions to the contrary, when the intent of the stop
was
measured against all of the facts and
circumstances
surrounding the stop, "it becomes apparent that the roadblock was
there for the specific purpose of catching drunk drivers". The
C/A then analyzed the stop under the guidelines set down in
Webb v. State, 695 S.W.2d 676 (Tex. App. - Dallas, 1985, no PDR),
and found the stop constitutionaly infirm.
Comment: What is interesting about this opinion is that the C/A
looked to the actual facts and circumstances surrounding the road
block and found that they rebutted the officers express testimony
that the road block had no purpose except to check for driver's
licenses. This appellate fact-finding is laudable, but unlikely
to survive subsequent appellate review by the Court of Criminal
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Appeals. In the meantime, however, counsel would be well advised
to waive this case at trial judges for the proposition that even
when an officer testifies that there was only one reason for a
road block, namely: driver's license checks, the appellate courts
will look to all of the circumstances surrounding the stop and
will not be put off by an officer's blatant lie about the purpose
Of the stops. Enjoy it while it is still available to cite.
Jack HOWELL, et. al., No. 06-86-38-CR, UPSHAR COUNTY,
COMPULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE, Affirmed, 12/9/86
CONSTITUTIONALITY: The Howell's refused to send their children to
school, intending instead to educate them at home themselves.
They were convicted of violating the compulsory school attendance
law, TEX. EDUC. CODE. ANN. sec. 4.25 (1986). The Howell's,
representing themselves both at trial and on appeal, contending
that
the statute violated their constitutional rights
as
contained in the First and fourteenth Amendments to the United
States Constitution, Article I, secs. 6 & 29 of the Texas
Constitution and "the word of God".
The C/A held that the Howell's failed to establish how the
statute affected their religious beliefs or how it imposed a
substantial burden on their exercise of their religion. The C/A
did not hold that the statute would always be upheld against such
a challenge, only that the D's failed to meet their burden of
proof at trial. As to reliance on the word of God, the C/A held
that it the courts of the Stat of Texas enforce the laws of Texas
and the United States and cannot exercise jurisdiction over
purely ecclesiastical matters.
Comment: While the C/A appears to suggest that it is unlikely
that any constitutional challenge to the compulsory school
attendance law would be sustained, it did base its ruling almost
entirely upon the D's failure to introduce sufficient evidence at
trial to overcome the presumption of constitutionality which all
statutes enjoy. They treated this as a case of failure of proof,
rather than a case based upon a fundamentally flawed legal
theory leaving open the possibility that a properly presented
case could carry the day.
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Search and Arrest Warrants
Independent corroboration of
facts to correct a deficiency in either
the credibility of the infomer or the
specificity of that which he relates

False statements or misrepresentations
made in an affidavit
False statements or misrepresentations
found in an affidavit

If a search warrant affidavit is found to
contain statements which are erroneous,
false, intentionally misrepresented, or
If the affidavit does not adequately set made with reckless disregard for the tmth,
forth the underlying circumstances from the search warrant may be declared invalid
which the affiant concluded that the in- and all evidence stemming from the search
former was credible, or if it fails to give inadmissible. This is the one situation
sufficiently specific information, such a where the trial court will not be bound by
deficiency may be corrected by indepen- the four-corners test.
dent corroboration by the affiant. Wood,
If the affidavit is shown to contain insupra, at 214, citing Stoddard, supra. In tentional misrepresentations or statements
such cases, the affidavit should contain the made in reckless disregard for the truth,
informant's information and the basis of his the affidavit may be invalidated. Franks v.
knowledge, and explain how the affiant's Delaware, supra. See also Clayton v.
independent investigation corroboiates sig- State, 652 S.W.2d 950 (Tex. Cr. App.
nificant details of the informant's tip. See 1983); Brooks, snpra; Ellerbee v. State,
Cu~nmins,supra, and Polanco v. Store, 475 631 S.W.2d 480 (Tex. Cr. App. 1981);
S.W.2d 763 (Tex. Cr. App. 1972). Re- and Jnarez v. State, 586 S.W.2d 513 (Tex.
member that this corroboration is required Cr. App. 1979) (affidavit contained stateonly when the informant's credibility or the ment that defendant had purchased heroin
reliability of the informant's information is where declarant did not have personal
not adequately established in the affidavit. knowledge of purchase and later recanted
Aguilar v. State, 444 S.W.2d 935 (Tex. statements). See also Spencer v. State, 672
Cr. App. 1969), and Cassanova. supra. S.W.2d 451 (Tex. Cr. App. 1984) (affiIn Stoddard, snpra, the informant was davit stated that affiant based his informaalleged only to he "credible and reliable." tion on informant's sworn statement, where
Since the mere recitation that the informer informant never gave the affiant the inforis credible is not sufficient to meet the first mation).
test, the Court looked to the other facts to
Once the affidavit is shown to contain
see whether there was any corroboration false statements:
which would establish that the informer
"If the affidavit was sworn to with
was credible. The rest of the affidavit
knowledge that the information in
provided no other corroboration, so the afthe affidavit is false , or with reckfidavit was invalid and the evidence introless disregard of the truth of that
duced therefrom was inadmissible.
information, thoseportions of the affidavit which are false are to be
Affiavit recitations concerning ~vhen
excised from the affidavit, and the
the events were observed
remaining
content is to be examined
Not only must the facts submitted to the
for
sufficiency
to support issuance of
magistrate he sufficient to show that the
the
warrant."
item sought may be found at the specified
location, but the affidavit must also show
that the item may be found at that location
at the time the warrant issues. Schmidt,
supra, at 421, citing Peltier, supra, Gish,
snpra, and Heredia, supra. See also Andrada v. State, 695 S.W.2d 230 (Tex. Cr.
App.-Corpus Christi 1985, no pet.), at
234, citing Sherlock v. State, 632 S.W.2d
604 (Tex. Cr. App. 1982). Thus, "[tlhe
facts attested to must be so closely related
to the time of the issuance of the warrant
so as to justify a finding ofprobable cause
at the time." Heredia, supra at 835.

Spencer, supra at 454, citing Fronks,
snpra, Ranrsey v. State, 579 S.W.2d 920
(Tex. Cr. App. 1979), and Hennessey,
supra.
If an examination of the affidavit from
which the false information has been excised does not reveal an adequate basis for
a finding of probable cause, then the affidavit must be declared invalid. If, however, there is sufficient information to
support probable cause contained in the
affidavit without the false information,
then the affidavit is acceptable.

The defendant's required showing
for a preliminary hearing

Franks, supra, held that when the defendant makes a preliminary showing that the
affiant has intentionally, knowingly, or
with reckless disregard of the truth included false statements in the affidavit,
then the defendant is entitled to a hearing
to determine whether the affidavit is valid.
According to the Franks decision, that
preliminary showing should include:
1. Allegations of deliberate falsehoods or misrepresentations made in
reckless disregard for the truth contained in the affidavit;
2. Specific references to those allegedly false statements;
3. Accompanied by an offer of proof
including affidavits, sworn statements or other reliable statements of
witnesses showing that the statements are false, or a reasonable
explanation of the absence of such
statements.
See Brooks, snpra.
If the defendant fails to make the preceding showing, then he is not entitled to the
hearing. Id. Moreover, if the State comes
back with evidence showing that the affidavit is sufficient even when the objectionable matter is stricken, then a hearing is
not required. Franks, supra.

If the misrepresentations are made in
good faith, then the defendant may not
challenge the sufficiency of the affidavit.
See Franks, supra. If subsequent information reveals that statements contained in the
affidavit are erroneous, then the affidavit
will not be rendered invalid, Archer v.
State, 607 S.W.2d 539 (Tex. Cr. App.
1980), cert. denfed, 452 U S . 908, 101
S.Ct. 3037, 69 L.Ed.2d 410 (19811, as
long as there were sufficient facts to support the finding of probable cause. See discussion, supra.

Znfor~ner'sidentity
If the defendant makes the required
showing discussed sripra, a prosecutor
may be required to disclose the name of
a confidential informant in a search warrant affidavit if the testimony of that informant is necessary to establish that the
affidavit contains an intentional misrepre-
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sentation or statement made in reckless disregard for the truth. If such a situation
arises, reference should he made to Rule
508 of the Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence, which provides that the State has
a privilege to refuse to disclose the identity of a person who has furnished information relating to commission of an offense.
Rule 508(b) states that the privilege may
not apply where the information from an
informer is relied upon to establish the legality of the means by which evidence was
obtained and the judge is not satisfied that
the informer was reliable or credible. This
exception will apply chiefly in cases where
the search was conducted without a warrant or incident to a warrantless arrest,
since the four-corners rule would prevent
the trial or appellate court from going behind the affidavit to judge its adequacy.
The rule may be read, however, to prevent the privilege from applying when the
defendant alleges that the affidavit contains
intentional misrepresentations or statements made with reckless disregard for the
truth. Since the fwr-corners rule does not
apply in such cases, see Franks, supra, and
Juarez, supra, the trial court, and therefore the appellate court, will he permitted
to consider evidence not apparent from the
four-corners of the affidavit in order to determine whether the defendant's allegations
are correct.
If the State is called upon to reveal the
identity of a confidential informant, Rule
508 provides for the following procedure.
First, the State must claim the privilege,
since it may be waived by voluntary disclosure of the znfmmer's identity. If the
judge finds that the identity of the informer
will assist in his determination regarding
the defendant's allegations of intentional
misrepresentation, then the judge shall give
the State an opportunity to show in camera
facts relevant to whether the informant
can, in fact, supply relevant information.
Rule 508(c)(2). The showing will ordinarily be by affidavit unless the judge finds
that affidavits are not sufficient to resolve
the matter. If the judge finds that the informer may be able to give relevant testimony, and if the State refuses to disclose
the informer's identity, then the judge may
dismiss the charges against the defendant.
Evidence presented to the judge on this
matter shall be sealed and preserved for
appellate review. The contents shall not
otherwise be made public. Allcounsel and
parties shall he permitted to he present at

every stage of the proceedings, except at
the in camera showing, where no counsel
or parties shall be present,

be considered magistrates. See the following portion of this Article concerning arrest warrants. The magistrate issuing the
warrant must be properly serving as a magSpecial affidavit requirements for items istrate, or the warrant issued will be insought under Art. 18.02(10)
valid. See French v. State, 572 S.W.2d
934 (Tex. Cr. App. 1977) (where search
Article 18.02(10), supra, permits a search warrant was issued by one wha had not
warrant to be issued for items constituting taken the oath of office, the warrant was
evidence of an offense or constituting evi- void and the evidence seized thereundw
deucc tending to show that ic particular per- was inadmissible).
son committcd an offense. Article 18.01
If thc dcfcndanl wants to challcnec the
(c), V.A.C.C.P., states that a warrantmay authority of the magistrate to issue a warnot he issuedunder An. 18.02(10), supra, rant, the defendant must bring a direct acunless the sworn affidavit sets forth suffi- tion through a quo warranto proceeding.
cient facts to establish probable cause that: Archer, supra, at 544, citing Saenz v.
Lackey, 522 S.W.2d237 (Tex. Cr. App.Corpus Christi 1975, writ rePdn.r.e.); and
1. a specific offense has been comKeen v. State, 626 S.W.2d 309 (Tex. Cr.
mitted;
App. 1981).
2. the specifically described property or items that are to he searched
When the warrant mast be executed
for or seized constitute evidence of
that offense or evidence that a parArticle 18.06, V.A.C.C.P., states that
ticular person committed that offense; and
a serach warrant must be executed without
delay, within three days from the time of
3. the property or items constituting
evidence to be searched fur or seized
its issuance, unless the magistrate directs
that it he executed in a shorter time. Artiare located at or on the particular
cle 18.07, V.A.C.C.P., states that the time
person, place or thing to be searched.
allowed for execution shall be three days,
The third requirement is the same for any exclusive of the day of its issuance and the
search warrant, hut this section provides day of its execution. Thus, the executing
for two additional requirements if the items officer has five days to execute the warfall within subsection (10) of Art. 18.02: rant. For example, if the warrant is issued
there must be probable cause to believe that on June 1, it could be executed on June 1,
an offense has been committed and that the June 2, June 3, June 4, or June 5. If the
item sought is evidence of that offense. warrant is not executed within the proper
Since subsection (10) is predicated on the timelimits, it is invalid. Swanson v. Stafe,
existence of an offense, the affidavit must 18 S.W.2d 1082 (Tex. Cr. App. 1929)and
be in some way tied to commission of that Holmam v. State, 14 S.W.2d 949 flex. Cr.
offense. Also, since subsection (10) au- App. 1929).
thorizes seizure of items that are not inherently illegal, see discussion supra, and
Who may execute the warrant
simply constitute evidence of a crime,
greater specificity in the descriptions of
Article 18.06, V.A.C.C.P., requires
those items is required. Failure to meet any that a peace officer execute the warrant.
of the three requirements in the affidavit Article 2.12, V.A.C.C.P., states who are
will render it invalid and the evidenceob- peace officers. The officers must, howtamed thereunder inadmissible. Mulder, ever, he operating within their proper
jurisdiction. For instance, a state officer
supra.
may serve a search warrant anywhere in
the state, a county officer may serve a
Execution of a
search
warrant anywhere in the county,
Search Warrant
Gilbert v. State, 493 S.W.2d 783 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1973), and an officer of an incorpoWho may issue a warrant
rated city may serve a search warrant only
Article 18.01(a), supra, requires that the within that incorporated area. Reynolds v.
warrant beissued by amagistrate. Article Sate, 506 S.W.2d 864 (Tex. Cr. App.
2.09, V.A.C.C.P., sets forth who are to 1974).
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Evidence: Clarity and Vitality
Proof of Duplicates
by Geoffrey A. FitgGerald
As often as not we need to make proof
of a duplicate, not the original. The souces
below will assist you.
This article refers to specific documents,
such as death certificates and wills. One
document may more commonly appear in
a criminal trial, another in a civil trial. But
each can appear in any trial.
With the codification of both criminal
and civil rules of evidence, the merger of
criminal and civil jurisdiction in intermediate appellate courts occupied by judges
with chiefly civil backgrounds, and the

likelihood that readers of this journal practice both criminal and civil trial law, articles addressed exclusively to criminal
evidence rules will become increasingly infrequent. This column will include civil
rules to the fullest extent possible.

Mr. FitzGeralds ofice is in Temple. He
practices in Travis, Bell and other central
Texas counties. He is board certified both
in Criminal Law and in Civil Trial Law.
7% fall he teaches the Advanced Crin~inal Procedure Course at Baylor in Waco.

admissibility
TEX. R. EV. 1003
E X . R. CRIM.EV. 1003
[Repealed: TEx. REV. CIV. STATS.ANN.art. 3731bl
ancient documents
ancient documents compiled before 1890 and destroyed or
damaged in certain months of 1874, 1876 and 1980: two pages
of statute on it
E X . REV. ClV. STATS. ANN. Art. 3729 [repealed as to civil
actions, 1979; repealed as to criminal actions, 19851
elements of proof 35 Am Jur POF 147-208
identity of lost or destroyed 1 Am Jur POF 555-8
originals and copies of county records before 1882
TEX. REV. CN. STATS.ANN.Art. 3727 [repealed as to civil
actions, 1979; repealed as to criminal actions, 19851
transcribed records of county created out of a territory or
another coun6, certified copy admissible
TEx. REV. CIV.STATS.ANN.Art. 3728 [repealed as to civil
actions, 1979; repealed as to criminal actions, 19851
any writing
copies of any writing are admissible
TEX. REV. CIV. STATS.ANN.Art. 3731c [repealed as to
civil actions, 1979; repealed as to criminal actions, 19851
authentication
1 POFZd 285, s18
best evidence
list of document types 3 R. Ray, TBXAS LAW OF EVIDENCE
CIVILAND CRIMINAL
$1561
TEX. R. EV. 1002

foundation for admission 35 POF2d 147, $$2,20-23,25,26,
29, 32
business records
admissible without proof of loss of original
TEX. REV. CIV. STATS.ANN. Art. 3731b [repealed as to
civil actions, 1979; repealed as to criminal actions, 19851

certified copy
computer business records
elements of proof 35 Am Jur POF 147-208
confession
key; Criminal Law 577(8)
conviction
DWI conviction packet used as evidence as a certified copy
and admissible to prove conviction if copy given to opponent
15 days before trial TEx. CODECRIM.PROC. Art. 38.33
expunction TEX. CODECRIM. PROC. Art. 55.02
copies of records maintained in public offices
ancient documents, filed with a judge or alcalde before 1837,
are admissible by copy certified by officer now holding the
original
TEX R E V Crv. STATS. ANN. Art. 3725 [repealed as to civil
actions, 1979; repealed as to criminal actions, 19851
certified copies of county clerk records admitted without proof,
if authenticity of record has not been contested within the last
ten years, provided the party gives three days notice to other
party; when a party files an affidavit that an original of a writing has been lost, a certified copy is admissible; if the land
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the subject of suit is within the county, a party need not ac- judgment
count for the originals but may file a list of records to be
certified copy TEx. CODECRIM.PROC.ANN. Art. 43.113
offered, ten days before trial, giving volume and page, filing
elements of proof 35 Am Jur POF 147-208
a copy of the list with the county clerk, subject to objection
by the other side three days before trial
lost original
TEX. REV.CN. STATS. ANN.Art. 3726 [repealed as to civil
TEX. R. CRIM.Ev. 1004
actions, 1979; repealed as to criminal actions, 19851
TEX. R. EV. 1004
copies are admissible
unavailability of best evidence, carbon copy 2 Am Jur POF
TEx. REV.Crv. STATS.ANN.Ait. 3720 [repealed as to civil
486-90
actions, 1979; repealed as to criminal actions, 19851
lost instrument: revocation of prior will by revocation clause
in suits by the State against its own officers or agents over
in lost will 31 ALR4th 117
money, Comptroller account records are prima facie evidence
lost or destroyed will, proof of 14 Am Jur POF 531-55
and certified copies are admissible; but if the defendant by
record on appeal TEX.CODECRIM.PROC.Art. 40.09
verified pleading denies execution of an instrument, producsee generally, Weinstein's Evidence under duplicates of docution of the original is required.
ments §§1001-1004
TEX.REV. CN. STATS.ANN. Art. 3724 [repealed as to civil
actions, 1979; repealed as to criminal actions, 19851
mechanical recording
Secretary of State and other named offices shall furnish copies
definition
of their records to those requesting them; certified copies of
TEX. R. EV. 1001(1)
records are admissible.
official records are admissible:
TEx. REV.Crv. STATS.ANN.Art 3722 [repealed as to civil
writings by state agencies or employees; records and copies
actions, 1979; repealed as to criminal actions, 19851
of state legislative proceedings; federal, other state, foreign
records including those of notaries; laws and rules of foreign
corporate records
countries; also proof of a lack of a record; provided reasonrecords and proceedings as evidence key: Evidence 352(6)
able notice is given to the other party before trial to avoid unfair surprise; if they are properly authenticated
county clerk record
TEX.REV. CIV. STATS.ANN.Art. 3731a [repealed as to
if filed ten years, if no adverse claimed within ten years, is
civil actions, 1979; repealed as to criminal actions, 19851
admissible without proof or execution, if party gives three days
copies of state and business records are admissible without
notice to other party; certified copy admissible if original lost
proof of loss of original
TEx. REV. CIV. STATS.ANN.Art. 3726b [repealed as to
TEX.REV. CIV. STATS.ANN.Art. 3731b [repealed as to
civil actions, 1979; repealed as to criminal actions, 19851
civil actions, 1979; repealed as to criminal actions, 19851
death certificates
proof of and discrepancies in 4 An1 Jnr POF 12

opinion survey
elements of proof 35 Am Jur POF 147-208

definition
TEx. R. Ev. 1001(4)
TEX. R. CRIM.Ev. 1001(4)

photographs
3 AM JUR TRIALS I

foreign jurisdiction, law of
elements of proof 35 Am Jur POF 147-208
forgery
TEX. PENALCODE$32.21(1)(A)(iii)
generally
TEX.R. Ev. 1001-1008
Tax. R. CRIM.EV. 1001-1008
haudwriting
Wnde 11. Gah~eston,H. & S. A. Ry. Co., 110 S.W. 84 (Tex.
Civ. App. - 1908, writ refd) (carbon copy admissible as handwriting sample)
indictment, substitution when lost or destroyed
McClellan 11. State, 701 S.W.2d 671 (Tex. App.-Austin,
1985)
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photostating
definition
TEX. R. EV. 1001(1)
pleadings and procedure
TEX.R. CIV. PROC.
accompany citation, Rule 101
failure to furnish to adverse party, Rule 72
special exception, Rule 91
substitution for lost or destroyed papers, Rule 77
certified copies, Rules 73, 75
suppleniental, Rule 70
documents, request for admission of genuineness, Rule 169
instruments, Rule 59
subpoenas, service, Rule 178
FED. R. CIV. PROC.
admission of genuineness, Rule 36(a)
admission of genuineness, refusal to admit, Rule 37(c)
authentication, Rule 44(a)

motions, FED R. APP. PROC.27
production of documents, order, Rule 34
production of documents, rehsal to produce, Rule 37(b)
request for production of documents for copying, forms,
FED.FORM 24
summons, service, Rule 4(d)
written, instruments, exhibit in pleading, Rule 10(c)
TEX.R. CRIM.PROC.
. certified copies, Rule 20(h)
indictment and information, Rule 10
searches and seizures, Rule 41
subpoena, service, Rule 17(d)

TEX.Clv. STAT.ANN. art. 1176 $3

typewritten-questioned documents
expert consultation-pretrial consideration 20 Am Jur POF
301-7
elements of proof 20 Am Jur POF 308 et. seq.
carbon copies 20 Am Jur POF 293-6

- .. .

venue
copy of file required to determine venue for action in several
counties Dorsaneo, TEXAS LIT~OATION
GUIDE$392.02131
voluminous records
elements of proof 35 Am Jur POF 147-208

when signing
may be made by
. - witness denies si~ning,
- - proof
.
other means.
wills
certified copies to probate Dorsaneo, TEXASLITIGATION
TEX. CODECRIM. PROC.ANN.Art. 38.26 [repealed 19851
GUIDE5392.142
attorney's carbon copy production of will at court Dorsaneo,
refreshed memory with copy
TEXAS LITIGATION GUIDE$392.09[1]
Johnson v, State, 478 S.W.2d 952 (Tex. Crim. App. 1972)
revocation of prior will by revocation clause in lost will 31
ALR4th 117
State records of notes and other financial matters
proof of lost or destroyed will 14 Am Jur POF 531-55
certified copies of notes and other money records maintained
nouaccessibility of will: sufficient proof 86 ALR3d 980
by State department heads are as admissible as the originals
elements of proof 35 Am Jur POP 147-208
TEX. REV. CN. STAT.ANN. Art. 3731 [repealed as to civil
actions, 1979; repealed as to criminal actions, 19851
witness
statutes
refreshing recollection with a copy
elements of proof-predicate 10 Am Jur POF 268-75
Halt v. State, 160 S.W.2d 957 v e x . Crim. App. 1942)
W
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is further d~stineuishedfrom Mirnrzdo in that it
requiru, in addition a, thc warnings, a require-

APPENDIX A
10. Rights of accused in criminal prosecutions
Sec. 10 In all crinzi,ml prosecutions the accused
shall have a speedy public trial by an impartial jury.
He shall have the right to demand thcnamre and cause
of the accusation against him, and to have a copy
therwf. He shall not be campelled to give evidence
against himself, andslmllha~~etl~erighl
ofbzingheard
by hitme% or wenmi or balh, shall be canfronted
by the witnesses against him and shall havecompulwry process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, except that when the witness resides out of theState and
the offense charged is a violation of any of the antitrust laws of Ulis State, the defendant and the State
shall have the rightto prcduce and have the evidence
admitted by deposition, under such mles and laws as
the Legislature may hereafter provide: and no person shall be held to answer for a criminal offense,
unless on an indictment of a grand jury, except in
cases in which thepuni=hmentisby fine or imprisonment, otherwise than in the penitentiary in cases of
impeachment, and in cases arising in the army or
navy, or in the militia, when in actual service in time
of war or public danger.
Amended Nov. 5, 1918.

ment that the w\pen is lakcn without unnerw
m y dchy to a m;rgiclratc for funhcr adviging
of his rights.
8. McCambridge712 S.W.2d at 510 (Taguedissenti@.
9. See Appendix B for the text of Art.I$19, Tex.
Const., Art. 1.04, Tex.C.Cr.Pro., and of the
Fourteenth Amiendment.
10. State courts, through theirconslitutio~s,should
strive to protect stale and federal constitutional
righuand not limit them. Breman, State Constitutions n,~dthePrmection ofIndividv.d Rights,
90Hm.L.Rev. 489 (1977); Lewis and Trichler,
nie Narionnliutliorz of the Bill of Rights, 20
Wa8h.L.J. 2 (1981). Wilkes, IheNewFedemlism in Cri~nimlProcedtwe: Slate Coan Ewsion
ofthe Burger Court. 62 Ky.L.1. 421 (1974);
Wilkes, More w the New Freedom in Crimi,ml
Procedure, 63 Ky.L.J. 871 (1975); Wilkes, Ihe
NeivFederniism in Cri,nindPrnceBure Revisited, 64 Ky.L.1. 729 (1976); S. Abrahamson,
Cri~ni~miLntvnndStote
Constitutions: Ute Enrergetice of Srme Consn'tnlional Law, 63 Art. 1.05. Rights of Accused
61 ell crir,zirml nmrecutiom the acmsed shall have
Tex.L.Rev. I141 (1985); Comment. Individ~tol
;. p e d y puhlic trial hy sn iwpartial jury. Ile shdl
RighfsnndState Comtitutionalliterprefntims:
Puuing First TlzingsFirsl, 37 Baybr L.Rw. 493 haw thc right to Cmand thc nalurc and a u s c of the
aciaAon against him. ;md 10 l w e P copy thereof.
(1985).

He shall no1 be compelled to give evidence against
himself. Hc sltall haw the right ofbeing hemd by
himself,or counselor both; shall be confronted with
the witnesses against him, and shall have conipulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor. No
person shall bc held to answer for a felony unless on
indiclnlenl of a grand jury.
[Acts 1965,591h Leg., p. 317, ch. 722, $1, off. Ian.
1, 1966.1

APPENDIX B
$19. Deprivation of life, liberty, ete.: due course
nf law

course of the law of the land.
Art. 1.04. Due Course of Law
No citizen of this State shall he denied of life,
liheny, property, privileges or immunities, or in any
manner disfranchised, exoepl by the due course of
thc law of the land.
[ ~ e t 1965,591h
s
Leg.,p. 317, ch. 722, $1, cff. Jan.
1, 1966.1
In pertinent part, the Fourteenth Amendment
provides:
"No State shall. ..deprive any person of life, hbeny
or property, wrthout due process af law.. .." W
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From the Inside Out
So t h e Judge Will Not Consider Your Objections to t h e P.S.I. for Purposes of
Sentencing, but Will Not Amend the P.S.I. for the Bureau of Prisons or
Federal Parole Commission
or
How to Avoid Winninq the Battle and Losinq the Wor (Maybe)
(~gderalRule 32(~)(3)(d))by Wm. T.Habern
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure 32 I
I
(C)(3)(d) generally specify that the Courl
I
at the time of sentencing shall conduct fmdings of fact on matters in dispute between
the Government and the Defense version
with reference to the contents of a PreSentence Report (Investigation) called the
P.S.I. For years, the defense bar has been
placed in a position of being told at sentencing, after valid objections have been
ra~sed,that, "OK Counsel, for purpose of
sentencing this Court will not consider
that." This alone will not get the client the
relief needed. While a Federal Judge may
give the Defendant the relief requested at
I
/
the time of sentencing, the Defendant (un.
.
, , ,
less given probation, in which case the
1 1:
. '
,. .
matter should stiil be corrected) still has
to deal with the Prison Unit Designator of
the Bureau of Prisons and (at least for the
Bill Hahent is a gradifate ofMidwster11
time being) the Parole Commission.
Mistakes that are not called to the atten- Universify (B.A.) and Texas Tech Univertion of the Court at sentencing pose a very srty School of law. He joined the T.D. C.
serious problem. One should not only ob- Staff Counsel for Inmates in 1973 and i~r
ject (
suggest
I
objections be in writing), but I975 began his o m p~ivatepracticewhich
should be prepared to offer evidence in the is generally limited to matters involving
Defendant's favor at the time of sentenc- criminal sentencntg, piison problerns.
ing. (The burden of proof in matters of in- parole and relatedpost conviction nuzffers.
correct P.S.1 material is upon the He has oflees in the Houston and H~intsdefendant in the 5th Circuit). The follow- ville, Texas areas.
ing motion should be of benefit, and if the
Court fails to grant the relief requested, the sentencing to go review the P.S.I.
and if the Defendant is allowed and can Generally there should be a 10 day period
meet his burden of proof, then the failure prior to sentencing to review that document
of the Court to enter findings of fact to for- (see 74 Georgetown Law Review at 850
ward to the B.O.P. and Parole Commis- fnt. 68, citing 18 U.S.C. $3552(d)).
sion may be attacked by Writ of Habeas
How and what to object to in a P.S.I.
Corpus under Rule 28 U.S.C. 2255.
should be the topic of another article of this
Not only will mistakes in a P.S.I. fol- column, but for now, one of the most frelow the offender to a prison unit of a higher quent "objectionable" matters is the "genersecurity classification than he or she al conclusion" damning the defendant,
deserves, but it can increase his parole which has no supporting or underlying
guidelines by months, or, in some cases, basis in fact. Example: Defendant X is the
years.
largest dope dealer in East Texas.
Further, do not wait until the day before
Another regular problem I find in deal-

rfl

..

,
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inz with Federal Parole matters is that
while the Lawver mav have looked over
the P.S.I. under timely conditions, the
Defendant may have reviewed the P.S.I.
for only a few minutes. It is suggested that
the attorney explain to the Defendant the
importance of the P.S.I. and further explain that the Defendant will be expected
to sign a Federal Government form reflecting he has read the P.S.I.
The following two motions are included
for the benefit of those lawyers who do not
currently have in their form freezer a
motion on rule 32(c). The first motion is
a pre-sentence motion to file before the
court date for sentencing. The second is
a motion filed recently in a North Carolina
case where fifteen co-defendants were being sentenced at the same time and the
Court refused to allow any attorney to
make an oral record (other than to object)
of the objections each had to the individual
P.S.1.k In that particular situation the notice of objection was made, and the motion
was filed two days after the hearing. The
validity of the filing of such motion two
days after the sentencing I cannot speak to,
hut in light of the current state of the
record, the filing of this motion should protect the record and form the basis for a
Writ of Habeas Corpus under 28 U.S.C.
2255. Time will tell.

UNITED STATES OF AhlERkA
Y

CRIMINAL NO

-

XO'lTOh' FOR RELIEF UNDER RULE 3 2 0

COMES NOW
defendant
in the above styled cause, and makes this
his motion for relief under Rule
32(c)(3)(D), F.R.C.P. and would show
this Court as follows:

I.
Defendant is to be sentenced by this
Honorable Court on the - day of
, 1 9 L . At this time the Defendant, through his C o u n s e L
filed written objections to specific statements as below described in the PreSentence Investigation. At the time of sentencing Counsel for Defendant orally will
call to the attention of the Court the disputeditems contained in the P.S.I. At that
time the Court is requested to consider hear
disputedmatters in the P.S.I. Because of
the great number of Defendants to be sentenced in this cause during the same court
settine.
-. it is anticioated that such a reouest
will be time consuming.

U.S.C. 2255) to require Judge to append
findings of facts to P.S.I. to forward to
B.O.P. and Parole Commission).

PRAYER
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED Defendant prays that this Court
grant the following relieE
(I) That a hearing be granted at which
time the Defendant and Counsel be allowed
to raise the objections above mentioned
and to offer evidence thereon, and
(2) that upon such hearing the P S I .
should be corrected and the Court enter
findings of fact that correct the current status of the P.S.I.. or in the alternative.
(3) that if thk Court at sentencihg
chwses to disregard the mistakes above
described, that on a date certain and be11.
The specificobjections filed to theP.S.1. fore the Federal Bureau of Prisons has time
to consider the current status of theP.S.I.,
are as follows:
that
this Court grant a hearing to review
The P.S.I. states that
evidence of the Defendant, and enter fmdIn fact the Defendant alleges that such ings of fact to forward with the P S I . to
representations are incorrect and should be the Bureau of Prisons and the U S . Parole
excluded from the P.S.I., and that the fol- Commission.
lowing facts should be included:
Respectfully submitted,

m.
The P.S.I. is an important document not
only for sentencing, but for prison classification, and for parole consideration. As the
P.S.I. currently stands, the Defendant will
be sentenced on information that is materially incorrect. To deny the Defendant an
opportunity to meet his burden of proof
and effect changes in theP.S.1. at the time
of sentencing above described although
Counsel has made an effort to call the matters to the attention of the Court, would
be a denial of Due Process and Equal Protection and would result in the Defendant
being denied the benefits of being sentenced based on a correct P.S.I., and further for the Court to fail to act upon such
conditions when called to the attention of
the Court in writing, and orally at the sentencing, would be a violation of Rule 32(C)
F.R.C.P. (State v. Vebzquez, 748 F.2d.
974 (5th Cir. 1984); U.S. v. CastilloRonwn, 774 F.2d. 1280 (5th Cir. 1985)
(even where the Judge did not rely on the
representations objected to by defendants
counsel case was remanded (under 18

Wm.T. Habern
Attorney at Law
1818 Elmwood Ct.
Sugar Land, Texas 77478
(713) 242-2244
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Wm. T. Habern, Attorney for Defendant do hereby certify that the foregoing
motion was forwarded to the U.S. Attorney for the Eastern District of Texas by
placing same in the U.S. mail, certified,
postage prepaid, on this the -day of
, 1986, forwarded to 211
West Ferguson in Tyler, Texas 75702.
Wm. T. Habern
ORDER
ON THIS DATE came on to be beard
the Motion of Defendant under Rule 32(c)
F.R.Cm.P. requesting this Court to set
aside time to hear evidence of alleged mistakes in the Defendant's Presentence Sentence Investigation. The following order
is entered:
(I) That the Defendant shall be given a
full hearing and allowed to present his evi-

dence at the time of sentencing to determine if there should be alterations in the
current status of Defendant's P.S.I.
(2) that because of the great number of
Defendants to be sentenced on the date set
for sentencing, that a evidentiary hearing
on behalf of the Defendant on the day of
, 1987 at
.M.
O'clockin the Court Room of This Court.
(3) That this motion is in all things denied, andit was noted that Defendant fded
a timely and proper objection with the
Court as to this ruling.
Judge Presiding
IN THE UNITED STATES DlSTRlCT COURT
FOR THEHASTEIZX DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA
RALEIGH DIVlSION

UNIIED STATES OF AMERlCA
V
CRlMlNAL NO
MOTlON FOR RELIEF UXllER RUIX 3 X 0

COMES NOW
defendant in
the above styled cause, and makes this his
motion for relief under Rule 32(C)(3)(d),
F.R.C.P. and would show this Court as
follows:
1.
Defendant was sentenced by this
Honorable Court on the - day of
, 19-. At the time of sentencing Defendant, through his Counsel
fded written objections to
specific statements as below described in
the Pre-SentenceInvestigation. At the time
of sentencing Counsel for Defendant orally
began calling to the attention of the Court
the disputed items contained in the P.S.I.
At that time the Court indicated that it
would not consider hearing matters of
P.S.I. objections because of the great number of Defendants to be senteuced in this
cause during the same court setting. (See
attached transcript beginning at pageline -.)
11.

The specific objections previously filed
to the P.S.I. are as follows:
The P.S.I. states that
In fact the Defendant alleges that such
representations are incorrect and should be
excluded from the P.S.I., and that the following facts should he included:
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tion of the Court orally and in writing is
a violation of Rule32(C) F.R.C.P. (State
v. Velazquez, 748 F.2d 974 (5th Cir.
1984); U.S. v. Casrillo-Roman, 774 F.2d
1280 (5th Cir. 1985) (even where the
Judge did not rely on the representations
objected to by defendants counsel case was
remanded to require Judge to append findings of facts to P.S.I. to forward to B.O.P.
and Parole Commission).

m.
T h e P.S.I. is an imporfanant document not
only for sentencing, but for prison classification, and for parole consideration. In this
case the Defendant was sentenced based on
material incorrect information as above
deserihed. Defendant was denied the opportunity to correct, or have considered by
this Court Defendant's version of the matters above described although Counsel did
make an effort to call the matters to the attention of the Court. As a result the Defendant was denied the benefits of being
sentenced based on a correct P.S.I., and
further that for the Court to fail to act upon
such conditions when called to the atten-

Aliens as Criminal Defendants

-

cmIinuedf/o,npnge 23
dersigned does not mean to instruct the C o w
as to what would be a fair and just decision.
The preceding explanation is only intended to
outline for the Court some of the collateral consequences which would be nnposed under the
Immigration Act if the Defendant IS not granted
deferred adjudlcation. Granting deferred adjudication would seem to ensure that the punishment resulting from this prosecution by thestate
of Texas would be limited to the penalties envis~onedby Texas laws.
The collateral penalttes of deportation, exclusion, etc., for the most pan are not within
the discretion of the Immigration Service to
oveslook: they would be mandatory once Mr.
was convicted. For this reason, the
Court is in a posit~onto determine whether or
not this Defendant should he deported as a consequence of the present charges
Respectfully subm~tted,
Alan Vomacka

Appendix I1
Maurice A. Roberts, Editor
Interpreter Releases
815 15th Street. NW
Room 610
Washington, DC 20005
Dear Maury:
You may wish to bring to the attention of your
readers a relatively nnnaiced amendment of the
Immigration and Nationality Act which will
make a significant change in the criminal

PRAYER
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED Defendant oravs
, tbat this Court
grant the following relief:
(1) tbat a hearing b e granted at which
time the Defendant and Counsel be allowed
to raise the objections above mentioned
and to offer evidence thereon, or in the al-

.

ground of exclusion in Section 212(a)(9). When
it becomes effecrlveon November 1, 1986, the
amendment will completely exempt from that
exclusion ground aliens convicted of an offense
for which the sentence actually imposed did not
exceed a term of six months imprisonment.
Where the alien has not beenconvicted hut admits the commission of the offense, he will be
exempt if the maximum sentence that might
have been imposed for tbat offense could not
have exceeded one year. In either situation the
alien must have coninrined only one offenseand
must be otherwise admissible.
The amendment is buried in Section 220 of
'l'itlc II, P.I.. 98-473. Enacted i s a rider tn an
apprt>priationbill, Tillc I1 is called the Corw
@hensive Crime Control Act of 1984. It
amends the second sentence of Section 212(a)(9)
af the Immigration and Nationality Act by deleting the restrictive language which exempts an
allen fmm the criminal ground of exclusiononly
if the conviction or adnlission was for a crime
classifiable as a misdemeanor under the provisions of Title 18, United States Code.
Sectlon 212(a)(9) bars aliens who havebeen
convicted of a crime involving moral turpitude
or who admit thecommission of such a crime.
The second sentence of paragraph (9) saves
fmm exclusion under this paragraph an alien
who was convicted of a misdemeanor classifiable as a petty offense under 18 USC l(3)
. bv.
reason ofthe punishment actually imposed, or
who admits the commiss~onofan offense elassifiable its a misdemeanor under 18 USC l(2)
by reason of the punishment which might have
been imposed. For example, where the crime
was committed abroad, under existing law and
until the amendment becomes effective, it is
necessary to identify the equivalent offense in
Title 18 of the U S . Code, or if not contamed
there, in Title 22 of the Distnct of Colun~bia
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ternative,
(2) that upon such hearing the P.S.I.
should be corrected and the Defendant
given a new sentencing hearing based upon
such corrected information, o r in the alternative,
(3) that this Court review the evidence
of the Defendant and enter findings of fact
to forward with the P.S.I. to the Bureau
of Prisons and the U S . Parole Commission.
Respectfully submitted,
Wm. T. Habern
Attorney at Law
1818 EImwood Ct.
Sugar Land, Texas 77478
(713) 242-2244
Code. If the U S . or the Distriot of Columbia
Code provide for a sentence of more than one
year for the crime in question it is deemed to
he a felony under U S . standards. As a result,
under current law, a convicted alieninsuch case
is not exempt fromexclus~oneven if he actually
had been sentenced to imprisonment for six
months or less. Matter of T,6 I&N Dec. 508
(AG 1955).
Interestingly, the 1984 amendment appears
AND CONFORM
under the heading "TECHNICAL
ING AMENDMENTS
" Nevertheless, under the
plain-meaning principle of statutory construction the language of the amendment speaks for
itself. It also has the great virtue of simplifying the statute. If the alien was convicted, the
length of the sentence actually imposed will be
the sole criteria. If the alien was not convicted
hut admits the conlmission of the crime, the
length of the sentence that might have been imposed for that crime under the governing law
will control. No longer will it he necessary to
try to equate a foreign crime with its US.counterpart to ascertain whether the crime was a misdemeanor under U S . law. In many instances
foreign crimes do not lend themselves to being
equated with U.S. crimes.
It is also noteworthy that the second-sentence
exemption in Section 212(a)(9) applies automatically and is retrospective as well as prospective. Macrer o f H . 6 I&N Dec. 738 C3IA 1955).
Many aliens fonnd ineligible under &ing lab
will be in a oosition to seek reconsideration
when the amkhnent becomes effective.
For ready reference there are attached copies
of current Section 212(a)(9) and the pertinent
amendatory provisions in P.L. 98-473.
Sincerely,
Sam Bernsen

The Investigator
by Jack Murray
Last month we explored the various
ways in which photographs could he used
in the courtroom. This month I would like
to explore some of the problems in preparing photographs and getting them admitted into evidence.
Photographs are admissible in evidence
where they tend to illustrate any material
fact in the case or shed light on the transaction before the court. (Civil: Empire etc.
11.
M~regge,Com App 143 SW (2) 463;
Criminal: Walker 1,. State, 60 SW (2) 455.)
In aggravated assault cases (serious bodily
injury) they are admissible to prove, as a
fact, the assault, and also to aid the jury
in fixing the punishment. (Lnngham 474
(2) 197; Bfaxs v. Beto. CA-5 371F (2)
598; McFarIand 266 (2) 133.
As a general rule, in Texas, if you can
describe it with words, it is admissible as
a photograph. The most commonly quoted
case in this area is Mallin v. State, 475 SW
(2) 265, 267, where Judge Odom wrote:

We hold that if a photograph is competent, material, and relevant to the
issue on trial, it is not rendered inadmissiblemerely because it is gruesome, or might tend to arouse the
passions of the jury, unless it is
offered solely to inflame the minds
of the jury. If a verbal description
of the body and the scene would be
admissible, a photograph depicting
the same would he admissible. In
this case a verbal description of the
body and the scene are admissible,
therefore, it was not error to admit
the photographs. We recognize there
will he cases where the probative
value of the photographs is very
slight and the inflammatory aspects
great; in such cases it would be an
abuse of discretion to admit the
same. The former rule in this state,
that gruesome photographs are not
admissible unless they tend to solve
a disputed fact issue as discussed in
B ~ r mv. State, 388 SW (2) 690 is
hereby overruled to the extent of any
conflict with this decision. Tezeno
484 SW (2) 374, 384; Blrrks 583 (2)
389.

Jack Murray is the owner of Sozrth~vest
Recovery Services, Dallas, Texas. He has
a BSflom the University ofHa~@ord,MBA
frwn the University of Connecticut and has
had specialized accident investiaation
Preparation of photos for courtroom use
trair?irlgat the Traflc Inaitute o f ~ o r t ~ l is- almost as important as the photographs
it2estern University and Accident Recon- themselves. These are two choices for
struction School of Texas A&M University. presenting photographs. Large display
A menlber of the North Texas Private In- prints can be made and shown on an easel
vestigators Association, The National As- which is then positioned so that the judge,
sociatio~rof Investigative Specialists and jury, attorneys and the witness can see the
the National Association of legal Investi- exhibit. This is useful when a witness may
gators, he has been a licensedprivate in- have to give testimony about attributes of
vestigator in the State of T a a s since 1976. the photograph. These are particularly
He has worked nrrmerorrs civil and crinli- helpful when trying to show relative posinal cases in Texas, Louisiana and New tions of fixed objects at a crime scene (loYork. He has attended civil and criminal cation of a window, etc.). Large prints also
investigatio~t seminars in Chicago, provide dramatic impact precisely because
Washington, D. C.,San Antonio, and re- of their size. This may give rise to objeccently was a speaker at the Region I Semi- tions upon introduction of such exhibits.
If you choose to have individual photos
nar of the National Association of Legal
Investigators in Philadelphia, Pen~l- for the jury, I strongly recommend they be
sylvania.
mounted on styrofoam type backing to

keep them straight and flat. There are
several products on the market where you
peel off a thin paper like coating and press
the photos on. This material comes in various size sheets including the standard
8x10.
hi those cases where a filter has been
used to reduce glare on pavement or to increase contrast in the photo this must be
noted and the photographer should be
available to answer any questions that may
arise. There are also situations where, for
the purpose of poiuting out important details of a scene to a jury, you might want
to spray paint the path of travel of a vehicle
or an object. This does not affect admissibility when the presence of the marks are
verified and explained by the witnesses.
"Obviously, when a photographic representation includes foreign objects marking
.such details it is not sufficient that the
general accuracy of the photograph be
verified. Someone must also explain why
the objects appear therein and what they
purport to represent or mark. If the object
is nothing more than a marker, the exhibit
is not subject to the objection that it is a
'posed' picture for it does not purport to
recreate a bygone scene." (EvidenceHandbook, 1980 Northwestern University
Press.)
In trying to establish directions (North,
South, etc.) one common practice is to
photograph something at the scene with a
letter on it to designate the direction you
are looking. I often do this by using tape
on the side of my camera case and photographing the case in a prominent place in
relation to other easily identified objects.
The main thing here is to photograph the
scene twice, once with the camera case,
once without. Another way of accomplishing this is with acetate overlays and crayon
markings.
When objects are introduced into a scene
merely to indicate distances, points and
directions, it makes little, if any, difference, as regards to admissibility of the
photograph, whether the subject is marked
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Ethics
Propriety of Supplementing the Fee in a Court Appointed
Case
..
by prof. Walter Steele, Jr.

Among nations, the United States points
with pride to the 6th Amendment to the
United States Constitution with its right to
counsel guarantees, but those constiMional
guarantees are implemented tlrrongh a system of judicially sanctioned involuntary
servitude known as court appointment;
they are not implemented through a national system of legal aid. Lawyers on whom
appointments are imposed are told that
their privileges as members of the bar are
paid for in part by rendering service to indigent criminal defendants, either for no
fee or for some statutory fee that is well
below what a reasonable fee would he.
Some lawyers accept their fate gracefully;
others grudgingly; and some lawyers actually seek out court appointments.
Regardless of their attitudes abont working for inadequatefees when court appointed, all lawyers prefer to be reasonably
compensated for their legal services
whenever possible. Consequently, if a
presumptively indigent criminal defendant
offers some payment, or if other persons
are willing to make some payment for the
benefit of the indigent defendant, a court
appointed lawyer is tempted to accept the
offer at least to the extent that the offered
money supplements the staturory fee to the
level of a reasonahle fee. In fact, lawyers
sometimes actively solicit the defendant
and others to supplement the statutory fee
in court appointed cases. Can a lawyer
ethically accept a supplement to a fee paid
by the court under the provisions of Article
26.05 Texas Code of Criminal Procedure?
Is there something wrong or inappropriate about a lawyer receiving a reasonable
fee even in a court appointed case?
At first blush one might wonder how this
issue could arise since a defendant entitled
to appointed counsel has no money to pay;
but as all experienced practitioners know,
advers~tymotivates clients, and sometimes

siderable amount of material from other
states and the inherent strength and wisdom of the arguments preseuted by these
out of state sources makes them especially
compelling. Let us start with Drinker,
whose book, LEGALETHICS (1953) was
the first thorough collection of American
thought about legal ethics. Drinker tells us:

Professor Walter W. Steele, Jr. ((LIB.
SMU) (LL.M. U.T. Austin) leaches criminal law, criminal procedure and profesional responsjbiliry, antong other subjects
at Southern Mefhudirt Uniwrsip School of

Law.
a defendant has some assets and is anxious
to pay some amount, even though that
defendant cannot pay a reasonable fee. Occasionally, a person or a group (i.e.
church) concerned abont the defendant
steps forward with offers of money. On
rare occasions complete strangers make
offers to contribute toward the legal expenses of a certaindefendant. Since everyone admits that the lawyer is earning a
reasonable fee why notpay the lawyer a
reasonable fee made up in part by the
amount awarded by the court and in parT
by money paid by the defendant or paid
by someone on behalf of the defendant? Is
it ethical? In a word-No!
To my surprise, I could find no Texas
cases on this subject, but there is a con-

"Where one appointed by the court
to defend a supposed indigent
prisoner finds, on consulting him,
that he is not in fact indigent, the
lawyer may not make a private employment contract for legal services
with himinlieu of the fee to bepaid
by the county, but must require his
client to advise the court of the true
facts and abide the court's redetermination of his indigently hefore he
can make any agreement. Any retainer paid by the prisoner or his
relatives should be retumedand they
be free to employ other counsel."
Drinker, LEGALETHICS (1953) pp.
62-63.
Subsequently, Drinker's viewpoint was
adopted by the Supreme Court of New
Mexico in Hale v. Brewsrer, 467 P.2d 8
(Supreme Court N.Mex. 1970). There, the
court appointed lawyer obtained a promissory note from the defendant in consideration of the services to be rendered by the
court appointed lawyer. Later, when the
lawyer suedon the note, the court declared
the note void for lack of consideration:
"We do not see how appellant (defendant
in the criminal case) received anything that
he was not entitled to receive without payment of any amount, accordingly there is
no consideration" p. 11.
A contrary view was expressed by the
Supreme Court of Utah in Oliver v. Mitchell, 376 P.2d 390 (Supreme Court Utah
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1962) where the court pointed out that an
indigent client does not lose the power to
contract. The court considered the client's
promise to pay not only enforceable but a
sign of good faith and good spirit. Note,
however, that when Oliver v. Mitchell was
decided Utah had no statute awarding attorney's f w to lawyers in court appointed
cases. The absenceof a statnte such as Article 26.05 Texas Codeof Criminal Procedure may well be the key to Oliver.
Consider the implications of a court
awarded fee under Article 26.05. First, the
court has made a finding based upon some
evidence that the defendant is too impecunious to pay for legal service. Second,
when setting the fee the court assumes, at
least implicitly, that the court awarded fee
is the only money the lawyer will receive
for his services. If the lawyer knows that
the court's assumptions are incorrect it
seems obvious that thelawyer must not accept the court awarded fee without informing the court of the facts.
In Opinion 80-38 TheKansas Bar Association held that a court appointed attorney
can seek from the client or others the
difference between the statutory fee and a
reasonable fee provided the court is informed. In Opinion 452 the Oregon State
Bar held that a court appointed lawyer may
not charge an indigent defendant fees in addition to the payments by the court. The
Kentucky Bar Association came to the
same conclusion in Opinion E-282.
Perhaps the most thorough consideration
was given the problem by the West Virginia StateBar. In Opinion 83-5 they held
that the statutory fees are the exclusive fees
the lawyer may accept and furthermore
placed a duty on court appointed counsel
to advise the court and to seek to withdraw
if the attorney learns that money to pay a
fee is available from any source.
Unlike Texas, some jurisdictions have
statutes that speak to the issue of the right
of a court appointed attorney to supplement
his fee. 18 USC 3006A (f) contains a provision to the effect that a court appointed
attorney may not accept additional fees
from any source unless authorized to do
so by the magistrate. Kentucky has a datute making it acrime far a court appointed
attorney to ". . .accept any fees for the
representation of (mdigent criminal defendants). . .)"KRS 31.250. In Kenfucky Bar
Association v. Dungan 586 S.W.2d 15
(Supreme Court Ky. 1979) a lawyer was
46 VOICE for
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disbarred for violating that statute. Similarly, Maine Rule of Criminal Procedure
44 (C) states ". . .appointed counsel shall
under no circumstances accept from the
defendant or from any one else on his hehalf any compensation for services or cost
of defense, except pursuant to court order."
Thus it seems clear, although there are
no Texas sources on point, that a court appointed attorney may not ethically seek to
supplement his court appointed fee, at least
without advising the court in advance.
Title 26 USC $6050 (1) establishes
reporting requirements for lawyers relating to cash payments over $10,000. The
National Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers appointed a committee to examine a number of legal issues raised by the
new law. The committee concluded that
the issues raised can be satisfied by the use
of a notice from which will be given to
potential clients and signed by them.
A tentative draft for this notice is given
below:
NOTICE KIIGAKI)INC; THE NEW
CUKKENCY TRANSACTION
REPORTING LAW
Under a new Internal Revenue Codelaw
(Title 26, United States Code, Section
6050 (I)), all persons, including attorneys,
who receive more than $10,000 in cash
payments must file a form with the Internal Revenue Service stating the amount of
cash received and the name, address, social security number and other identifying
information of the person paying the cash.
If cash is paid by one person for the legal
fees of a friend, the form must include the
names and information for both people.
The Internal Revenue Servicehas said that
if the lawyer does not file the form he will
be prosecuted for a criminal offense. A
copy of the new law and the form issued
by the Internal Revenue Service for reporting currency transactions are attached.
We believe that this currency transaction
reporting requirement is a serious threat
to the attorney-client relationship and we
are trying to obtain an exemption from the
reporting requirement for attorneys from
the IRS. We also will be involved if necessaw in law suits to attack this law. In the
meantime we believe it is important that
all possible clients of this firm understand
the effect of the new law. In particular, we
believe that as part of our responsibility as
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lawyers we must advise you that the filing
of the currency reporting form may cause
a criminal investigation of the client, or
create evidence of cash payments that
could be used against a client in prosecution.
The form must be filed in connection
with any transaction involving the payment
of $10,000 in cash. A transaction in cash
does not include, and therefore we are not
required to fde a form for a payment by
personal check, travelers' checks, bank
check, bank draft, wire transfer or other
written order that does not involve an actual physical transfer of cash. The form is
not required if the payment is stocks,
bonds, real estate, cars, jewelry, or other
propere.
The currency reporting form must be
filed when $10,000 in cash is paid in one
transaction or in a series of related transactions. Therefore, if several payments are
made for legal fees and these payments
have a combined total of over $10,000, We
must report the transaction to the Internal
Revenue Service.
We strongly object to the fact that the
government is attempting to interfere with
the confidentiality of the attorney-client
relationship and make thelawyer a witness
for the prosecution. However, until thelaw
is changed or declared unconstitutional, we
have no choice but to comply with the currency transaction reporting requirements.
This notice is solely for purposes of advising potential clients of this development
in the law and is not advice on how to pay
legal fees. That is a matter which each person must decide for himself. It does not
matter to us how you choose to pay your
fees.
I have read the information in this
notice. I have not been advised by anyone
in the Law Offices ~f
to pay my legal fees in any particular way.
I understand the Law Offices of have no interest in how the legal fees are
paid. They havenot made any suggestions
to me or entered into any agreements or
pIan with me relating to the manner of payment of legal fees or the filing of the Currency Transaction Report.
I have read this two page document.
Date

Signature
contiwed ed page 51

New
7he following Motion for Severance
based upon inconsistent defenses anlong
co-defendants was presented in a dragconspirncy trial before United States District Judge Harry Lxe H~dspetlr, who
granted the Motion. 7% Motion ~vosfnrnislred by Joseph (Sib) Abrultanl, Jr. and
Awe1 (Rod) Ponton III ofEI Paso.
The other Motion to Req1rh.e the Prosecrrtor to Follo~vthe Fourteenth Anrendnrenr
in Its esercise of Peremptory Clzaller~ges
isfrrrnisl~edto us by Mr. Peter Lesser of
Dallos, Texas.
unrmn STATFS DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERY DISTRICT OF TEXAS
EI. r*so orvwox

IN THR

UNlThD STATES OFALIERICA. )

V.
DEFENDANT 1

)

NO. E P ~ 8 6 C R ~ 1 2 3

1

OLFRFDAhT3 SECOhV MOTIOS FOR SE\'ER,LVCE

TO THE HONORABLE HARRY LEE
HUDSPETH, JUDGE OF SAID COURT:
COMES NOW DEFENDANT 1, Defendant in the above numbered and entitled
cause, by and through his attorneys of
record, JOSEPH (SIB) ABRAHAM, JR.,
and ARVEL (ROD) PONTON 111, and
respectfully moves this Court for a severance of his trial from that of the trial of
his co-defendant, DEFENDANT 2, and
for grounds therefore would show this
Court the following:
I.
That this cause is set for trial on Decemher 1, 1986.
11.
Since this Defendant's filing of his last
Motion for Severance on September 26,
1986, and this Court's Order denying the
Motion for Severance on November 18,
1986, it has become apparent to counsel
for this Defendant, through his conversations with Attorney Robert Harris, counsel for co-Defendant, DEFENDANT 2,
that co-Defendant DEFENDANT 2's
defense of the charges is not only mutually
antagonistic to that of the defense of

Motions

DEFENDANT 1, but mutually exclusive.
111.
Practicallv the only evidence the
G U V C ~ ~ Ilrns
IIC
to Iprovc
I ~ their i~llegalions
o l l)ct'cndi~ntl)liI:I?NI)ANT I hcing involved in a conspiracy in this cause is (1)
an equivocal telephone conversation dated
July 28, 1986 (said conversation between
confidential informant INFORMER 1and
the Defendant DEFENDANT 1; and (2)
a telephone conversation on August 6,
1986, (between Defendant DEFENDANT
1 and the confidential informant INFORMER I), which is also equivocal in its interpretation.
IV .
The evidence against co-Defendant
DEFENDANT 2 is, to say the least, overwhelming. There are numerous taped telephone conversations between #2 and
undercover agents for the Drug Enforcement Administration, numerous reports of
surveillancewherein #2 is making arrangements to sell cocaine to the Drug Enforcement Administration agent, No. 2 going
to a Government airplane at the El Paso
International Airport to view one million
dollars in cash, and the fact that No. 2 delivered 30 pounds of cocaine to Special
Agent Thomas C. Ahr, Jr. on August 5,
1986.

v.
Co-Defendant DEFENDANT 2 has indicated, through his attorney, that he is intending to take the stand, admit his involvement in the instant offense, fully
discuss his version of DEFENDANT 1's
alleged involvement in the instant conspiracy, and attempt to allege that he was
entrapped by the Government into committing the instant offense. In short, he will
become the one best witness the Government will have against his co-Defendant
DEFENDANT 1. DEFENDANT 1 never
spoke to any undercover Government
agents. Any testimony of the confidential
informant INFORMER 1 in this case is

highly suspect. INFORMER 1 was paid
$17,000.00 by the Government in this
case, and he has an extensive criminal
history.

v1.
DEFENDANT I denies any involvement in the instant offense, which took
place on August 5, 1986.
VII.
Co-Defendant DEFENDANT 2 is going
to take the stand in this cause and admit
both his involvement in this case and that
his involvement was caused by both the
importunations of the Defendant DEFENDANT 1 and of Government agent Ahr
and confidential informant INFORMER 1.
DEFENDANT 2 will take the stand and
directly accuse DEFENDANT 1of setting
up this deal and involving No. 2. Therefore, in this case, Def. 1 will face two
prosecutors-the Assistant United States
Attorney and the counsel for Defendant
Def. 2. In this case, Defendant No. 1 will
face two "star witnesses" against himconfidential informant INFORMER 1 (for
the Government) and DEFENDANT 2
(the co-Defendant).
VILI.
In this case, severance is mandated under Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure
14, as was done in United States v. SaloI ~ O I I ,609 F.2d 1172 (1980). In Salornon,
one defendant denied involvement in a
drug prosecution. The other defendant took
the stand to state that the co-defendant was
"the man" and that the Government agents
had entrapped him (the testifying defendant) into facilitating the transfer of the
drugs from "the man" to the police. Despite
that trial court's instruction to the jury to
"compartmentalize the evidence," the Fifth
Circuit reversed the case, finding that there
was such prejudice in the facts of that case
that the Defendant Salomon must receive
a new trial, despite the fact that the Defendant failed to show mutual exclusivity of
defenses.
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In this case, as in Salomon, once Def.
2 takes the stand, he will open himself up
to cross-examination of other drug dealings he has had with the Government, as
well as to cross-examination examination
on his criminal record. Such a spillover
will prejudice the rights of DEFENDANT
1 to a fair trial. In this case, as in Salomon, the need ofjudicial economy will not
conflict with the grant of a severance. This
trial, as in Salornon, will last only a relatively short time and involve but two
defendants and an uncomplicated factual
setting. It will not be impractical to conduct separate trials. See Salonton, 609 F.2d
at 1177. See also United States v. Joltrrson, 478 F.2d 1129 (5th Cir. 1973).
(Severance mandated when defendant denies act, and co-defendant admits act, and
acting with defendant, but denies having
requisite criminal intent), where, in a case
with two defendants, it would not have
been very time consuming, and entirely
practicable, to have accorded them
separate trials, 478 F.2d at 1137. Denial
of severance was error in Johnsort, as in
Salonton.
IX.
Although the Fifth Circuit no longer adheres to the standard that, for severance
under Rule 14, the defenses must be mutually exclusive. United Stales v. Rornanela,
726 F.2d 173 (5th Cir. 1984). (Severance
must be granted uot only if each defendant
bases his defense on direct accusation of
co-defendant; severance required if only
one co-defendant accuses the other, and the
other denies any involvement.) In this case,
as in Unitedstates v. Crawford, 581 F.2d
489 (5th Cir. 1978), each Defendant will
have to "confront"not only hostile wit~lesses presented by the Government, but also
hostile witnesses presented by his coDefendant.
Witnesses against each defendant
were thus examined by one adversary and cross-examined by another
adversary. A fair trial was imposible under these inherently prejudicial
conditions.
Crawford, 581 F.2d at 492. The Court in
Crawford noted that "because the evidence
was uncomplicated and only two defendants were involved, the inconvenience
and expense of separate trials would not

have been great." 581 F.2d at 492.
Justice Goldberg of the 5th Circuit, in
writing in United States v. Romanela, 726
F.2d 173 (5th Cir. 1984), perhaps stated
the problem faced by Defendant DEFENDANT 1in this case more aptly than this
writer can:

. . .I saw a lizard come darting forward on six great taloned feet and
fasten itself to a [fellow soul]. . .
[Tlhey fused like hot wax, and their
colors ran together until neither
wretch nor monster appeared what
he had been when he began. . .(footnote omitted). . .The joint trial of
cot~spiracydefendants was originally
deemed useful to prove that the parties planned their crimes together.
However, it has become a powerful
tool for the Government to prove
substantive crimes and to cast guilt
upon a host of co-defendants. In this
case, we are concerned with the
specific prejudice that results when
defendants become weapons against
each other, clawing into each other
with antagonistic defenses. Like the
wretches in Dante's Hell, they may
become entangled and ultimately
fused together in the eyes of the jury,
so that neither defense is believed
and all defendants are convicted.
In this case, as in Romanela, the defenses
do not have to be actually exclusive, as
long as there is an irreconcilable conflict
between the defenses of the two codefendants. 726 F.2d at 178.
It is not necessary for each defendant
to base the core of his defense on the
direct accusation of his co-defendant. Severance may be required if
only one defendant accuses the
other, and the other denies any involvement.

X.
For a defendant to receive a fair trial is
difficult enough under the fiction thatjuries
will presume innocence, ignore the fact
that [he Government of the-united States
of America has accused an individual of
a drug crime, that the jury will set aside
all the "king pin'' stories they watch every
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Friday night on Miami Vice, and that the
jury will really and truly follow the Court's
admonition to put the Government to its
burden of proving each and every element
of the offense beyond a reasonable doubt.
In the practicalities of "war in the
trenches," where attorneys do their best to
defend citizens accused of crime, and have
to deal with the foibles of human nature,
experienced criminal defense attorneys
have the knowledge that practically any
juror, deep down, feels that somebody has
to be "a little bit guilty" or the Government
wouldn't have everybody sitting in the
stately courtroom before a solemn judge
for the trial of a defendant.
That burden is great for an attorney to
overcome in a normal case, to ensure that
his client receives his Constitutionally
mandated right to a fair trial and to effective assistance of counsel. See Stricklar~d
1. Waslti~~gtor~,
466 U.S. -(1984). The
burden of laboring under that fiction becomes insuperable, and the rights of our
client to a fair trial insupportable, when the
defendant must face two prosecutors-the
attorney for the Government and the attorney for the co-Defendant. A just result, see
Strickland, will not occur when the coDefendant becomes the chief prosecution
witness against this Defendant, and when
the jury becomes completely unable to
view the defense of this Defendant in the
light of the evidence coming from all directions against him.
XI.
A separate trial for DEFENDANT 1
should not take more than a day or a day
and a half. Despite this Court's thoughts
that judicial economy is best served by the
joint trial of co-defendants in a conspiracy
prosecution, United States v. Sheikh, 654
F.2d 1057 (5th Cir. 1981), in this case, as
in Romartela, Salomon, Cra>vford, and
Jol~nson,a severance is mandated so that
this Defendant will receive a fair trial and
a just result, to which he is entitled under
the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments to
the United States Constitution.
PRAYER
WHEREFORE, PREMlSES CONSIDERED, Defendant DEFENDANT 1
respectfully requests that this Honorable
Court sever his trial from his coDefendant, DEFENDANT 2 Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure 14(b).

Respectfully submitted,
JOSEPH (SIB) ABRAHAM, JR.
State Bar No. 008210009
P.O. Box D
El Paso, TX 79951
Tel: (915) 544-7860
ARVEL (ROD) PANTON 111
State Bar No. 16115170
P.O. Box D
El Paso, TX 79951
Tel: (915) 544-7860
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE:
I hereby certify that on this 1st day of
December, 1986, I forwarded a true copy
of the above and foregoing pleading to the
Office of the United States Attorney for the
Western District of Texas, El Paso Division, United States Courthouse, El Paso,
Texas 79901.
ARVEL (ROD) PONTON 111
NO. F86-W0123-X
NO. t86MX1124-X
STATE OF TEXAS
VS.
DEFENDANT l l

1
1
1

IN THE CRIMINAL DISTRrm
COURT NO. I OF
DALLAS COUNTY, TEXAS

MOTION TO REOUIRE 7HF.PROSRCTTTOR 70 FOI.I.0IV

TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF
SAID COURT:
COMES NOW, the Defendant Number
One, by and through his attorney of record
and respectfully moves that this Honorable
Court require the prosecutor to follow the
requirements of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States, Art. 1, sec. 19 of the Texas Constitution, and TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC.
ANN. art. 2.01 (1981) in exercising its
peremptory challenges as guaranteed the
State of TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC.
ANN. art. 35.15 (1983). In support of this
motion the Defendant would show the
Court as follows:
I.
The Defendant currently stands charged
by indictment with the offenses of murder
andlor aggravated assault of a Police

officer. The Defendant is a member of the
black race.

n.
TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. art.
35.15(b) (1983) provided that the State of
Texas is entitled to ten peremptory
challenges in all- non-capital felony
offenses. The offenses charged in the pending cases are non-capital felony offenses.
See TEX. PENAL CODE ANN. sec.
37.03(b) (1974). A peremptory challenge
is made to a prospective juror without assigning any reason therefore. TEXAS.
CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 35.14
(1966).
In.
Although the statutory provision concerning the exercise of the peremptory
challenges is clear, this does not authorize
the State of Texas through its duly authorized representatives to exercise their
peremptory challenges in a racially discriminatory fashion. Such would he in
clear violation of other provisions of the
Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, the
Texas Constitution, and the United States
Constitution. See: Batson v. Kentucky,
U.S. - (April 30, 1986), 9 0
LEd.2d 69 (1986), and 39 Crim. L. Rptr.
3061 (April 30, 1986). 106 S.Ct. 1712.
IV.
The Fourteenth An~endmentto the Constitution of the United States guarantees
that the accused citizen shall not be
deprived of his liberty without due process
of law. Art. I, sec. 19 of the Texas Constitution provides that the citizen shall not
be deprived of his liberty without due
course of law of the land. TEX. CODE
CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 2.01 (1981)
provides that it shall be the primary duty
of all prosecuting attorneys not to convict
but to see that justice is done.
v.
When the foregoing provisions are read
in context of our society, it is clear that the
State is precluded from using racial bias
as grounds for selecting or excusing any
prospective juror. Such would be a clear
violation of the Constitution of the United
States and the Texas Constitution and in
contravention of the requirements place
upon the prosecuting authority by the
Texas Code of Criminal Procedure. The

prosecuting attorney has a duty to assure
that a fair trial is had and that no prospective juror is removed from service because
of some bias or prejudice for or against the
accused because of race.
WHEREFORE, for the foregoing reasons, the Defendant respecthlly moves
that this Honorable Court 1) enter its order
requiring the prosecution to use its
peremptory challenges in a racially nondiscriminatory fashion in order to assure
to the Defendant that he receives a fair trial
as guaranteed him by the Fourteenth
Amendment to-the United States Constitution, Article 1, Section 19 of the Texas
Constitution and TEX. CODE CRIM.
PROC. ANN. art. 2.01 (1981); 2) conduct
a hearing at the conclusion of the strike
process hut before the trial jury is called,
seated or sworn, to determine if the Court's
order has been complied with; and 3) if the
Court determines that its order has been
violated, that it quash the selected panel
and require the calling of a new prospective panel and start the process over again.
Respectfully submitted,
ROGER F. JOYNER, ESQ
JAMES MURPHY, ESQ.
PETER A. LESSER, ESQ.
Attorneys for Defendant
BY:
PETER A. LESSER
STATE BAR NO. 12234500
HICKS, GILLESPIE, JAMES
& LESSER, P.C.
One Mockingbird Plaza, LB 127
1420 West Mockingbird
Suite 760
P.O. Box 47386
Dallas, Texas 75247-0386

ORDER
day of October,
On this the
1986, came on to be heard the foregoing
Defendant's Motion to Require the Prosecutor to Follow the Dictates of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of
the United States, Article 1, Section 19 of
the Texas Constitution and the TEX.
CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 2.01
(1981) in the Exercise of Peremptory
Challenges Provided to the State by TEX.
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Jury Selection -The Voice List ens
by Robert B. Hirschhom
Introduction
The challenge for cause is a potent tool
in the criminal defense lawyer's arsenal.
This precious resource is unlimited in
quantity and statutorally guaranteed. This
challenge must be employed and aggressively pursued so that counsel is not forced
to use the limited peremptory strikes. In
any criminal litigation there are always a
handful of jurors who are ready to hang
your client without giving him the benefit
of any doubt. In heinous or notorious cases
there are only a handful of good jurors.
Thus, your mission is to excuse as many
prosecutionjurors as possible by virtue of
the challenge for cause. In a sexual assault
case, Robert was able to exclude some
nineteen (19) of thirty-six (36) venirepeople simply by using the cause
challenge. Thechallenge for cause lays the
predicate for open dialogue between you
and the jury panel and it will allow you the
opportunity to intelligently and effectively
exercise your peremptory challenges.

Challenge for Cause Checklist
The most litigious issue in jury selection
is the challenge for cause. An abundance
of cases are affirmed on appeal every year
because trial counsel neglected to make a
proper record. To properly perfect your
challenge for cause, counsel must do the
following:
1) Make sure the court reporter is transcribing the voir dire, including all bench

Robert B. Hirschhom is a criminal
defense attorney with ofices In Houston
and Galveston, Texas. He has written
numerous legal articles including Effective
Jury Selection Techniques and Jury Selection- A Trial Lawyer's Second Greatest
Fear.
In 1985, Robert was a faculty member
at the National CriminalDefense College
in Macon. Georgia. Additionally, Robert
has lectured on July Selection throughout
the nation.

conferences (when at the bench, wait for
your court reporter before yon commence
making your record);
2) Prior to questioning a particular
venirepersou, identify the reason($ why
the juror is subject to a challenge for cause;
3) Ask the juror a sufficient number of
questions to extract an unequivocal "cause
challenge";
4) Move to challenge the juror (do it at
the bench);
5) State clearly and succinctly into the
record your reasons;
6) State the applicable case law or statutory provision of Article 35.16 if possible;
7) Obtain a ruling on your challengefor
cause;
8) Use a peremptory challenge on each
of your "cause" jurors;
9) Exhaust all your peremptory challenges;
10) Reguest an additional strike for each
"cause" juror;
11) State into the record that by overruling your challenge for cause, you were
required to take an objectionable juror;
12) State into the record that if you were
granted an additional peremptory strike,
you would have used it against juror numb e r . who is seated on the jury panel.*
Frank v. State, 688 S.W.2d 863 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1985); OBryan v. State, 591 S.W.2d
464 (Tex. Cr. App. 1979); Moreno v.
State, 587 S.W.2d 405 (Tex. Cr. App.
1978); Emanus v. State, 526 S.W.2d 806
(Tex. Cr. App. 1975); Powers v. State,
497 S.W.2d 594 (Tex. Cr. App. 1973);
Johnson v. State, 713 S.W.2d 741 (Tex.
App. Dallas 1986); Gonzales v. State, 706
S.W.2d671 (Tex. App. 13thDist. 1985);
Mnrray v. State, 689 S.W.2d 247 (Tex.
App. 13th Dist. 1985);
13) Make sure the record includes: a)
master jury panel list; b) your peremptory
strikes, and, c) the list of strlkes for the
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State.

Voir Dire Viewed in Entirety
Whenanalyzing the propriety of the ruling on the challenge for cause, the reviewing court will review the voir dire as a
whole. Darden v. Wainwright,U S .
-,
106 S.Ct. 2464 (1986); Frank v.
State, 688 S.W.2d 863 (Tex. Cr. App.
1985); Jernigan v. State, 661 S.W.2d 936
(Tex. Cr. App. 1983); Everrv. State, 561
S.W.2d 489 (Tex. Cr. App. 1978).
For this reason, it is essential that the
court reporter take down the entire voir
dire, including conferences at the bench.
Additionally, counsel should not rely on
a single word or phrase used by the potential juror. Counsel must lock the juror into
unequivocating answers and if appropriate,
dictate into the record the demeanor of the
juror.
Even if the record is properly made, the
Court of Criminal Appeals has, on occasion, refused to reverse the conviction in
the absence of harm or where the state had
not exhausted all of its peremptory
challenges. Smith v. State, 683 S.W.2d
393 (Tex. Cr. App. 1984) [no harm];
Pearce v. State, 513 S.W.2d 539 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1984) [State did not use all strikes];
Weaver v. State, 476 S.W.2d 326 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1972) [State did not use all
strikes]; Johnson v. State, supra atp. 744.
Failure to state the reason why a juror
is subject to a challenge for cause-no error preserved. Garcia v. State, 626
S.W.2d 46 (Tex.Cr.App. 1981).
Failure to designate the objectionable
juror(s) preserves nothing for review.
Moreno v. State, 587 S.W.2d 405 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1979); Adam v. State, 669
S.W.2d339 (Tex. App. 13th Dist. 1984).
However, error will be preserved even
though counsel did not show in what manner the juror was objectionable, unfair or
partial. Wove v. State, 178 S.W.2d 274
(Tex. Cr. App. 1944); Adam v. State,
supra at p. 344.

Art. 35.16 Is Not Exlzauslive
Although Art. 35.16 lists the areas

Prior Co~rvictiortDisqualification
where a juror is susceptible to a challenge
for cause, these grounds are not exhaustive. The trial court has the inherent Frame v. State, 615 S.W.2d 766 (Tex. Cr.
authority to excuse a juror for cause on App. 1981)
Misdemeanor theft sufficient for absogrounds other than those enumerated in
said Article. Moore v. State. 542 S.W.2d lute disqualification.
664 (Tex. Cr. App. 1976) ljuror preoccupied by personal problems]; Henley v. Payon v. State, 572 S.W.2d 677 (Tex. Cr.
.
State, 644 S.W.2d 950 (Tex. App. Cor- ~ p p 1978)
Felony DWI-successfully served out
pus Christi, 1982) Ijuror's fear of losing
orobation term and been dischareed-not
his job].
absolutely disqualified to serve on juryExamples of Challenges for Cause see Art. 42.12 Sec. 7, C.C.P.
Trial Courts Failure to
Frdly Develop Your Challengefor Cause
Test Jrrror's Qlralificafiorls

-

Edwards v. State, 660 S.W.2d 622 (Tex.
App. 13th Dist. 1983)
Trial court's failure to comply with Art.
35.17 to instruct jurors in principles of law
was waived in absence of an objection.
Mental State Cl~allertge
Bodde States 568 S'W'2d 344 vex.
App. 1978)
Juror had nervous breakdown months
prior, hospitalized four months, given
shock treatment, expressed concern that
she could not be good juror and if chosen
and sequestered might relapse-court erred
in granting state challenge for cause-no
showrng of absolute disqualification.
Placing Burden of Proof on Defendant
Hornan v. State, 662 S.W.2d 372 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1984)
Potential juror's statement that the
Defendant was "just a little bit guilty of
something" and it would take evidence to
overcome this state of mind, it was error
to overrule challenge for cause.

Goodmait v. State, 701 S.W.2d 850 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1985)
Brook v. State, 556 S.W.2d 309 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1977)
Court erred in granting State's challenge
for cause on ground that juror could not
read o r write.
He~?~andez
v. State, 506 S.W.2d 884 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1974)
Requirement contemplates that juror be
able to express ideas in writing.

two jurors were pro-prosecution and the
third juror was a Vietnam Vet (who in our
opinion understood and empathized with
our defense). Prior to exercising our final
strike, we successfully pursuaded the trial
lawyer to vigorously and aggressively
move to challenge one of pro-prosecution
jurors. The attorney took our advice, one
juror was excused, the other was struck
and the Vietnam Vet was on the jury (after 30 days of deliberations amistrial was
declared with the Vietnam Vet leading half
the jurors to vote for second degree).
The challenge for cause carries tremendous clout and can renovate the composition of your remaining jury panel. We
would again encourage you to share with
us any thoughts, ideas, questions, case law
or challenge for cause stories. Your knowledge, experience and wisdom will help all
of us he more effective. Please let us hear
from you-THE VOICE LISTENS.

When conducting your examination of
a potential cause excusable juror, it is imperative that you construct the "cause
coffin," confirm for the juror that you
respect hislher opinion, and then nail the
"cause coffm" shut by anticipating the
prosecutor's rehabilGtion and asking that
line of questioning iTa leadiug and closedWrite: Jury Selection
c/o VOICE for the Defense
ended fashion. Failure to askthe prosecuton rehabilitative questions could result in
600 W. 13th
Austin, Texas 78701
the trial court thwarting your attempt to
bringing the juror back around. Jol~~lson
v,
713 S,W,2d 741 (Tex, App,Ethics
Dallas 1986).
conii,wedfion~p o p 46
Aquillo ,,, State, 710 S.W.2d 747 (Tex,
App. Hou, 14th Dist, 1986)
I declare under penalty of perjury the
Examples of prosecutorial rehabilitation above is true and correct.
can be found in the following cases: Joliilson 11. State, sripra at p. 743; Gonzalez v.
State, 706 S.W.2d 671, 672 (Tex. App.
Date
Signature
13th Dist. 1983).
If the court refuses to allow you to fur- TO BE FILLED OUT IF POSSIBLE AT
ther question a possible cause juror, ohTHE TIME OF PAYMENTS MADE
ject and dictate into the record a few
AFTER THE FIRST PAYMENT
concrete and proper questions, Aqrriiio v.
I have not been advised, counseled or
Stare, sripra at p. 752.
made any agreement with anyone from the
Conclusion
Law Offices of
that is
different from what is written above and
Spending some extra time with Article have not been advised by them about how
35.16 and the applicable case law can pay I should pay my legal fees, nor has anyone
big dividends during jury selection. If you received any such advice on my behalf. It
are able to convince the trial court to ex- is still my understanding that the Law
are not
clude ajuror for cause, you have in essence Offices of
received an additional peremptory strike. interested in the manner in which I choose
Let us share with you one war story that to pay for legal services.
is illustrativeof this point. We were recentI declare under penalty of perjury the
ly working on a capital case in California foregoing is true and correct.
where our client was a Vietnam Vet
charged with executing a police officer.
Signature
The defense was Post Traumatic Stress
Date
Disorder. We had one strikeleft. The next
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PERJURY AND OTHER FALSIFICATION

K h e was told car was not there. and when ~ o l i c ewent

In oeriuw oros it

a

nd

~~~~~~~~,

insulf for failure to' prove' def knew statement's meaning.
Tanner v S, 68144>626.

Sec. 37.03 Aggravated Perjury
(a) A person commits an offens
and the false statement:
( 1 ) i s made durina or in

A

These Exceptional Research Tools
Are Used by Defense Attorneys, Prosecutors and Judges Throughout Texas.
1986 Editions Include All Amendments Passed
at the Last Regular Session of the Texas Legislature.
TEXASPENALCODEHANDBOOK

TEXAS DRUGS & DWI HANDBOOK

This volume, now in its sixth year, is
THE ONE VOLUME ANNOTATED
PENAL CODE. With full text and complete
Annotations on the 1974 Penal Code, it has
been praised by many lawyers as an
exceptional research tool and a real
bargain.

With full text of the Controlled Substances
Act, Dangerous Drugs Act, and DWI
offenses, and complete annotations
beginning with 500 S.W.2d, now in its
fourth year. One defense lawyer wrote,
"Your books are the best I have seen in
20 years of practicing criminal law."
-

FINDING THE LAW IS QUICK AND EASY: This year's new format was developed to make the user's job
easy. Every statute appears in boldface type to set it off from the case notes. Margin markers and arrangement of the case notes make research more efficient at pretrial, during trial and on appeal.
COMPACT These Handbooks are designed to be carried with you to trial. With no sacrifice of completeness, all the information covered by each Handbook is in one compact volume. The Penal Code Handbook
is THE one-volume annotated Penal Code, and for finding current case law it compares favorably with the
more expensive multi-volume hardbound editions of the Code.
THEAUTHOR. Lang Baker worked for Judge Wendell Odom of the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals for over
a decade, and has seen first hand the need for books like these. He has spent much time making the Texas
Handbook Series as useful as possible and is preparing another handbook covering Texas Criminal Procedure.

----------------------------------------------ORDER FORM
qame

Quantity

Amount
1986 TEXAS PENAL CODE HANDBOOK @ $40.00
1986 TEXAS DRUGS & DWI HANDBOOK @ $25.00
Postage and Handlhg - $2.00 per book
Subtotal

iddress
Xy, State, ZIP
Send completed order to:

Freelance Enterprises, Inc.
7215 Creekside Drive
Austin, Texas 78752

Sales fax: Texas residents add 5.125%
Austin Transit Meiro District residents add 6.125%
TOTAL ENCLOSED

Letter to the Editor:
It is wonderful to see the quality as well
.as the quantity improvement in the Voice
in recent months. Congratulationsto all iuvolved. The member editorials especially
offer a great opportunity to all of us.
Allen Ishell and I express our appreciation to Rusty Duncan for his assistance in
getting our "Hearsay" column started and
to Kerry FitzGerald for his kind letter to
us encouraging us to continue it. We were
regretfully unable to find the time and
energy to do so. The John Boston and
Nance Nelle column "In and Around
Texas" is not only the next best thing but
also much better. The Austin staff of
TCDLA has always been such a pleasure.
We also found Allen ConnaUy at Artforms,
the publisher of the Voice, in our limited
contact with him, a patient relief.
WALTER BOYD
Houston
Dear Editor:
I am writing you about what appears to
be a major shift in the position of Texas
Attorney General Jim Mattox on the issue
of capital punishment as it isapplied in the
State of Texas.
On November 27,1986, Jim Manox and
Governor Tony Anaya were interviewed
on the;ABC television program Nightline
following Governor Anaya's commutation
to a life sentence of all those condemned
to death in the State of New Mexico. On
that program, Mattox made several remarks which I found nothing short of
remarkable. The general thrust of his position seemed to he that capital punishment
is not accomplishing its deterrent effects.
Mattox reinforced this position in the enclosed newspaper article from the Arrstin
American-Statesman, December 7. 1986,
in which he stated that capital offenses
have not decreased as a result of resumption of executions in the State of Texas.
On Nightline, Mattox went on to say that,
in his opinion, there were probably a num-

ber of persons on death row whose sentences should be commuted.
This television interview was as remarkable for the things Mattox did not say as
for those which he did say. He did not take
any position in defense of Texas' capital
statute; he did not make any statement to
the effect that he or his agency is eager to
see executions conducted in a speedy manner or without a full opportunity for complete judicial review; overall, his position
appeared to be very conciliatory to that of
Governor Anaya to the great surprise of
the interviewer.
I understand that Attorney General Mattox has again appeared on television in the
last week making additional statements
similar to those made on Nightline. This
subsequent appearance may have been on
CNN on December 5, 1986.
In the spirit of the recent Viewpoints article by Jim Bobo in the November issue
of Voicefor tlze Defense, in my opinion,
this is an occasion when Attorney General
MaUox should he commended for his position on this issue and encouraged to pnrsue the idea that capital punishment is not
a deterrent to capital offenses, but, in fact,
diminishes both respect for life and the
moral authority of the State. This may indicate a "window of opportunity" which
TCDLA should not miss during this upcoming legislative session.
Sincerely.
JULIE C. HOWELL
Austin
HUNTSVILLE (AP) -When convicted
killer Charlie Brooks was executed in
1982, an anonymous note passed along
Texas death row predicted executions
would become routine. Four years later,
the state leads the nation in executions.
Brooks' execution was the first in the nation by lethal injection and ended an
18-year moratorium on capital punishment
in Texas.

Today is the fourth anniversary of the
execution of Charles Brooks, Jr., 40, who
was put to death for the 1976 killing of
David Gregory, a Fort Worth car lot employee.
The execution of Michael Wayne Evans
of Dallas on Thursday brought to 19 the
number of those put to death since 1982.
To some Brooks' execution sent a message to criminals.
"It broke the logjam," saidPaula Offenhauser, an assistant attorney general who
handles death penalty litigation. 'lt told
Texas, the courts and attorneys that this
sentence will he carried out and that the
state will actively seek to enforce it."
Others see it differently.
'lt opened a dangerous gate through
which we have entered a fantasy laud
where we are cheapening human life by
sentencingpeople to death," said Ray Hill
of Houston, an ex-convict and friend of
Brooks.
"States like Texas, which seems to take
great pride in its executions, demonstrate
that, like Mr. Evans, they also believe that
the killing of a human being is an acceptable answer to some problems," said Henry
Schwarzschild of the national American
Civil Liberties Union office in New York.
'They demonstrate they have a profound
disrespect for human life."
In the four years since Brooks' execution, Offenhauser and a team of attorneys
working for Attorney General Jim Mattox
have speeded the process by wmning court
rulings cutting legal delays.
The rulings streamlined the appeals
process and eliminated procedural tactics
defense attorneys used to delay executions
indefinitely.
Brooks' execution was followed by those
of Ronald Clark "Candyman" O'Bryan and
James D. "Cowboy" Autry. As each one
was put to death, the executioner fumbled
with the mix of lethal drugs, sometimes not
using enough, resulting in slow deaths.
Evans appeared to drift to sleep Thurscmtirraed on pnge 55
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A View From the Bench
Correct ions Cafeteria
by Judge Lariy Gist
In times long since past, punishment was
really a very simple part of the proceedings in a criminal prosecution. In fact, just
how simple is really reflected in a reading
of the Texas Penal Code of 1836.
As we all know, our present code covers
5 volumes. The Code of 1836 consumed
all of 9 pages, and prohibited almost the
same types of conduct condemned by
pI'eSent law. But it was thepunishmentprov~sionsthat so remarkedly separated that
code from our own.
All of the major felony offenses were
listed: murder, arson, rape, robbery, burglary and being a party to such offenses.
The punishment upon conviction was always the same-death. The code contained
no 'less than" or "more than" language; no
probation; no deferred adjudicationnothing but death was available.
Only the offense of felony theft left some
remnants of discretion. For one convicted
of theft "shall restore to the owner the
goods, chattels, money or other article of
value so stolen, or pay the value thereof
to the owner, and shall receive 39 lashes
on the bare back and be branded on the
right hand with the letter T.'"
In the next 150 years, our law had developed at such a pace that in many instances it is now in the punishment phase
that enormous legal skill is required just
to know the rules of the game. We presently have so many punishment options available and each one has its own technical
rules that if not followed, eliminates the
optlon from consideration.
The attorneys and the judge or jury involved in a punishment proceeding are
now given a wide array of possible punishment choices. I thought it might be helpful to outline most that I've been able to
find. Perhaps this punishment menu will
he of value as all of us attempt to formulate what options are available in particular cases. An entire article could be written
on each option, but perhaps a summary
review can at least direct an interested advocate or jurist in the proper general
direction.

demeanor rather than 31d degree felony.
Sec. 12.45 PC. Admission of Unadjudicated Offense. With the consent of the
prosecutor having jurisdiction over a case,
the defendant can admit guilt to cases for
which be has not yet been prosecuted. The
court can take such offenses into consideration in assessing punishment in the pending case, but doing so prevents the
admitted offenses from ever being
prosecuted.
Arts. 37.08-09 CCP. Lesser Included
Offe~zses.
In the proper case, and defendant may well beguilty of a lesser offense
than that alleged against hi. And of
course conviction of the lesser grade also
exposes the defendant to a reduced penalty
I
range.
Art. 42.08 CCP. Cu~nulativeor Concnrrenf Sentences. Courts have inherent
Sees. 3.01-3.03 PC. Joinder of Prose- authority to "stack" sentences. With few
cufions. In the eircu~nstancescovered by exceptions, cumulation is a matter of juthese sections, provision is made that in the dicial discretion, and if done in a technitrial of two or more joined offenses, the cally correct manner, there is little defense
punishment must run concurrently in the counsel can do. It is always important to
event of conviction. The fear of a "stacked" at least realize this judicial authority exsentence does not arise too often, but when ists and be prepared to argue for concurit does, careful counsel should take a close rent time. Note though that our law
look at seeking joinder.
provides that unless cumulated, terms run
Sec. 12.42 PC. Repeat Offender & concurrently. Sometimes it's best just to let
Hnbihml Offender. As we all know, en- sleeping dogs sleep.
hancement allegations if properly proved
Art. 42.03. See. 4. CCP. S h e w s Conmagnify the available punishment range. duct Statefnent. When a prisoner is sent
So defense counsel is always wise to close- to TDC, the sheriff is required to attach
ly examine the viability of the underlying a statement of the prisoner's conduct while
conviction(s). There are a number of avail- in jail. That statement is used to award the
able ways to properly attack what appears same good conduct credit the prisoner
to have been a valid prior conviction. Thus would have earned had he been in TDC.
if that attack is successful, the penalty So always check the committment papers
range is reduced.
to make sure a good conduct statement is
See. 12.44 PC. Reduction of 3rd attached. Its absence may lengthen the
Degree Felony to MZsdetneanor. All prisonerk stay.
courts have jurisdiction when "after conArt. 42.03, Sec. 5. CCP. Off Work Jail
sldering the gravity and circumstances of Setttence. Ifjail time is awarded, the Coua
the felony committed, and the history, has discretion to allow its service during
character and rehabilitative needs of the off work hours. There are a number of
defendant, so set aside the verdict and con- conditions that may be imposed, and often
vict and punish for a Class A mis- some local practical problems. But in the
demeanor. The court can also authorize the right circumstances, use of this option will
prosecutor to proceed for a Class A mis- allow an offender to keep his job while
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serving his time. It also allows restitution
to be collected and the prisoner is required
to pay his cost of confinement so that the
taxpayers get a jail sentence for free. It's
always worth a look.
Art. 42.03. See. 6a. 3rd Degree Felony
Served in Jail. This section authorizes a
court to allow a defendant convicted of a
3rd degree felony to serve the term in the
local jail. Work release is then required.
The process cannot be used however, without the consent of the State. And with
crowded local jails, probably few prosecutors would be interested. But don't pass
it by without a look. In the right case and
circumstances, this may well prove a viable alternative.
Art. 42.12. Sec. 1Oa. Pre-Trial Diversion. This section authorizes the court to
allow the probation department to supervise defendants sent them directly by the
prosecutor. Basically, the prosecutor and
defendant strike a deal PRIOR to prosecution. In effect, the defendant is on probation to the prosecutor. If he does what
the prosecutor desires, no case is filed. If
he violates his agreement, the prosecutor
can proceed with the case. The probation
department is authorized to collect up to
$200 for supervision. Few jurisdictions use
this tool. But in the right circumstances,
it can accomplish exactly what a fullcourt
proceeding can accomplish at signiticantly
reduced cost. As must judges and prosecutors are unaware of this provision, mentioning it may be beneficial for everyone.
Art. 42.12. Sec. 3e. Court Granting
Probation When Jury Doesn'f.As a practical matter, few judges would grant probation when a jury has refused it. But in
the right case, it may be a useful option
to at least mention. Many judges do not
realize they have the authority to grant probation in eligible cases when a jury does
not.
Arf. 42.12. Sec. 3d. Deferred Adjudication. This is a classic two-edged sword.
On the one hand, someone who successfully completes deferred probation ends up
with no conviction on their record. On the
other hand, violation of the terms imposed
subjects him to the full range of punishment and the revocation proceeding is not
appealable. This is perhaps the most dangerous and useful tool in the book. Approach it carefully.
Art. 42.12. See. 3.9. Shock Probation.
Courts are given jurisdiction depending on

the grade of offense to rehlrn a prisoner
or inmate to court and suspend further
service of the sentence. Always read this
section closely because there are a number of exceptions and requirements. If this
option is used, the Court is authorized to
place the defendant on probation for the
maximum authorized for the offense.
Many inmates may prefer to await parole
rather than be under court supedsion.
Art. 42.12. Sec. 3fl. Jury VerdictAffirmdive Finding. If a defendant is convicted of a 2nd degree or higher offense
and is given probation by the jury, the
Court is authorized if it makes an affirmative weapon finding to confine the defendant in TDC for a term of between 60-120
days as a condition of probation.
Art. 42.12. Sec. 4. Pre-Sentence
Reports. The PSI is perhaps the most important document in a defendant's life. It
will follow him everywhere he goes in the
system. Therefore it is crucial to insure it
is accurate. If probation is granted, it stays
with the court for review when alleged violations are reviewed. If the defendant goes
to TDC, it is used in making classification
and parole decisions. So make sure what
is in the final document is correct. It is awful difficult to get a correction made once
it is introduced into the system. It is also
a useful tool to counsel to get beneficial
information before the cou~withoutwitnesses having to take off work or be otherwise inconvenienced. Generally, the rules
of evidence do not apply, so be careful.
The same latitude that allows you to get
into the report beneficial information also
allows the prosecutor to do the opposite.
Arf.42.12. Sec. 6. Conditions of Probation. Great latitude is allowed the court
in setting conditions of probation. In fact,
anything is authorized so long as the condition i8 "reasonable." One of the best ways
to convince a court into giving probation
is to outline the rehabilitative restrictions
that can be imposed.
Art. 42.12. Sec. 6ba. 30 Day Penal
Tenn Condition. The statute specifically
authorizes the court to impose a 30 day
term in a penal institution as a condition
of probation.
Arf. 42.12. Sec. 6bb. DWI Jail Time.
Recent legislation provides that under
certain circumstances a person receiving
probation for DWI or DWI Negligent
Homicidemay be required to serve a specified minimum time incarcerated.

Art. 42.12. Sec. c. Restitution Center.
If a jurisdiction is served by a Restitution
Center, in appropriate cases an offender
can be ordered confined in the center as
analternative to prison. There are substantial technical requirements and exemptions, so read the statute carefully. In the
proper case, its a great option because the
offender is required to work, pay restitution and housing costs, and eventually he
transferred to regular supervision.
Art. 42.12. Sec. 7. Early Release. This
provision authorizes a court to release a
probationer from supervision afler he has
successfully served one third of his term.
Note that under deferred adjudication provisions, release can occur at any time.
WOW!!! What a bunch of options, and
the surface has hardly been scratched. Too
many of us take punishment in stride, and
do not really prepare to face the incredible list of alternatives. The next time you
pass your tray down theline at the corrections cafeteria, remember the variety that's
available. No longer is there one optiondeath. And no longer need you fear branding with the letter "T"or receipt of 39 lashes to the bare back. But you're also not just
faced with a prisonlprobation decision.
No, things are much more complicated
than that. The menu has been expanded so
we can feast on a banquet of justice.

Letters
crmrinucdjronz page 53

day, dying painlessly from the executioner's refined mix of drugs.
The early executions received national
attention when mobs of college students
gathered outside the execution chambers
to chant support for their deaths.
Far less attention focused on Evans, convicted of killing an East Dallas church pianist in 1977. Six reporters attended, down
from the 300 at Brooks' execution.
State off~cialspredict executions will be
carried out monthly next year as about two
dozen death row inmates exhaust their
appeals.
But as the executions increase, many
wonder if they made a difference.
"With capital punishment, one would
suspect the number of such cases (warranting the death penalty) would diminish with
time," said Mattox. "I haven't seen them
diminish."
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The Last Word
Argument Concerning Non-Capital Sentence
by Jack V. Sfrickland
Inasmuch as Texas law confers on a
Defendant the absolute right to jury assessment ofpunishment, it stands to reason that
counsel for both sides are entitled to argue for and against a particular sentence.
This article will offer some guidelines for
the permissible scope of such argument.

ence in potential punishments, the prosecutor can commit error by repeatedly
stressing that difference and asking the jluy
to consider the amount of punishment,
rather than the facts, in determining the
offense for the defendant should be convicted. In M c C k e v. State, 544 S.W.2d
390 (TCA 1976), the court held that such
Guilt/Innocence Stage
argument could only inflame and prejudice
the minds of the jurors, diverting them
As a general rule, remarks concerning from their legitimate task. Every such
sentencing are not proper at the guiltfinno- mention is certainly not improper
cence stage. ("Guiltlinnocence stage'' is a however, as it may be construed as no
descriptive phrase peculiar to defense at- more than an explanation showing the
torneys. Those of us who are former commission of one offense rather than
prosecutors will recall that we then another. McM111lenv. State, 659 S.W.2d
referred to this as the "guilt stage.") The 455 (Tex.App.-Dallas), (PDRR). And
theory is that such remarks serve no legiti- just as it is improper for the prosecutor to
mate purpose since the jury's sole function argue that an erroneous conviction is not
at this phase of the trial is to decide the really harmful "since it can be reversed on
question of the Defendant's guilt. Of appeal," Crowv. State, 26 S.W. 209 (TCA
course, in all likelihood the jury bas been 1894) by analogy it should be error to arinformed as to the appropriate range of gue that an erroowus conviction of the
punishment during the voir dire examina- more serious offense can always be remetion, so the harm lies in attempting to let died by the appellate courts.
the potential pun~shmentinterfere with the
jury's resolution of the factual issues in the
Sentencing Stage
case. In spite of this prohibition, common
Getteral
sense should tell us that some (or maybe
all) jurors will undoubtedly consider the
Alejandro, still the bright-line jury arrange of punishment while deliberating gument case in Texas, tells us that a proper
gu~lt.If there is areasonablelikelihoodthat plea for law enforcement is one of four apthe jury will receive an instruction on a proved categories of argument. Alejandro
lesser included offense, defense counsel v. State, 493 S.W.2d 230 (TCA 1973).
should consider not informing the jury of Since proper sentencing directly relates to
the range of punishment prescribed for that the question of law enforcement, it follows
lesser offense. Jury nullification can cut that the district attorney may argue senboth ways and on a murder case a jury tencing. Accordingly, it is proper to argue
might well reject a lesser offense of in- the general purposes of sentencing, includvoluntary manslaughter if they were made ing deterrance, retribution, and quarantine.
aware of the relatwely light punishment for The familiar "send a message" refrain is
that lesser crime. Larry and Pam Moore permissible, whether the intended recipient
of Fort Worth employed this tactic with is the community, the penitentiary, the
great success in a recent highly-publicized defendant, or others of his ilk. Conversetrial in Tarrant County. Of course, when ly, of course, the bleeding-heart defense
the jury found out that they could only sen- counsel is entitled to argue in favor of retence the defendant whom they had just habilitation. A prosecutor may point out,
convicted of manslaughter to twenty years, if supported by the facts before the jury,
they were not amused. Pam and Larry are that a long penitentiary sentence is tantain hiding at this writing.
mount to "self defense" for the community
Even if the jury is aware of the differ- at large. Texas case law goes so far as to
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allow attorneys to make sentencing recommendations of specific terms of years, supporting those "recammendations" with
evidentiary reasons. See Palmer v. State,
423 S.W.2d323 (TCA 1968). In that case
the prosecutor agreed that the defendant
could possibly berehabilitated, but only if
the State had 99 years to workon it. Probably overly optimistic at that. Keep in mind
however, the very strict Texas rule which
prohibits the prosecuting attorney from arguing that the community "expects" or "demands" a particular outcome. The line
between what is a permissible appeal to
community rights and an impermissible
argument or community expectation,
demand, conscience, or desire is often
difficult to draw. It is not enough to imply
the expectation; the argument must be explicit. Cain v. State, a 1977 Dallas murder with malice prosecution, is a case in
point. The defendant, a Dallas police
officer, attempted to interrogate a handcuffed 12-year-old boy by holding a
revolver to the child's head. The gun discharged, with predictable results. At the
sentencing phase of the trial, the prosecutor responding to a defense plea for probation, asked the rhetorical question "who
is to answer for the death of Santos Rodriquez? You? Me? The community at large?"
That argument was held to be a proper plea
for law enforcement and was an attempt
to point out that the defendant bore the sole
responsibility for the death of the child.
Cain v. State, 549 S.W.2d 707 (TCA
1977).
Using that same reasoning, the Corpus
Cbristi Court of Appeals found the following argument to be directed to the responsibilities of our court system, not to
community expectations:
'We've taken you six as representatives, and it's your job to determine
what is the proper punishment. . .
what's the point of bringing in this
guy that's DWI before a jury?. . .
people who have lost others through
DWI feel very strongly about
that. . ." Moreno v. State, 678

S.W.2d 249 (Tex.App. -Corpus
Christi 1984) (PDRK).

Perrrrissible Facts
Texas law allows thejury to consider all
of the evidence heard at the first phase of
the trial when deliberating the issue of
punishment and thejury will be instructed
accordingly. See, McClung, Texas J1ay
Charges (1985). Additionally, facts concerning the Defendant's prior criminal
record, or lack thereof, psychological testimony, character evidence, as well as anything else properly before the jury are a
proper subject of argument. Even the lack
of certain evidence may be argued, as long
as the prosecutor does not speculate as to
what those absent witnesses would say.
Accordinglv, it is ~erfectlvacceotablefor
the State Tipoint out thatneither family,
friends, employers, ministers, or former
cell-mates had come forward to provide
character testimony for the defendant.
Spencer. v. State, 466 S.W.2d 749 (TCA
1971). This is true even over objection that
such comments improperly shift the burden of proof to the defendant. But in
McKenzie v. State, 617 S.W.2d 211 (Tex.
Crim.App. 1981) and in Revson 11. State,
706 S.W.2d 153 (Tex.App. -Houston 1st
1986), the prosecutors went overboard and
outside the record, causing each case to be
reversed.
More often than we like, the state is able
to bring evidelse of extraneous offenses
to the attention of the jury. In fact, in many
cases, the State is ahvays able to introduce
evidence of extraneous offenses. Those are
certainly proper subjects of prosecutorial
argument, but only to the degree that they
help prove the specific purpose for which
they have been admitted: intent, identity,
system, desigd, scheme, etc. However, the
prosecutor is not entitled to ask the jury
to assess punishment for the collateral
crimes which may have been admitted in
evidence and then add such punishment to
the penalty assessed for the offense alleged
in the indictment. Klrreppel v. State, 505
S.W.2d 572 (TCA 1974). By way of example, Dallas District Attorney's Office,
showing more familiarity with basic
mathematics than with the law, argued in
a robbery case in which two extraneous
robberies were admitted into evidence:
'Tm not asking for more than what
it's worth. Thirty years, why? That's

the going rate. . .three separate robberies. . .ten years each robbery.''
Br.o~unv. State, 530 S.W.2d 118
(TCA 1975).

to argue the matter before the jury. I believe this argument to be objectionableand
grounds to justify reversible error. To buttress such a contention on appeal, it would
be very helpful to secure the affidavit of
one or more jurors to the effect that the
or (yes, you guessed it), Dallas
again:
prosecutor's argument caused the juror to
apply the "parole mathemalics" in the
"How many more years would you
court's charge and to increase the sentence
tack on somebody that would take
from that originally contemplated.
pecan shells and put them on the
If the Statute is unconstitutional, it folfloor and hogtie his daughter. . .and
lows that arguments made in support of the
make her kneel on the broken shells?
charge must necessarily be reviewed in
how many more years would you
light of the pre-1985 Texas case law. That
ndd on for that?" L m a s v. State, 707
case law clearly held that it was improper
S.W.2d 556 (TCA 1986).
for the prosecutor to urge the jury to apply the parole law in assessing punishment.
Parole
("You should, in deliberating as to punishment, discuss how long the Defendants
The long-standing Texas rule which pro- would be required to serve in order to
hibited prosecutorial comments regarding satisfy the sentence imposed.'') Woerner I,.
parole supposedly fell by the wayside with State, 576 S.W.2d 85 (TCA 1979). The
the passage of the 1985 amendment to the reading of the parole law, albeit the wrong
Code of Criminal Procedure. TEX. CODE parole law, was held to be reversible in
CRIM PROC ANN.,Art. 37.07(1985).
Kincaid v. State, 534 S.W.2d 340 (TCA
That article sets out a mandatory instruc- 1976), and even implied arguments contion to be included in the jury charge, in- cerning parole have deen condemned.
forming non-capital jurors that a prisoner
In a 1982 Dallas (!) case the prosecutor
may earn good-time; that an inmate be- clearly invited the jury to consider the
comes parole-eligible at the expiration of parole law during it's deliberations by the
'/; or 20, including that good-time; and alfollowing not-so-clever (in retrospect) sublowing the jurors to consider the existence terfuge:
of the parole law and good conduct time.
Then, with what niust have been a good
"One thing I might want to point
deal of smirking, the legislature goes on
out. . .he was sentenced to 16 years
to insist that of course the jury is not to
in the Texas Departmeut of Correcconsider the manner in which the parole
tions and hetold you that he served
law might be applied to this particular
six years." Kearney 1,. State, 630
defendant. Right.
S.W.2d 934 (TCA 1982).
Obviously if the mandated instruction is
submitted, the prosecutor may be tempted Note however that some courts have al-
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lowed the State to skirt the narrow borderline between a fair summation and the
prohibited invitation to consider parole
law. See Turnerv. State. 695 S.W.2d 254
(Tex.App.-Houston (1) 1985). Kearney
V. State, 630 s.w.zd 934 (TCA 19821.
What will happen when the Court of
Criminal Appeals considers the question
of the statute's constitutional~ty is anybody's guess. An earlier conflict between
the Fifth Court of Appeals (Dallas), which
had found the law to be unconstitutional,
and the Second Court of Appeals (Fort
Worth), which upheld the law, was
resolved in December. On rehearing, the
Dallas Court, sitting en banc countermanded the 3-justice panel which had
struck down the law in August. Stay tuned.
Probation
If the question of probation is properly
before the jury, attorneys for both sides are
allowed some latitude in stating personal
views as to whether probation should or
should not be granted. That is in spite of
the general prohibition against counsel interjecting their personal opinions into final
argument. In the Atwood case, the prosecutor, although not from Dallas, argued
that

"If Ifelt that this was the type of case
that deserved to be probated, then
with the Court's permission that
could have been done. . . The Legislature did establish the right of probation and established it in the
proper cases, probated (sic) deserved
to be of young people, people who
are seventeen and twenty-two.. ."

with the question of probation since the
judge could grant it. That comment, asking the jury to abandon its lawful responsibility, to assess a fair punishment based
on the evidence, was held to be reversible. A more recent case, embodying the
logic of Blount is Clark v. State, 643
S.W.2d 723 (TCA 1982), a case from the
home of the Cotton Bowl.

Although this argument (1) interjects new
evidence in the form of personal opinion,
(2) is a misstatement of the law, and (3)
stupid, it was held no proper objection had
been made, it was probably not manifestly
harmful, and most importantly, the issue
was moot inasmuch as the jury had
returned a sentence in excess of ten years.
Atwood v. State, 537 S.W.2d 749 (TCA
1976). See also, Levingstorr v. State, 651
S.W.2d 319 (Tex.App.-Dallas 1983)
(PDRR).
Since it is improper to invite the jury to
Ignore its lawful function k any regard
fiust be guided by what Jesus would say
about your verdict"), so too is it improper
to suggest that the jury ignore its responsibility to consider probation if probation
is indeed an issue. In Blount v. State, 509
S.W.2d 615 (TCA 1974). the prosecutor
told thejury that it need not concern itself

Conclosion
Keep in mind that while there are some
special do's and don't's for sentencing arguments, the general rules which govern
jury arguments still apply. Counsel should
not argue matters not in evidence and
reasonable deductions must be drawn. Tntemperate remarks by defense counsel may
open doors best left locked. It is no more
proper for a prosecutor to comment upon
a defendant's failureto testify at the second
slagc than it is at thc first. And as always,
the ridiculous three-mart litnnv, recniired of
Texas lawyers (objection, instruction, motion for mistrial), taken to an adverse mling, is applicable at the sentencing phase.
With any luck all of your cases will be
resolved at the first phase and you will
need not concern yourselves with sentencing arguments.

.

provision, then the evidence is not admis= should the warrant fail. Adkins v. State,
-S.W.2d -(Tex. Cr. App. No.
sible at trial.
cowitwedfronz page 33
1064-84, delivered October 1, 1986),
Stoddard, supra, and Lowag v. State, 499
ble under Art. 38 23, supra); Irvh v. State,
Invalid search warmrrts
563 S.W.2d 920 (Tex. Cr. App. 1978)
S.W.2d 160 (Tex. Cr. App. 1973). Thus,
(evidence obtained in violation of ChapIf asearch warrant is not valid, then the if a warrant is determined to be defective,
ter 14, V.A.C.C.P., was inadmissibleun- search is not authorized and any evidence then the evidence may still be admissible
der Art. 38.23, supra); and k i g h t o ~v.~ obtained from that search may be inadmis- if the circumstances surrounding the search
State, 544 S.W.2d 394 (Tex. Cr. App. sible. Art. 38.23, V.A.C.C.P., Wong Sun, support some exception to the warrant re1976) (similar to Inm, supra). Thus, if supra. The actual procuring of a warrant, quirement. Adkins, supra. Seealso United
evidence is obtained in violation of any however, does not preclude the use of ex- States v. Clark, 559 P.2d 420 (5th Cir.
stake or federal statute, or constitutional igent circumstances to justify a search 1977).

Search and Arrest Warrants

New Motions
mnrinaedfio~npage 49
CODE CRIM. ANN. art. 35.15 91983)
and the same is hereby (GRANTED in
that: a) the prosecution is ordered that it
shall not use its peremptory challenges in
a racially discriminatory fashion; h) a hearing shall be ordered at the conclusion of
the strike process and prior to the calling,
seating or swearing of the jury to deter-

mine if the Court's order has been comCERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
plied with; and c) any further action that
the Court deems necessary to enforce its
I hereby certifiy that a true and correct
earlier rulings, to wit:
copy of the above was hand delivered to
Assistant District Attorney, or his duly
authorized representative on October 9,
(DENIED, to which action of the Court, 1986.
the Defendant duly excepted.)
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In and Around Texas
by John Boston
By the time this column sees print you
should either he preparing for the TCDLA
winter meeting in Lake Tahoe or just
returned from that trip. The TCDLAl
CDLP staff members hope that the trip
was, or will be, fun, informative and
maybe even profitable, or not too unprofitable.
CLE Update: March 16-20 are the dates
for the l lth Annual Criminal Trial Advocacy program conducted by the Criminal Defense Lawyers Project. Bill White
of White & Allison, P.C., Austin, is the
course coordinator again this year. In the
past, Bill has done an excellent job of putting together the four and one-half day trial
practice program, and he can be expected
to produce another excellent program for
criminal defense lawyers. The Project will
produce two programs in the month of

on the 10th and a day and one-half State
Law Skills Course in Tyler on April 23 and
24. Check your mail for brochures in
March.
TCDLA Insurance Program: We are
again requesting information so that an uoderwriler may prepare quotes for reduced
pren~ium malpractice insurance for its
members. If you are a member, answer the
following questions on your letterhead and
return to John Boston, 600 West 13th
Street, Austin, Texas 78701. We need a
50 percent response from TCDLA membership.
I. Name of firm, address, and phone.
2. Number of attorneys in your firm.
3. Number of years experience as an attorney.
4. Please give a percentage of the tune
utilized on cases, i.e., plaintiff or defense

5. Please attach your loss experience,
premium and insurance company for lawyers' errors and omissions coverage For the
past (5) years. Is your current policy written on a claims made or occurrence form?
If you are interested in the Paul Revere
Disability Insurance Program contact
Maury M. Burkom, (512) 340-6318 or
The Paul Revere Companies, Renaissance
Plaza, Suite 310, 70 NE Loop 410, San
Antonio, Texas 78216. There is apremium
discount for TCDLA members.
Don't forget if you have information you
would l i e to see printed in this space, send
it to "Tn and Around Texas," Kerry P. FitzGerald, Editor, Voice for the Defense, c/o
TCDLA, 600 West 13th Street, Austin,
Texas 78701.
Recru~ta new member; it'll do you both
good.

Open your eyes and see just how
many subjects are covered in the new
edition of the Consumer lnformation
Catalog. It'sfree just for the asking and
so are nearly half of the 200 federal
publications described inside. Booklets on subjects like financial and
career planning; eating right, exercising, and staying healthy;housing and
child care: federal benefit programs.
Just about everything you would need
to know. Write today. We'll send you the
latest edition of the Consumer Information Catalog. which is updated and
published quarterly It'll be a great
help, you'll see Just write:
Consumer lnformation Center
Department TO, Pueblo, Colorodo 81009
U.S. General Services Administration
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T E X A S CRIMINAL D E F E N S E LAWYERS
ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

I

I
I

I
I

(Please print or type)
NEW MEhtBER APPLICATION
RENEWAL APPLICATION

Some of the best legal minds
. . .in this state already belong to the Texas Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association. We believe we have now the best Criminal ~ e f e n s eBar in the United States. We maintain that level
of excellence by continuously seeking out new minds, new
energies. Therefore we want YOU. . .if your legal and personal
philosophies are compatible with our purposesandobjectives:
a To provide an appropriate s t a t e organization representing those

NAME
(To appear m Membership Directory)
MAILING ADDRESS
STATE-ZIP

CITY

BUSINESS TELEPHONE (-)
0

TELECOhlhlUNICATIONS ACCESSIBILITY
Y E S N O TELECOhlMUN1CATIONS PROTOCOL-N/A_
BAR CARD NUhlBER

NAME
(As recorded on State Bar Card)

TITLE FOR SALUTATION:
( h t r . ) ( h l n . ) ( M s . )
BAR DATE: Xontb

Year

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: (Curreal)

County

iI
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
1

I

I
I
I

State

I
I

Natlonal

I

AREAS OF SPECIAL INTEREST IN CRIhtlNAL
LAW (Cert~ficatmnnot reqwred)

:
I
I
I

CERTIFIED CRIMINAL SPECIALIST.
Y E S NORESIDENCE TELEPHONI: (-1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

Have yo11 cvcr been di.$barred or disciplincd by any
bar association. or are you the subject of disciplinary
action now pending?

:
I

t

(Signature of Applicant)

I
I

(Signalum of Member)
(Print or Type Member's Name)

1

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
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~ i m i n aDefense
l
Lawyers Association
600 West 13th Street
Austin, Texds78701
(512)478-2514

ADVANTAGES FOR T C D L A M E M B E R S

The monthly Voice for llre Defense magazine.
The "Significant Decisions Report" of important cases decided by the Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals and the Federal Courts.
TCDLA'Membwship Directory-referrals to and from Criminal Defense Lawyers in
over 100 Texas cities.
Outstandingeducational programs-featuring recognized experrs on practical aspecls
ofdefensecascs. TCDLA and the SLaleBar m u d l y present many seminarsand c m e s
in all paes of the state.
BriefBank service.
Availability oiLawyers Assistance Committee, a ready source of information and assistance to members, and the Amicus Curiae Committee.
The Attorney General's Crime Prevention Newsletter. Summaries of latest Texas Court
of Criminal Appeals cases avdilable to private practitioners only through TCDLA's
gmup subscription, included in dues.
Organizational voice through which criminal defense lawyen can formulate and express their position on legislation, mull refam, important defense rases Uuough Amicus
Curiae activity.
Disurune and freeofferings for publications afinlerest to criminal defense lawyen.
Research Service availableat a reasonable burly rate: messenger service in Ule Capitol
area.
ELIGIBILITY A N D DUES
Effective: January 1.1982
Voluntary Sustaining dues IVSI. . . . . . . . .$300.00
Sustaining dues ISUS) . . . . . . . . . . . .
200.00
Dues far members in the firm of
a sustaining member ISMFI . . . . . . . . . .
50.00
Members admitted to practice: IMEMI
2 years or less . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50.00
. 2 -5 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100.00
5 0 , more years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150.00
Affiliate:
Persons in careers which contribute to
defense o f criminal carer, e.g., law proferram. are
elibible for affiliate membership upon approval of
the application and receipt of the annual dues.
Affiliate dues IAFFI . . . . . . . . . . . .
25.00
Students: Those regularly enmlled in a law school
in Texas are elibible for student membership.
Student dues ISDMl . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.00

:

ENDORSEhlENT
I, a membcr of TCDLA, believe this applicant to be a
person of professional compelcncy, integrity, and
goad moral character. The applicant is actively engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
Date

justice.

!

i

Date

0

lawyers w h o a r e actively engaged i n t h e defense o f criminal cases.
To p r o t e c t a n d insure by rule o f law t h o s e individual rightsguaranteed by the Texas and Federal Constitutions in criminal cases.
To resist proposed legislation o r rules which would curtail such rights
a n d to p r o m o t e sontld alternatives.
To promote educational activities to improve the skills and k n o w ledge o f lawyers engaged i n the defense of criminal cases.
To improve t h e judicial system and to urge t h e selectionand appointm e n t to the bench of well-aualified a n d exoerienced lawvers.
To improve the correctional system and to seek more effective
rehabilitation opporlnnities f o r those convicted of crimes.
To p r o m o t e constant improvement i n the administration o f criminal

I
I
I
I

